EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

12 March 1969
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MEMORANDUM FOR AMBASSADOR MARKS

The United States Delegation should establish clearly
in the remaining days of the Conference an order of priority
and strategy and tactics to achieve feasible results from
this Conference which are in the interests of the United States.
It appears most likely that those matters most favorable to
the U.S. will emerge from Committees III and IV. Therefore,
the U.S. Delegation should exert all of its efforts to obtain
reports from working groups in these committees and to have
Committees III and IV report to a Plenary session of the
Conference at the earliest practicable date. The U.S.
Delegation should then seek to have approval by a Plenary
session of the reports rendered by Committees III and IV.
As a corollary to the foregoing approach, the U.S.
Delegation must decide what action, if any, should be taken
by Committees I and II and their respective working groups.
With respect to Committee II, the U.S. should seek to have the
issue of legal personality transferred to Committee I for future
consideration in the context of the structure of the organization.
With the possible exception of the question of arbitration
arrangements, other matters reported out of Committee II could
be disposed of by a Plenary session. However, the findings of
Committee II are of less importance than those of Committee I.
The results of the deliberations of Working Group B of Committee I are most likely to be unfavorable to the interests of
the United States. Accordingly, the U.S. Delegation should
consciously strive to insure that Working GroupBof Committee I
not complete its work during this Conference but that its efforts
be continued at some future time. Depending upon the results of
Working Group A and Working Group C (if established and functioning), it might be desirable to have Committee I act on those
results and report them to a Plenary session.
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With respect to Working Group B, the U.S. Delegation
in order to insure maximum future bargaining strength should
make the following two points: (a) the suggestions made by
the U.S. in Working Group B with respect to a management body
were in the nature of exploratory probes to seek out possible
areas of agreement; (b) these suggestions can only be considered in the full context of the entire package of issues
relating to structure which are before Committee I and, in
particular, Working Group B.
No suggestion should be made in the future by U.S.
spokesmen in any committee or working group without prior
consideration and clearance by the U.S. Delegation.

•

This proposal is intended to provide a means for successfully concluding this Conference and achieving maximum
and meaningful results while at the same time preserving the
bargaining power of the U.S. at a future session of the
Conference. It appears especially important that means be
adopted to insure, as noted in the foregoing paragraph, that
any statement which could have the effect of modifying, or of
appearing to deviate from, U.S. positions stated in Document
Com. 1/10 receive prior clearance by the United States
Delegation.

•
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington, D.C. 20520

March 13, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR:

The Honorable
James D. O'Connell

I am very pleased to have your memorandum summarizing
the instructions that I have given to the various members
of the Delegation on the priority to be attached to our
work program for the balance of the Conference.
Although your memorandum is phrased as though you
were suggesting certain actions, your handwritten note
points out that you are "supporting" the decisions that
I have already made in the Delegation meetings and other
Committee sessions.
Needless to say, I am grateful for your support and
approval of the outline that I, as Chairman of the Conference and of the Delegation, have put into effect.

Leb ard H. Marks
Chairman
INTELSAT Conference

.
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EXECUTIVE *OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

February 21, 1969
MEMORANDUM FOR AMBASSADOR MAR
KS
Attached is a letter from the Department of
Defense dated 19 February
1969 regarding suggested.modifications in the
draft Intergovernmental
and Operating Agreements.
We generally agree with the comments expr
essed in the letter, particularly
as they pertain to regional systems and feel
that they should be incorporated
in any pertinent position papers which the Unite
d States may table at the
Conference.

Attachment
cc:

Mr. Dizard (w/attachment)
Mr. McCormack (w/attachment)
Chairman FIyde (w/attachment)
Mr. Loy (w/attachment)
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301

INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS

19 FEB 1.1',33

Honorable J. D. O'Connell
Director of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504
Dear Mr. O'Connell:
This is in response to your recent request for Depar
tment of
Defense comments with respect to the current
draft documents
under consideration by the U.S. Executive Committe
e preparing
for the INTELSAT Conference. We note that
the Committee
considers the draft Intergovernmental Agreemen
t as near to
the final form while the Operating Agreemen
t needs considerable
additional work. We have reviewed the draft
papers and offer
the following comments pertaining to the
Draft Agreement.
PREAMBLE: Continue use of the word single in
the second
paragraph before global satellite system and
make sure it appears
wherever practical in other references to the
system.
ARTICLES I, II and III - No comments.
ARTICLE IV - Paragraph (a) - Recommend that the
meetings
of the Assembly be as limited as practical, for
example, it would
seem that every three years would be more than adequ
ate and that
the first meeting should allow sufficient time (rec
ommend third year
after the agreement) for the Definitive Arrangemen
ts to take form
and purpose. Problems in the form of Political
or Nationalistic
objectives adverse to the U.S. International objec
tives will likely
originate in the Assembly. It would be consistent
with the U.S.
position of limited Assembly powers to also limit
the occasions
for Assembly meetings. This is our first and best
opportunity
to assure this limitation. The arguments we prese
nt must of
course be positive reasons such as the need for
time between
meetings to study proposals, costs, etc.
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ARTICLE IV - Paragraph (d) (i) - Recommend that the membership of governing body be fixed at total of twenty but selected in the
method proposed in Article VI (a) (1) and (ii). If three members were
chosen at large by the Assembly it would tend to give the Assembly
unwarranted governing power and would not be consistent with the
U. S. concept for very limited powers and authorities of the Assembly.
Three members chosen by the Assembly might also encourage a tendency
toward two governing bodies.
ARTICLE IV - Paragraphs (d) (ii) and (iii). - Recommend combining
these to convey the general intent suggested in the Alternative paragraphs
(iv) and (v). It would be best not to invite the Assembly to focus attention
specifically on the Manager and the limit of the net contribution.
ARTICLE V (b) - Recommend eliminating theword new before
manager since it might imply that something is wrong with the existing -recommending a Manager could then be routine recommendation rather
than specifically directed to new.
ARTICLE VI (a) - Recommend repeating the 20 member limitation.
ARTICLE VI (a) (i) and (ii) - Preferred to Alternative but add the
intent of the sentence under Alternative (iv) "No Signatory shall be represented under more than one of the foregoing categories."
ARTICLE VII - Recommend adding Planning function somewhere
in the activities of the Manager so that in the absence of the word, it
could not be implied that planning was reserved to the Assembly and/or
governing body.
ARTICLE VIII - Recommend retaining and making clear the
Members' commitment to INTELSAT except for purely domestic or
National Security purposes.
ARTICLE IX - No comments.
ARTICLE X - No comment. However, this Article would appear
to be the best area for the U.S. to "listen" and let the debate take place
among other members. The U.S. can be quite flexible in the area and
need not make obvious our interest in selling hardware.
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ARTICLES XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI - No comment.
These comments are more conceptual than editorial but do generally
reflect the Department of Defense views as presented during
the
coordination phase of the U.S. preparations. The Depar
tment of
Defense is, of course, vitally interested in the viability
and success
of the INTELSAT system. As the largest single user custo
mer of the
system we have already experienced gratifying servic
es at reasonable
costs and anticipate future opportunities for service and
cost savings in
consonance with the system's growth and growing U.S.
Government needs.
We have not commented on the Operating Agreement
since we know that
it will be influenced by the final Intergovernmental Agree
ment. It must
of course be consistent with the Intergovernment
al Agreement. We
note, for example, that it contains a definition
for Regional systems.
We believe this reference should be deleted.
We recently presented
our views on the matter of Regional systems and under
stand that they
were generally acceptable to the Executive Committee.
Our comments
in that letter (12 February 1969) are of cours genera
e
lly applicable to
other areas of the INTELSAT program insofa
r as National Security is
concerned.
We very much appreciate your efforts in keepin
g us informed and in
an advisory capacity for this very important
program.

'
PAUL H. RILEY
Deputy Assistant Seo:'otary of Defense
(Supply and Services)
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SUMMARY OF

UNITED STATES VIEWS

P14,-

ON
DEFINITIVE ARRANGEMENTS
FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CONSORTIUM
(INTELSAT)

1.

Nature of the Oranization
No fundamental change in Nature and the Priority of Objectives of
the Organization. (e.g.) Continue the Consortium, expand membership and range of services to meet objectives of Preamble.

2.

Scope of Activities
The organization would have as its primary objective the provision
of public International Telecommunications Services and would also
provide public domestic telecommunications services on a nondiscrimination basis and specialized telecommunications services as
determined by the Board of Governors.

3. Membership and Access
Membership would be confined to embers of the ITU but all States
and areas could be permitted direct access on a non-discriminatory
basis subject to their conforming to the same condition as required
of members in avoiding establishment of competing separate systems.

4. Procurement
Best quality, best price, and timely performance.
international participation consistent with this.

Widest practical

5. Assembly
There would be an Assembly of all govsrnments or signatories, which
would have only general responsibilities (along the lines of those
recommended in Com. I/45). It would make major decisions on the
basis of a two thirds majority, with each member having one vote.
The value of the four-tier approach suggested by Australia and the
periodic holding of Plenipotentiary meetings suggested by the
British should also be examined in further depth, as possibly offering a convenient way to resolve the political/business venture

dilemma. U. S. sponsors limited functions (powers) for the Assembly.

11MIIID OFFICIAL USE
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6. Board of Governors
The Governing Board, like the Interim Committee, would be the
basic decision-making body. Membership would be based on the
largest investments, individually or collectively, but with some
additional members selected to ensure broader representation.
It would operate on a weighted vote basis, with voting power
proportionate to investment. Decisions would require a two-thirds
majority.
No diluted voting in the Board of Governors. Should be proportional to investment -- U.S. will accept 50 percent limit
however.

7. SECRETARIAT
No Director-General or International Secretariat between the
Board of Governors and the System Manager.
There could be an "international administrative secretary" for
the Board of Governors. It would provide routine administrative
functions and financial correspondence, accounting and record
keeping.

R. System Manager for INTELSAT
There would be a System Manager for INTELSAT which would perform
the system planning, system design, development, construction,
establishment, maintenance and operation of the space segment of
the Global Commercial Communications Satellite System. The COMSAT
Corporation should be retained and designated in the Definitive
Arrangements as System Manager.
No dismemberment of the System Manager nor progressive separation
of essential functions iaeeded for a unitary approach.
A Long-Term (7-10 years) contract/agreement with COMSAT as System
Manager for INTELSAT.

9.

Single Global System
No Separate Regional Satellite System for Public International
Telecommunications Services will be established by members.

10.

Financial Arrangements
Financial arrangements would be based on the concept of investment
related to use, with periodic adjustments.

aFiCIAL USE

April 10, 1969

Mr. Ralph L. Clark
Special Assistant to the
Director of Telecommunications
Management
Executive Office of the President
Office of the Director of Telecommunications
Management
Washington, D.C. 20504
Dear Mr. Clark:
For your information I have enclosed a copy of the
Summary of the Definitive Arrangements Conference prepared by Comsat.
Sincerely,

T. E. Donahue, Jr.
Director
International Agreements Division
TED/pf
Attachment

950 L'ENFANT PLAZA SOUTH, SW

WAEV-iINGTON, D.C. P00241, • TELEPHONE 202• 104 -6000

INTELSAT CONFERENCE ON THE DEFINITIVE ARRANGEMENTS
24 Febry_a_Ey_=_21 March, 1969

Considering the magnitude of the tasks with which
the Conference was faced, and the fact that it provided the
first opportunity since the interim arrangements were
negotiated in 1964 for the Governments to examine the
Organization from a political standpoint, considerable
progress was achieved during the first four-week session
which ended on 21 March 1969.

••

The Conference in the first session elected a Chairman -Ambassador Leonard I. Marks of the United States, and approved
the agenda and the Rules of Procedure. It also elected four
Vice-Chairmen of the Conference:
Mr. Jose Soriano, Venezuela (24 Feb. - 7 Mar. 1969);
Mr. Jose Alegrett, Venezuela (8 Mar. - present)
South American Region
Mr. A. F. K. Hartogh, the Netherlands (24 Feb. - 7 Mar. 1969)
Mr. Rudolf Hartmann, Switzerland (8 Mar. - present)
European Region
Mr. A. Bairi, Algeria - Middle East/Africa Region
Mr. L. C. Jain, India - Asia/Pacific Region
The Chairman, four Vice-Chairmen and Chairmen of the four
Committees established by the Conference comprise the Steering
Committee.
The four working Committees established are as follows:
Committee I was concerned with the structure and functions
of the INTELSAT consortium, with particular regard to questions
of membership, Signatories of the agreements, scope of service,
organizational structure, including the structure of major
organs, their functions and voting, arrangements for access
to the_system, the rights and obligations of members and duration
of the agreements.

Return to R. L. Clar
Special Assistant; ODTM
1800.G. St. NW, Rm. 748

J
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Committee II was created to discuss legal and procedural .
questions, including definitions, legal status, entry into
force of the definitive arrangements, amendment, withdrawal
provisions, and arbitration arrangements.
Committee III was concerned with items relating to
financial arrangements for the definitive arrangements,
including financial principles of investment and the method
of determining investment shares, consideration of the financial
aspects of the transitional arrangements, and treatment of the
financial complications of withdrawal.
• Committee IV was established to consider other operational
arrangements, including procurement policy, inventions and
'
data, and technicar and operational matters.
These Committees immediately elected their own Chairmen
and Vice-Chairmen, adopted agendas and began work on substantive matters. The Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of these
Committees are as follows:
Committee I:

Chairman -.
Ambassador Eduardo Alejandro Roca,
.Argentina
Vice-ChairmanMr. 0. H. Mohammad, Pakistan

Committee II:

Chairman Mr. Motoo Ogiso, Japan .
Vice-Chairman Prof. Carlos Alberto Dunshee de Abranches,
Brazil

Committee III:

Chairman Mr. Harold White, Australia
Vice-Chairman Mr. Abdul Rahman Khaled al-Ghuneim, Kuwait

COmmittee IV:

Chairman Ambassador Adolfo Alessandrini, Italy
Vice-Chairman Mr. A. A. Bodede, Nigeria
c.
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COMMITTEE I - STRUCTURE ANDFUNCTIONS OF
THE INTELSAT CONSORTIUM ,
' Committee I, after several days of discussi
on, established
working groups to consider the various
items of its work agenda.
The first Working Group established consider
ed the objectives
and purposes of the Organization and the
scope of the Organization's activities. It was composed
of representatives. from
Canada, Chile, Ethiopia, France,
India, Japan, Lebanon,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, and the
United States.
The Working Group unanimously adopted
draft language for
a preambular article and articles sett
ing forth the objectives
and purposes and scope of activiti
es. The preambular article
carries forward without chan
ge the principles embodied in the
Preamble to the 1964 Interim Agre
ement.
The *article on objectives and purp
oses of the Organization
states that the principle func
tions of the Organization "shall
be to continue and promote furt
her the design, development,
construction, establishment,
maintenance, and operation of the
space segment of the single
global commercial communications
satellite system (hereinafter
referred to as "the global
system") established pursuant
to the Interim Agreement and the
Special Agreement." (France
reserved its position concerning
the use of word"single.1
The article states that global system
"is intended primarila to prov
ide international public telecommunication services on a
commercial basis . . . to all
areas of the world."
The most substantive accomplishme
nt of this working group
is reflected in its draft article
on the scope of the Organization's
activities. This article provides
that:
The Organization shall make the spac
e segment of the
global system available for domestic
public telecommunication services if in so doing the
ability of the
Organization to achieve its 'primary purp
ose is not
adversely affected and it ErLai provide
separate satellites
for such services.
.

The Organization may provide either faci
lities from
the global system or separate satellit
es for specialized
_telecommunication services provided
that " . . .said
services /are/ acceptable from the technica
l and
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COMMITTEE I - STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE
INTELSAT CONSORTIUM
,
Committee I, after several days of
.
discussion, established
woring groups to consider the various
items of its work agenda.
The ;first Working Group established consider
ed the objectives
and purposes of the Organization and the
scope of the Organization's activities. It was composed of
representatives from
Canada, Chile, Ethiopia, France, Indi
a, Japan, Lebanon,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, and the
United States.
The Working Group unanimously adopted draf
t language for
a preambulur article and articles setting
forth the objectives
aijd purposes and scope of activities.
The preambular article
c rries forward without change the principl
es embodied in the
preamble to the 1964 Interim Agreement.
The article on objectives and purposes of the
Organization
states that the principle functions of the Orga
nization "shall
be to continue and promote further the desi
gn, development,
construction, establishment, maintenance,
and operation of the
space segment of the single global
Commercial communications
satellite system (hereinafter referred
to as "the global
system") established pursuant
to the Interim Agreement and the
Special Agreement." (France reserved
its position concerning
the use of word"single.1
The article states that global system
"is intended primarily to provide
international public telecommunication services on a comm
ercial basis . . . to all
areas of the world."
The most substantive accomplishment of
this working group
is reflected in its draft article on the
scope of the Organization's
activities. This article provides that
:
The Organization shall male the space segm
ent of the
global system available for domestic publ
ic telecommunication services if in so doing the abil
ity of the
Organization to achieve its primary purp
ose is not
adversely affected and it may provide sepa
rate satellites
for such services.
The Organization may provide either facilities
from
the global system or separate satellites for
specialized
telecommunication services provided that
" . . :said
services Lar,/ acceptable from the technical and

c.

economic points . . ." and that the ability of the
Organization to provide public telecommunication
services is not adversely affected. Separate
satellites provided to furnish domestic or specialized
services may be financed and owned by the entity
or entities concerned, (The Working Group noted the
possibility of financing these facilities through
INTELSAT but did not take any position on this
question.)
The second Working Group of Committee I, which was
created to consider management arrangements for the future
Organization, the structure of the Organization and the
structure of the Assembly, and the Governing Body, and their
functior
and voting arrangements,was composed of representatives of
Algeria, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, France, India,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria, $paiyl, Sweden,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom,..the United States, and.
Venezuela.
The Management
The working Group reported three principal views on the
management arrangements for the future Organization. Proponents
and supporters of each view proclaimed their desire to ensure that
INTELSAT would continue to receive efficient, competent
management.
- The proponents of the first view maintained that the
definitive arrangements should establish a firm goal of full
internationalization of the management, under a Director
General, within a specific period of time. They suggested that
since the definitive arrangements would contain amendment
procedures the period of time allowed could be extended if
necessary. This view was supported by the delegates from Algeria,
Belgium, France, India, Nigeria, Swj_tzerland,
the United Kingdom, and Canada, and Germany although_
the latter two were not members of the Working Group.
- The proponents of the second view, while not excludi
ng
the possibility of partial or complete internationalization of
the Manager under a Director-General, felt that fixing a rigid
time period in which thi-s goal must be realized would interfere with the necessity of insuring efficient and effective
management. Other members of the working Group who supported
this view wanted it made clear that the staff of the Directorra

General and the manager- would be recruited on the basis
of competence rather than on the basis of investment or
geographical representation of countries. This view
was supported by
the delegates from Australia, Chile, and Venezuela.
- A third view,_ expressed by the United States deleg
ation,
specifically rejected the view that internatio
nalization of
the Manager should, in itself, be a primary goal or
common
aim. Efficient management should be the only goal
of the
Organization. Internationalization of the
Organization should
be addressed in the structure of the Organization
itself:
namely in the Assembly and the Governing Body.
The United
States expressed a willingness, however, to consi
der the
possibility of internationalizing certain funct
ions performed
by the Manager which did not involve scientific,
technical,
or operational activities. The United States made
it clear,
however., that the concept of a Director-Genera
l or Secretary
General as the overall agent of the Gover
ning Body was 6.nacceptable as would be the interpositioning
of any entity
between the Manager and the Governing Body.
The AssembLy.
There was unanimous support in the Working
Group for the
concept of an Assembly in which both Parties to
the Intergovernmental Agreement and Signatories to the Operating
Agreement
could be represented. There were, however, widel
y divergent
views concerning the functions of the Assembly
and the role
which it would play in the Organization. There
were strong
indications of support for the proposition that
the Assembly
have a policy-making role (Canada and the
Federal Republic of
Germany among others) and/or that it be the
"supreme organ"
(Pakistan and Japan among others). India and
the United
Kingdom proposed a list of functions which in
substance
recognized that the Assembly would be subse
rvient to the Governing
Body in the actual power structure of the Organizati
on; the
Assembly was given no policy-making.function.
The United
States supported the India-United Kingdom approach
to the
functions of the Assembly. The delegate of Belgium
suggested
two Assemblies, one composed of Signatories to the Operating
Agreement and a second composed of the Parties to the
Intergovernmental* Agreement. Unlike the India-United Kingd
om proposal, the Assembly of Parties would have policy-making funct
ions.
There wits support for this proposal, called the four-tier
structure,by Australia, Chile, and with certain reservations,
by Sweden and France.

The Governing Body
There was unanimous agreement in the Working Group that
the Governing Body should be composed of representatives of
the Signatories to the Operating Agreement and there was also
general agreement on tha need to provide for a Governirig Body
of limited size but which would be representative of smaller
investors and of geographical areas. The views differed,
however, on how this might be achieved. The voting arrangements for the Governing Body were considered near the end of
the Conference and time did not permit detailed study. The
Indian delegate maintained that the Organization should retain
the fundamental principle of using the investment share of
each member as a measure of each member's vote in the
Governing Body. There was strong support in the Working Group,
however, that in no case should any one representative or a
combination of three representatives having the largest
investment shares on the Governing Body be able to prevent
or impose a decision of the Governing Body solely because
of,the casting of its votes or their votes. The delegates
of the United States and the United Kingdom accepted this
proposition, so far as the imposition of decisions is concerned,
but held that the imposition of the decisions of others on
the three largest investors was unacceptable and inequitable.
The working Group expressed a realization that the question
of voting would depend in great part on the distribution of
functions between the Governing Body and Assembly and it was
decided to postpone the question of voting until this issue was
decided.
The third Working Group of Committee I, which was formed
to consider eligibility for INTELSAT membership and access of
non-member states to the INTELSAT space_ segment, was composed
.of representatives of Austria, Belgium, Chile, Denmark,
France,
the Federal Republic of Germany, India, Japan, Peru, Spain,
Tha4and1 Tun4iathe United Kingdom, and the United States.
It
was the recommendation of this Working Group that membership
in the Organization be opened to all members of the International
Telecommunication Union and that non-INTELSAT members may have
direct or non-direct access to the INTELSAT space segment which
is the -case under the interim arrangements.

1
1
COMMITTEE II - LEGAL AND PROCEDURAL ISSUES
•
, 'Committee II also established three working groups. The
first Working Group considered the question of INTELSAT's
legal status; the second treated the questions associated
with accession, supersession, and buy-out; and the third
was formed to consider matters relating to privileges and
immunities, settlement of disputes, amendment processes,
withdrawal provisions, and liability of partners inter se.
/ The Working Group on legal status was composed of
delegates from Brazil, Chile, the Federal Republic of
Germany,
e Philippines, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. Members of the Working Group, with the
pxception of the United States, concluded that there would
be
:substantial advantages and no perceivable disadvantages
associated with conferring legal personality on the
Organization. The United States delegation expressed the view that
INTELSAT had been able to operate since its inception
without
legal personality and that it had done so without encount
ering
any significant legal deficiencies. The United States delegation felt that creation of an independent legal status for
INTELSAT could have certain undesirable ramifications
for both
INTELSAT and the individual Signatories. For example
, an INTELSAT
with a separate legal persoanlity would be, under the
laws
of some .INTELSAT members a taxable entity distinct from its
Signatories. This would subject INTELSAT to income
tax
in some member states unless a specific grant of immunity was
obtained. Further, under the laws of some states
individual
Signatories would suffer other tax disadvantages which
would
be avoided if INTELSAT remained a joint venture. The Chairman
of Committee II transmitted the report of this working group
to the Chairman of Committee I, Structure and Functions, for
further consideration. (Committee I did not have time to
consider this matter. It will be ta.ken up again in the
Preparatory Committee.)

q

The Working Group on accession, supersession, and buy-out
was composed of delegates from Brazil, Japan, Sweden, the
United Kingdom, and the United States. The majority of the

t.

members on the Working Group concluded that the definitive
arrangements should not enter into force until signed by
two-thirds of the members of INTELSAT holding a substantial
percentage of the investment in the Organization. The Working
Group did not suggest a figure but obviously leaned toward
the United States proposal that at.least 80% of the INTELSAT
investment should be required. The Working Group suggested that
the definitive arrangements should not enter into force before a
six-month period elapses from the date open for signature.
Regarding buy-out, the Working Group suggested that fair
compensation should be paid with reasonable promptness to
non-continuing members of INTELSAT for their investment in
the space segment at the time of take over. It suggested
also that such Signatories should either be compensated fairly
for or should be permitted to continue to enjoy the rights
to which they had become entitled under the interim arrangements,p.g., inventions, data, and technical information. The
amount of compensation to be returned to non-continuing
members would be settled by negotiation.
The final Working Group of Committee II was formed to
consider matters related to privileges and immunities,
settlement of disputes, amendment processes, withdrawal
provisions, and liability of partners inter se.
Representativesof Australia, Brazil, Chile, France, Japan,
Mexico, the Philippines, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, the
United Kingdom, and the United States were members of this
Working Group.. A majority of the Working Group believed
that the Intergovernmental Agreement should authorize INTELSAT
to conclude an agreement with the i state in which the INTELSAT
headquarters is located. The Working Group did not feel that
it was necessary to enumerate tie precise privileges and
immunities in the agreements. A majority of the members noted
that privileges and immunities coula be granted in their
countries under existing law only if INTELSAT had legal
personality.

•

Concerning settlement of disputes, there was consensus
that, provisions would be required in the Operating Agreement
for the settlement of disputes between the Signatories to the

C.
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-Operating• Agreement and between such Signatories and INTELSA
T
(on the assumption that it has legal personality).
It wps suggested that different procedures may be required for
settlement of disputes between Governments in their capacit
y
as Parties to the Intergovernmental Agreement than for
arbitration between Signatories to the Operating Agreeme
nt.
There is a difference of view whether Governments in their
capacity as Governments would need to be Parties to arbitra
tion. Some delegations consider that this would depend on
rights and obligations of Governments under the definitive
arrangements. Other delegations consider that in any event
G5Ivernments would need to be Parties. There was consensus
the Working Group that it would be unnecessary for the
efinitive arrangements to provide for settlement of disputes
nvolving third pax:ties except if the Manager should be an
entity separated from INTELSAT.
There was consensus that there should be a separate
amendment article for each of two agreements and that organs
per se of INTIMT should not be able to initiate amendments
to the agreements. The majority of the Working Group felt
that no amendment to the Operating Agreement should be made
without the consent of the Parties; while the minority view
was that amendments to this agreement could be accomplished
by the Signatories. In principle it was agreed that Parties
should have the right of initiating amendments to the Intergovernmental Agreement and that Signatories should have that
right for the Operating Agreement.
Due to the shortage of time the Working Group was unable
to consider withdrawal provisions and liability of partners
inter se.

I.
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COMMITTEE III - FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS
After several days of general discussion three Working
Groups were established by Committee III. The first considered the general financial principles such as the method
for determinination of members' investment shares, and
principles of ownership; a second considered .
the financial aspects of withdrawal and transition and the
third considered the financial aspects of access to the system by non-members.
The first Working Group of Committee III was composed
o delegates from Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
France, Germany, India, Israel, Japan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Malaysia, Morocco, Pakistan, Switzerland, the United Kingdom,
,Lnd the United States.
There was strong support in the Working Group for relating
members investment shares directly to their relative use of
INTELSAT-financed facilities. There was equally strong support
for the continuation of the principle of ownership in undivided
shares.
The Working Group could not obtain consensus
regarding the methods for determining members' investment
sharesbut it noted the strong support for the inclusion of all.
public international telecommunication traffic in any formula
used. It also noted substantial support for the inclusion of
domestic traffic between . . ."separated territories under
the one Government" (e.g., the United States- Hawaii, the United
Kingdom - Hong Kong
), and substantial support for the
inclusion of all use of Organization-financed facilities whether
for international, domestic, or specialized traffic.
The second Working Group of Committee III was composed
of delegates from Argentina, Australia, Colombia, France,
India, Kuwait, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Sweden,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
The Working Group noted that there are two methods of
determining the net investment of INTELSAT at the time of
the transition of the interim arrangements to the definitive
arrangements, and that either method would be acceptable to
determine INTELSAT's net worth. The Working Group did feel,
however, that the net payments method rather than the net

bOok l value method would'be more appropriate during the transitional
-periOd3but that the Governing Body be authorized to use
eithr method for future evaluation of INTELSAT's net investment.
!The third Working Group of Committee III was composed
of representatives from Colombia, France, Mexico, the Netherlands, and the United States.
The Working Group felt that in general the same
financial principles used to value the system during
transition
should be applied in the case of later accession by new
SI.gnatories and for periodic reallocation of investment shares
ahd withdrawal. The Working Group stated, however, that
the Organization should protect itself against the effect of
a large number of withdrawals in determining the procedure to
be followed regarding withdrawing members.

- 12 COMMITTEE IV -

PROCUREMENTS-PATENTS & DATA

Committee IV established two Wor
king Groups. The first
to consider procurement policies and
the second to consider
policies fcr_inventions, data,
and technical information.
The first Working Group of Com
mittee IV was composed of
the delegates from Algeria, Argent
ina, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, India, Ita
ly, Japan, Pakistan, the
Philippines, the United Kingdo
m, the United States and
Venezuela.
A majority of the members of the
Working Group favored
a procurement policy which wou
ld award contracts through
open iaternational tender to bid
ders who offer the best
combination of quality, price,
and the most favorable delivery
time.
There was support in the Working
Group for retaining the
procurement policies presently
in effect under the interim
arrangements which require tha
t procurements be made on the
bagis of best price, quality,
and performance but which
encourages international partic
ipation if comparable price,
quality, and delivery time can
be obtained. The present
procurement policy also enc
ourages distribution of contracts
to members in proportion to
their investment quotas. The
attempt to adhere to this
double standard has posed problems
under the interim arrangeme
nts. Australia, New Zealand,
Indonesia, and countries in
Latin America that have no intere
st
in building a satellite man
ufacturing capability of their
own, much less financing the
building of one by others,
expressed concern over the
increasing additional costs associate
d
with increased international
participation in . INTELSAT. They
do not wish to perpetuate any
procurement policies that could
interfere with the purpose
of the Organization which is to
provide members with the most
efficient, advanced, and
economical services.
Some members of the Working
Group also suggested that
technical assistance should be
provided to those members who
did not receive INTELSAT contra
cts.
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The second Workirig. Group of Committee IV was composed
•
of .delegates from Algeria, Argentina, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria,
Pakistan, the Philippines, the United Kingdom, the United
States, and Venezuela.
Members of the Working Group felt that the inclusion
of specific and detailed guidelines in the present agreement
with respect to the acquisition and use of the inventions
and data resulted in barriers to the development of an
effective, more business-like patents and data policy. Consequently, members were generally in agreement that the
provisions pertaining to this subject in the interim arrangements were unsatisfactory and should be changed.

r•

One approach Would give the Governing Body flexibility
in acquiring and disposing of these rights, thereby avoiding
specification of procedures in the definitive arrangements.
Any rights acquired would be available to Signatories or
their Governments and persons in their jurisdictions for
use on a royalty-free basis in connection with any INTELSAT
space segment and for aay_other,pur_pose on fair and reasonable
terms and conditions prescribed by the Governing Body.
Information would be available to others at the discretion
of the Governing Body if the Governing Body determined its
use was not incompatible with the principles and objectives
of INTELSAT.
f+

The alternative approach would set forth more specific
procedures in the definitive arrangements. Under this
procedure, INTELSAT would acquire for use in any space segment,
access to and non-exclusive licenses in technical information
and inventions arising directly from any work performed in
behalf of INTELSAT. INTELSAT would ensure for itself, on
fair and reasonable terms, access to and the rights to disclose and use technical information and inventions directly
utilized in the execution of such work but not directly arising
from it, including :those inventions reduced to practice for the
first time, provided that such disclosure and use was necessary.
Such information would be available to each Signatory
and its Government on a royalty-free basis in connection
with. any INTELSAT space segment and for any other purpose on
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fair: and reasonable terms prescribed by the Governing Body
provided the proposed use was not incompatible with obligation's under the agreements.
' The United States has favored the first approach because it would appear to be the most desirable in the context
of preparing definitive arrangements for an Organization that
must deal with a broad spectrum of industrial interests.

OBSERVERS
The observers to the Conference appeared knowledgeable,
.terested, and their participation was a contribution rather
tthan an obstruction. The principle observer, of course, was
the U. S. S. R. and the following statement by the head of
the U. S. S. R. delegation sums up its views regarding the
definitive arrangements.

PLEMPUTEITIM COnTICE 0:1 DEFEilifiE AJIRMiGHIENTS FOR
INTMLITEAL TELECE,1111:;ICATIEIS ETELLITE CEISEMUil
Vasbington, D.C., February • !larch 1969
Com. 1/108
March 18, 1959
STATEMENT BY THE OBSERVER FROM THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
IN COMMITTEE I
TUESDAY, MARCH 18, 1969

Mr. Chairman:
Let me please submit a few considerations concerning those questions
which were the: subject of discussions during the meetings of Committee I.
Many arguments and considerations were put forward by delegations with
respect to the main principles to be used as a basis for establishing an
international communication system with the use of artificial earth
satellites. A number of delegations expressed the view that an international
communication system must be really internationally open for access to all
countries; must be built on principles, allowing it to carry out equal
international cooperation without any discrimination and lessening of the
sovereign rights of countries which do want to participate in this communication system.
The Soviet Union fully supports these main, basic
connection we would like to stress once more, that, to
country accepting the rules on which the communication
the right to be a member of an international satellite
of whether it is a member of the ITU or not.

principles. In this
our mind, every
sys7,em was based has
system, irrespective

We would also like to point out, that, to our mind, equal international
cooperation in the field of satellite communication systems not only means
that there would be equal rights and obligatidns of countries in establishing
a communication system, in its administration and operation and in participation in the governing bodies as well. Any country or a group of countries
would be entitled to establish national and regional communication systems
and to participate in the operation of them along with the right to participate in an international global communication system. This is sovereign
right of any country.
In this connection, Mr. Chairman, we would like to call your attention
need for strictly following the Recommendations of the United Nations
the
to
oh the questions of exploration and use of space, including space communications and the provisions of the Agreementon Space of January 27, 1967.

Corn. 1/108
- 2 We cannot agree to the statements that regional and national systems
established outside the framework of an international system would not be
economically effective, and that they would economically lead not to benefits,
but to losses.
Under the conditions of broad international cooperation in the field of
space communications, all the questions arising from establishment of several
communication systems and the questions of their cooperation could be solved
with due respect for the interests of all countries.
To our mind, coordination and consideration of technical aspects concerning the establishment of satellite communication systems and dealing
with international cooperation, including questions of frequency allocations,
of placing satellites in special orbits, are within the rights and obligations of the ITU. Without cerLain recommendations from the ITU, those
questions cannot be solved by the governing bodies of satellite communication
systems, irrespective of whether they are of national, regional or international global character.
Only within the framework of the ITU, only on an international basis,
can be found the solution of such questions as the use of radio frequencies,
or placing satellites in orbit designed to avoid harmful interference by the
establishment of any type of space communications mentioned at the meetings
of this Committee.
It must be also stressed that recommendations, based on the studies
undertaken within the ITU and CCIR on matters concerning space communications,
will be the subject of consideration and discussions at the forthcoming
Radio Administrative Conference of the ITU, to be held by the end of 1970
or. at the beginning of 1971.
To our mind, the documents adopted by that Conference will be the basis
for solving any special technical problems concerning establishment or
development of space communication systems. They would serve the aims of
broad international cooperation in this new field of radiocommunication
technology.
Thank you.
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. Memorandum for Mr. Washburn

,Subject:

INTELSAT Conference

.Reference is made to the memorandum "On How Conference is
Concluded and Where We Go From Here" dated March 15, 1969.
This memorandum is to apprise you of my views concerning the
proposed actions outlined in your memorandum cited above.
U.S. Posture -- In evaluating the disagreements during the
Conference on some rather fundamental policy issues involving
the nature, objectives and structure of the Organization, I
am lead to the conclusion that this Conference is recessing
essentially as divergent as the ICSC Report reflects. Accordingly, it seems to me the United States Delegation should not
overestimate the progress made in this Conference, nor should
it be overconfident in its expectation of getting acceptable
agreements at a second session, if held in the next six to
nine months.
I do not agree that the United States has a "Monolithic
position in INTELSAT". The United States has shown a degree
of flexibility and reasonableness in its position reflected
in Conference Document #10 which is consistent with its investment and the investment of numerous signatories in the
Global System, while at the same time within the policy
framework of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. The
U.S. position also recognizes the value of the institutional
arrangements established under the Interim Arrangements and
the remarkable achievements of the Consortium based in large
part by the significant contributions of the United States
(NASA, industry and COMSAT).
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2Attainment of the objectives established in the Preamble of the
Proposed Intergovernmental Agreement, Conference Document ff10,
will, in large measure, depend on maintaining the positive
momentum of the Consortium by focusing the international cooperative efforts on the business enterprise of providing global
satellite telecommunications services. I feel the following
key policy issues are vital to the United States and, accordingly,
should not be negotiated to weaker positions which are inimical
to cause unacceptable risks and potentially damaging arrangements
for the Consortium:
IN =IP

The nature of the, organization and the priority
of its objectives;
Internationalization of the organization,,
particularly the Manager;
Role of the Assembly;
Designation of COMSAT as Manager;
Impact of Regional Systems on the Single Global,
System,

I would agree we should examine areas where the United States)
might yield on issues not harmful to the Global System or to
"vital" interests of the U.S. I do not agree however that we
should characterize these concessions as "middle ground."
Rather, I feel the United States has an opportunity and in fact
an obligation to the Consortium to mount a broad educational
program among the less informed members and potential Member
States for the purpose of clearly articulating the logic, reasonableness and rationale of the United States proposal. Such an
effort should be in addition to any bi-lateral talks with key
countries.
. Talking Points -- A revised "Points on Which We Are Willing to
Talk" has been formulated and is attached as enclosure 1. The
rationale for the changes is apparent in the revised text. A
revised "Points on Which We Will Not Budge" has been formulated
also and is attached as enclosure 2.
The following comments are intended to provide an explanation
of the rationale for adding the two itams to the list of "Points
on Which We Will Not Budge:"
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-3-- No Separate Regional Satellite Systems for Public
International Telecommunications Services will be established

by members.

The potentially damaging action of members creating separate
and competitive regional satellite systems is a highly risky
approach which should be unacceptable to the United. States.
In view of the potential candidates for such systems (France,
Australia, Indonesia, Japan and Brazil) we must view this
threat as real. A. summary of the logic behind the United
Stat.,;- position is attached as enclosure 3.
-- No fundamental change in the Nature and Priority of
Objectives of the Or.ganization.
Although it is acknowledged that considerable opposition
against the United States Position has boon shown during the
Conference, I believe that the United States should avoid
strenuously the creation of another International Intergovernmental (Political) Organization, particularly to accomplish an
essentially industrial and commercial businesslike function.
Our task should be to build on the establishment (INTELSAT) and
the Global System created under the Interim Arrangements and
not to start-all-over again with political objectives having
priority over those of providing efficient, low-cost, highquality telecommunications services for all users throughout
the world. A staff paper on the Overall Concept of the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT)
has been prepared and is attached as enclosure 4. This staff
paper provides background information on the rationale and
logic of retaining the Consortium form of enterprise for
INTELSAT and keeping the Organization apolitical in character.
In closing, I feel the United States Delegation should be
guided by the national policy reflected in the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 and it should avoid any compromise which
is contrary to the Act or which will cause adverse Congressional
reaction.

J. D. O'Connell

Ends. (4)

Copies to:

Ambassador Marks
Mr. Whitehead
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TALKING POINTS
A.

Points on Which We Are Willing to Talk
1.

Scope of Activities -- The organization would have as
its primary objective the provision of public International Telecommunications Services and would also
provide public domestic telecommunications services on
an equal priority and specialized telecommunications
services as determined by the Board of Governors.

2.

Membership and Access -- Membership would be confined
to members of the ITU but all States and areas could
be permitted direct access on a non-discriminatory
basis subject to the same conditions of Members regarding establishment of separate (regional) systems.

3.

Procurement -- Best quality, best price, and timely
performance. Widest practical international participation consistent with this.

4.

Assembly -- There would be an Assembly of all governments
or signatories, which would have only general responsibilities (along the linos of those recommended in Com.
1/45). It would make major decisions on the basis of a
two thirds majority, with each member having one vote.
The value of the four-tier approach suggested by Australia and the periodic holding of Plenipotentiary meetings suggested by the British should also be examined in
further depth, as possibly offering a convient way to
resolve the political/business venture dilemma.

5.

Board of Governors -- The Governing Board, like the
Interim Committee, would be the basic decision-making
body. Membership would be based on the largest investments, individually or collectively, but with some
additional members selected to ensure broader representation. It would operate on a weighted vote basis, with
voting power proportionate to investment. Decisions
would require a two thirds majority.

6.

Administrative Secretary -- There could be an "Administrative Secretary" for the Board of Governors which
would be an international staff but not an "International
Secretariat." The Administrative Secretary could provide
routine administrative functions and financial coorespondence, accounting and record keeping related to the
capital structure of the Organization.

7,

System Manager for INTELSAT -- There would be a System
Manager for INTELSAT which would perform the system
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planning, system design, development, construction,
establishment, maintenance and operation of the space
segment of the Global Commercial Communications Satellite System. The COMSAT Corporation should be retained and designated in the Definitive Arrangements
as System Manager.
8.

Financial Arrangements -- Financial arrangements would
be based on the concept of investment related to use,
with periodic adjustments.
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TALKING POINTS
B.

Points on Which We Will Not BudE2
1.

No dismemberment of the System Manager nor progressive
separation of essential functions needed for a unitary
approach.

2.

No diluted voting in the Board of Governors. Should
be proportional to investment -- U.S. will accept
504 limit however.

3. Limited functions (powers) for the Assembly.
4,

A Long-Term (7-10 years) contract/agreement with
COMSAT as Systems Manager for INTELSAT.

5.

No Director-General or International Secretariat
between the Board of Governors and the System Manager.

6.

No Separate Regional Satellite System for Public
International Telecommunications Services will be
established by members.

7.

No fundamental change in Nature and the Priority of
Objectives of the Organization. (e.g.) Continue the
Consortium, expand membership and range of services to
meet objectives of Preamble.
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SEPARATE REGIONAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS
The following points highlight the compelling logic and rationale
for avoiding the proliferation of Separate Regional Satellite
Systems which might be established by INTELSAT Members but implemented outside the framework of the Consortium:
011

Thore are no fundamental technical reasons or service
requirements for regional coverage which cannot be
satisfied by advanced INTELSAT series satellites. In
fact, the flexibility of individual satellites grows
significantly with each new satellite such as the
multiple transponder INTELSAT IV series.
The economy of scale achieved in a single global system
with unitized management and ownership moans lower
investment costs for space segments and lower service
,unit utilization charges which work to the benefit of
developing nations as well as the larger user nations.
Regional Systems impose requirements for additional
ground stations thereby necessitating dual stations if
a country is to gain access to the Global System. Such
an inefficient system concept is particularly uneconomic
to the nations who have limited resources available to
devote to improving their telecommunications capability.
Traffic in Regional Systems has the direct effect of
reducing the INTELSAT traffic and thereby has a divisive,
competitive characteristic which is contrary to both the
principles contained in the Preamble of the Intergovernmental Agreement as well as the inherent obligations of
parties in the Consortium.
Separate regional satellite systems if allowed, to proliferate will cause serious damage to the continued
viability of this international organization and there-.
fore all members should have a strict obligation to
avoid regional systems established outside the framework
or INTELSAT.
Finally, the burden of proof should be on the member to
show the economic and operational consequences of any
proposed separate regional system to the Board of
Governors and that a strict application of the Princ4les
of the Preamble of the Intergovernmental Agreement be
applied.
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OVERALL CONCEPT
•
INTEAh;

OF THE

° NAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CONSORTIUM
(INTELSAT)

IT6ODUCTION
nal Telecommunications Satellite Consortium

The Intery.
(IMUSAT)

)olve in the years ahead mithin the basic

conceptual f'

.,ork (both institutionally ad operationally)

which have pl

successful under the Interim Arrangements

during the fol

, ve period of the organization.

Concept of Insi

, Lional Arrangements

The nature 0,

Ile existing INTELSAT organization has two

fundamental characteristics e.g. first, that it is an international cooperative consortium, operating as a dynamic and
viable business enterprise, which provides facilities for telecommunications services, marketed on a commercial basis to serve
the communications needs of the world community with maximum
efficiency, reliability and quality of service and at the lowest
possible cost for the benefit of people throuchout the world and
second, that it is an organization having broad international
membership which seeks wide participation in the affairs of the
Consortium.

The United States believes strorgly in the idea

that the future INTELSAT Consortium should be structured to preserve these fundamental characteristics and that the primary
criteria for application in the conduct of affairs should be
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focused on achieving effective results in the'first area, while
at the same time promoting the goals of the second characteristic.
The United States does not agree that the INTELSAT Organization should be structured as an International Intergovernmental
(political) organization.

Compelling arguments, supported by

reasoned economic analysis, have not been presented which would
show overriding justification for "starting over again" in a
institutional sense.

The United States believes that an approach

which establishes an International Intergovernmental Organization,
as suggested in the ICSC report, would lead to an ineffectual
organization.

The creation of another political organization with

a dual governmental business role would cause INTELSAT to become
increasingly incapable of providing the high quality, efficient,
and technological advanced services which the Consortium has provided under the Interim arrangements, and which the users of the
system have come to expect. *(See insert on Page 2 A).
Concept of the Single Global System
The basic conceptual framework applicable to the Single Global
Commercial Communications Satellite System is important to the
continued improvement in quality of service and expansion of the
range of services.
The conceptual framework of a Global Conmercial Communications
Satellite System should be understood in order to appreciate
more fully the reasons behind the strong United States effort
towards promotion of this basic approach for the provision of modern

•
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*Furi;hermoresthe establishment of such an International Intergm ernmental Organization clearly would be inconsistent with the
"y of the United States as expressed in the Communication

pc

T

ellite Act of 1_962 and the legislative intent of the

Cress.
The inherent potential of satellite communications technology
p ovide telecommunications capabilities of adequate scope to meet
service requirements.

Such a revolutionary technical approach

places a premium on establishing flexible institutional arrangements which permit such capability to be readily exploited.

The

traditional concepts in dealing with limited capacity international telecommunications facilities which are placed in service
on a point to point, priority basis are no longer valid and
therefore the institutional arrangements for such traditional
service do not provide suitable guides in the case of satellite
communications.
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he logic of a single ,

global system and its value to society are irrefutable.
The revolution of satellite communications, particularly the
geostationary synchronous orbit satellite has provided a new
transmission media of unprecedented capabillAy and versatility.
S eh satellites have by their very nature an extensive geographic
e verage pattern which can be truly characterized as international

1)

in scope and global in context.

Ideally, the objectives of a.

global system would achieve (a) unduplicated communications
facilities in the space segment (b) economical service to individual
nations and (c) optimum utilization of frequency spectrum and
satellite orbital space.

Fortunately, these objectives can be met

in a design concept of a single global system composed of a few
high capacity geostationary satellites, positioned to be consistent
with the demands for international telecommmications services.

An

important consideration in this concept is the idea that since a given
earth station antenna can work with only one satellite at a time,
costs to individual nations can be minimizea by a system of few
satellites having characteristics which maximize efficiency of
transmission working through a single satellite.

Costs of inter-

national telecommunications services to individual nations can be
also minimized by orbiting satellites having high capacity coupled,
with broad coverage area from individual satellites.
Implementing The Concept

The key feature of the United States owlerall conceptual
philosophy is to obtain the objectives of neximum efficiency and
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economy of service embodying the idea of a unitized institutional
and operational approach having the following essential elements:
A centralized systems engineering and single management
and ownership of all space segments for all commercial
communications satellites (furnishing both domestic and
international services) by a international business enterprise
such as the INTELSAT Consortium;
Admission to the Consortium open to all nations;
All space segments operated on a cost sharing basis to
all participating members of the Consortium in accordance with
their usage of the space segment;
All earth station facilities owned and operated by the
individual user nations (both domestic and international
facilities); and
Design and positioninz of each space segment satellite optimized
for specific intended application, as determined by the Consortium,
to create the Single Global Commercial Communications Satellite
System.

The United States proposal for the future INTELSAT Consortium
embodied'in Conference document #10 represents a rational, realistic
and profoundly practical implementation of the conceptual framework
outlined above.

Furthermore, the benefits to people throughout the

world are substantial and include:
A single global system eliminates the need for duplication
in the space segment of communications facilities, reduces the
cost to individual nations, and provides the most efficient use
of the electromagnetic frequency spectrum through which these
communications must travel;
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A single system is particularly important for lessdeveloped nations which do not receive the benefits of speedy,
direct international communications.

Inttead, the present

system of communications:
encourages indirect routing tbrough major nations
to the developing countries,
forces the developing nations to remain dependent
on larger countries for their links with the rest
of the world, and
makes international communications service to those
developing nations more expensive and of lower quality.
Such an archaic system of internat5onal communications is no
longer necessary. The communications satellite knows no
geographic boundary, is dependent on no cable, owes allegiance
to no single language or political philosophy.

Man now has it

within his power to speak directly to his fellor man in all
nations.

The United States believes in and su

orts the conce t of a sin le

global system of commercial satellite communications which is available
to all nations -- lare and small, developed and develozinv -- on a
non-discriminatory basis.
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March 17, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR AMBASSADOR MARKS
Subject:

Report of the Working Group A.
March 14, 1969).

Committee I (COM 1/84

Reference is made to subject report.
A review of the proposed Preamble contained in COM 1/84
indicates that reference to the International Telecommunications
Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT) has not been included. Since
the purpose of the Definitive Arrangements is to establish
arrangements for an international global system which shall
supersede the Interim Arrangements established by]the
multilateral executive agreement in 1964, it seems to me
entirely proper that the Preamble should contain the reference
to the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium
(INTELSAT). Accordingly, I recommend the United States Delegation
insure that the Conference record include at least a footnote to
the third paragraph on page 2 of the Committee I Preamble as
follows:
. . . has been established by the International
Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (flTiTITAT).
On page 4 of COM 1/84 under Objectives and Purposes (a), I
feel strongly that "to create a Global Organization" is the wrong
priority of objectives and purposes as has been formulated by
Committee I. The primary and priority objective of the Parties
should be to agree to achieve efficient low cost, high quality
telecommunications to all users of the space segment. Furthermore, I see the Definitive Arrangements as a continuation and
expansion of both the institution (INTELSAT) and the Global
System established under the Interim Arrangements. Accordingly,

frry

United States Delegation should insure that at least a
tnote be added to the cited paragraph as follows:
. . . Parties agree to continue and expand membership
in the organization known as the International Telecommunications Satellite CoTiT)717171-71717.ffEaTeTTETlished
by the Interim Agreement whose principal and first
priority function . . .

James D. O'Connell
Director of Telecommunications
Management

cc:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Loy
Ende
McCormack
Buchen

•

i'.niVINILJN;C:ATIC-11\1E3 SATELLITE

CO1:3PORATION

ROBLIII W. KINZIE
Deputy Director
International Arrangements Division

March 14, 1969

The Honorable James D. O'Connell
Director of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President
Room 749
1800 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. O'Connell:
Enclosed for your information is one copy of a
telex message received today from Mr. Sidney Mellen,
Deputy Director of Comsat's European Office, regarding
the Soviet Union's recent filing of frequency notification
with the I.F.R.B. of the I.T.U. for a satellite over
the Indian Ocean.
Identical letters with enclosures are being sent to
the Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Economic Affairs,
-Department of State, and to the Chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission.
Sincerely,

•

, )1<.k.A:71(c_i
•
LI(
)(,t(
Robert W. Kinzie
Enclosure
cc:

Messrs. Cooke, O'Malley, Olsson, Cole
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14 MARCH 1969 500 PM

MR. RICHARD R. COLINO
C/O INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS DIVISION
WASHINGTON, D.C.
AFTER TAXLING WITH NISHIZAKI, PRESENT CHAIRMAN OF IFRB,
• I CONFIRM MY TELEPHONE REPORT THAT USSR HAS WITHIN PAST FEW
WEEKS FILED NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSED FREQUENCIES AND ORBITAL
POSITION FOR A GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE OVER INDIAN OCEAN.
IFRB WILL BE ISSUING CIRCULAR NOTICE EARLY NEXT
W EX.
FOLLOWING PARTICULARS, SUBJECT TO OFFICIAL CONFIRMATION,
HAVE BEEN GATHERED FRON VARIOUS SOURCES IN ITU:
1) ORBITAL POSITION WILL BE 88 DEGREES EAST, JUST SOUTH
OF CEYLON.
2) TRANSMIT FREQUENCY WILL BE 3.88 GIGAHERZ, RECEIVE
FREQUENCY AROUND 6 GIGAHERZ.
3) RF POWER WILL BE 80 WATTS.
4) MODULATION WILL BE F-9.
5) PROBABLE LAUNCH DATE WILL BE DECEMBER 1970.
6) PRIMARY INTENDED USE WILL BE FOR USSR.
AM INFORMING DENNY, WHO EAD NO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE OF MAY/TER,
REGARDS TO ALL,
'SYDNEY MELLEN .
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

EUROPEAN OFFICE
COMSAT -GENEVA

•

80/3.68/6/S0/F-9/1970
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

March 17, 1969

. Memorandum for Mr. Washburn

.Subject:

INTELSAT Conference

-Reference is made to the memorandum "On How Conference is
Concluded and Where We Go From Here" dated March 15, 1969.
This memorandum is to apprise you of my views concerning the
proposed actions outlined in your memorandum cited above.
U.S. Posture -- In evaluating the disagreements during the
Conference on some rather fundamental policy issues involving
the nature, objectives and structure of the Organization, I
am lead to the conclusion that this Conference is recessing
essentially as divergent as the ICSC Report reflects. Accordingly, it seems to me the United States Delegation should not
overestimate the progress made in this Conference, nor should
it be overconfident in its expectation of getting acceptable
agreements at a second session, if held in the next six to
nine months.
I do not agree that the United States has a "Monolithic
position in INTELSAT". The United States has shown a degree
of flexibility and reasonableness in its position reflected
in Conference Document /b10 which is consistent with its investment and the investment of numerous signatories in the
Global System, while at the same time within the policy
framework of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. The
U.S. position also recognizes the value of the institutional
arrangements established under the Interim Arrangements and
the remarkable achievements of the Consortium based in large
part by the significant contributions of the United States
(NASA, industry and COMSAT).
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Attainment of the objectives established in the Preamble of the
Proposed Intergovernmental Agreement, Conference Document flO,
will, in large measure, depend on maintaining the positive
momentum of the Consortium by focusing the international cooperative efforts on the business enterprise of providing global
satellite telecommunications services. I feel the following
key policy issues are vital to the United States and, accordingly,
should not be negotiated to weaker positions which are inimical
to cause unacceptable risks and potentially damaging arrangements
for the Consortium:
4110 on..
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The nature of the orRanization and the priority
of its
Internationalization of the
Rrticulariy thenanager;

an212I1212,

Role of the Assembly;
Designation of =SAT as Yanapr;
Impact of Re lonal S' stems on the Single Global
System.

I would agree we should examine areas where the United States
might yield on issues not harmful to the Global System or to
"vital" interests of the U.S. I do not agree however that we
should characterize these concessions as "middle ground."
Rather, I feel the United States has an opportunity and in fact
an obligation to the Consortium to mount a broad educational
program among the less informed members and potential !'ember
states for the purpose of clearly articulating the logic, reasonableness and rationale of the United States proposal. Such an
effort should be in addition to any bi-lateral talks with key
countries.
Talking Points -- A revised "Points on ;Mich We Are 'ailing to
Talk" has been formulated and is attached as enclosure 1. The
rationale for the changes is apparent in the revised text. A
revised "Points on Which We Will Not Budge" has been formulated
also and is attached as enclosure 2.
The following comments are intended to provide an explanation
of the rationale for adding the two items to the list of "Points
on Which We Will Not Budge:"
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-3-- No Separate Regional Satellite Systems for Public
International Telecommunications Services will be established
by members.
The potentially damaging action of members creating separate
and competitive regional satellite systems is a highly risky
approach which should be unacceptable to the United
States.
In view of the potential candidates for such systems (France,
Australia, Indonesia, Japan and Brazil) we must view this
threat as real. A summary of the logic behind the United
States position is attached as enclosure 3.
-- No fundamental chanfre in the rature and Priority of
Ob'ectives of the Organization.
Although it is acknowledged that considerable opposition
against the United States Position has been shown during the
Conference, I believe that the United States should avoid
strenuously the creation of another. International Intergovernmental (Political) Organization, particularly to accomp
lish an
essentially industrial and commercial businesslike function.
Our task should be to build on the establishment (INTELSAT)
and
the Global System created under the Interim Arrangements
and
not to start-all-over again with political objectives
having
priority over those of providing efficient, low-cost, highquality telecommunications services for all users throughout
the world. A staff paper on the Overall Concept of the
International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT)
has been prepared and is attached as enclosure 4. This staff
paper provides background information on the rationale and
logic of retaining the Consortium form of enterprise for
INTELSAT and keeping the Organization apolitical in
character.
In closing, I feel the United States Delegation should be
guided by the national policy reflected in the Communicatio
ns
Satellite Act of 1962 and it should avoid any compromise which
is contrary to the Act or which will cause adverse Congressiona
l
reaction.

Ends. (4)
Copies to:
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TALKING POINTS
A.

Points on Which We Are Willing to Talk
1. fs222_211atjaiIial.-- The organization would have as
its primary objective the provision of public International Telecommunications Services and would also
provide public domestic telecommunications services on
an equal priority and specialized telecommunications
services as determined by the Board of Governors.
2.

Membership and Access -- Membership would be confined
to members of the ITU but all States and areas could
be permitted direct access on a non-discriminatory
basis subject to the same conditions of Members regarding establishment of separate (regional) systems.

3. Procurement -- Best quality, best price, and timely

performance. Widest practical international participation consistent with this.

4.

Assembly -- There would be an Assembly of all governments
or signatories, which would have only general responsibilities (along the lines of those recommended in Com.
1/45). It would make major decisions on the basis of a
two thirds majority, with each member having one vote.
The value of the four-tier approach suggested by Australia and the periodic holding of Plenipotentiary meetings suggested by the British should also be examined in
further depth, as possibly offering a convient way to
resolve the political/business venture dilemma.

5. Board of Governors -- The Governing Board, like the

Interim Committee, would be the basic decision-making
body. Membership would be based on the largest investments, individually or collectively, but with some
additional members selected to ensure broader representation. It would operate on a weighted vote basis, with
voting power proportionate to investment. Decisions
would require a two thirds majority.

6. Administrative Secretary -- There could be an "Admin-

istrative Secretary" for the Board of Governors which
would be an international staff but not an "International
Secretariat." The Administrative Secretary could provide
routine administrative functions and financial coorespondence, accounting and record keeping related to the
capital structure of the Organization.

7.iMana_z.Ssterr

, INTELSAT -- There would be a System
Manager for INT7LSAT which would perform the system
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planning, system design, development, construction,
establishment, maintenance and operation of the space
segment of the Global Commercial Communications Satellite System. The COMSAT Corporation should be retained and designated in the Definitive Arrangements
as System Manager.
8.

Financial Arrangements -- Financial arrangements would
be based on the concept of investment related to use,
with periodic adjustments.
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TALKING POINTS
B.

Points on Uhich We Will Not Budcre
1.

No dismemberment of. the System Manager nor progressive
separation of essential functions needed for a unitary
approach.

2.

No diluted voting in the Board of Governors. Should
be proportional to investment -- U.S. will accept
507 limit however.

3. -Limited functions (powers) for the Assembly.
4. A Long-Term (7-10 years) contract/agreement with
COMSAT as Systems Manager for INTELSAT.

5. No Director-General or International Secretariat
between the Board of Governors and the System Manager.

6. No Separate Regional Satellite System for Public
Internatioral Telecommunications Services will be
established by members.

7. No fundamental change in Nature and the Priority of

Objectives of the Organization. (e.g.) Continue the
Consortium, expand membership and range of services to
meet objectives of Preamble.

raro PNIMIL IfSE
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SEPARATE REGIONAL SATHILIN SYST7MS
The following points highlight the compelling logic and rationale
for avoiding the proliferation of Separate Regional Satellite
Systems which might be established by INTELSAT Members but implemented outside the framework of the Consortium:
There are no fundamental technical reasons or service
requirements for regional coverage which cannot be
satisfied by advanced INTELSAT series satellites. In
fact, the flexibility of individual satellites grows
significantly with each new satellite such as the
multiple transponder INTELSAT IV series.
The economy of scale achieved in a single global system
with unitized management and ownership means lower
investment costs for space segments and lower service
unit utilization charges which work to the benefit of
developing nations as well as the larger user nations.
Regional Systems impose requirements for additional
ground stations thereby necessitating dual stations if
a country is to gain access to the Global System. Such
an inefficient system concept is particularly uneconomic
to the nations who have limited resources available to
devote to improving their telecommunications capability.
IMO 1•1•1
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Traffic in Regional Systems has the direct effect of
reducing the INTELSAT traffic and thereby has a divisive,
competitive characteristic which is contrary to both the
principles contained in the Preamble of the Intergovernmental Agreement as well as the inherent obligations of
parties in the Consortium.
Separate regional satellite systems if allowed to proliferate will cause serious damage to the continued
viability of this international organization and therefore all members should have a strict obligation to
avoid regional systems established outside the framework
or INTELSAT.
Finally, the burden of proof should be on the member to
show the economic and operational consequences of any
proposed separate regional system to the Board of
Governors and that a strict application of the Principles
of the Preamble of the Intergovernmental Agreement be
applied.
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OVERALL CONCEPT
OF THE
INTERNATIONAL TELECONTIUNICATIONS SATELLITE CONSORTIUM
(INTELSAT)
INTRODUCTION
The International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium
(INTELSAT) should evolve in the years ahead vithin the basic
conceptual framework (both institutionally ad operationally)
which have proven successful under the Interim Arrangements
during the formative period of the organizatIon.
Concept of Institutional Arrangements
The nature of the existing INTELSAT organization has two
fundamental characteristics e.g. first, that it is an international cooperative consortium, operating as a dynamic and
viable business enterprise, which provides facilities for telecommunications services, marketed on a commezcial basis to serve
the communications needs of the world community with maximum
efficiency, reliability and quality of service and at the lowest
possible cost for the benefit of people throTghout the world and
second, that it is an organization having brcad international
membership which seeks wide participation in the affairs of the
Consortium.

The United States believes strorgly in the idea

that the future INTELSAT Consortium should bt structured to preserve these fundamental characteristics and that the primary
criteria for application in the conduct of affairs should be
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focused on achieving effective results in the -first area, while
at the same time promoting the goals of the second characteristic.
The United States does not agree that the INTELSAT Organization should be structured as an International Intergovernmental
(political) organization.

Compelling arguments, supported by

reasoned economic analysis, have not been presented which would
show overriding justification for "starting over again" in a
institutional sense.

The United States believes that an approach

which establishes an International Intergovernmental Organization,
as suggested in the ICSC report, would lead to an ineffectual
organization.

The creation of another political organization with

a dual governmental business role would cause INTELSAT to become
increasingly incapable of providing the high quality, efficient,
and technological advanced services which the Consortium has provided under the Interim arrangements, and which the users of the
system have come to expect. *(See insert on ?age 2 A).
Concept of the Single Global System
The basic conceptual framework applicable to the Single Global
Commercial Communications Satellite System is important to the
continued improvement in quality of service and expansion of the
range of services.
The conceptual framework of a Global Cormercial Communications
Satellite System should be understood in order to appreciate
more fully the reasons behind the strong United States effort
towards promotion of this basic approach for the provision of modrn
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INITED2 A *Furthermore the establishment of such an International Intergovernmental Organization clearly would be inconsistent with the
policy of the United States as expressed in the Communication

T

ellite Act of l9:)2 and the legislative intent of the

Cress.
I

The inherent potential of satellite communications technology

p ovide telecommunications capabilities of adequate scope to meet
service requirements.

Such a revolutionary technical approach

places a premium on establishing flexible institutional arrangements which permit such capability to be readily exploited.

The

traditional concepts in dealing with limited capacity international telecommunications facilities which are placed in service
on a point to point, priority basis are no longer valid and
therefore the institutional arrangements far such traditional
service do not provide suitable guides in the case of satellite
communications.
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international telecommunications services.

be logic of a single

global system and its value to society are irrefutable.
The revolution of satellite communicaticns, particularly the
i

geostationary synchronous orbit satellite has provided a new
transmission media of unprecedented capability and versatility.

il
1)

S ch satellites have by their very nature an extensive geographic
c verage pattern which can be truly characterized as international
in scope and global in context.

Ideally, the objectives of a•

global system would achieve (a) unduplicated communications
facilities in the space segment (b) economical service to individual
nations and (c) optimum utilization of frequency spectrum and
satellite orbital space.

Fortunately, these objectives can be met

in a design concept of a single global systen composed of a few
high capacity geostationary satellites, positioned to be consistent
with the demands for international telecomm-nications services.

An

important consideration in this concept is tae idea that since a given
earth station antenna can work with only one satellite at a time,
costs to individual nations can be minimized by a system of few
satellites having characteristics which maximize efficiency of
transmission working through a single satellite.

Costs of inter-

national telecommunications services to individual nations can be
also minimized by orbiting satellites having high capacity coupled
with broad coverage area from individual satellites.
Implementing The Concept
The key feature of the United States cr-erall conceptual
philosophy is to obtain the objectives of =dram efficiency and

MID MTV.) r!7E
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economy of service embodying the idea of a unitized institutional
and operational approach having the following essential elements:
A centralized systems engineering and single management
and ownership of all space segments for all commercial
communications satellites (furnishing both domestic and
international services) by a international business enterprise
such as the INTELSAT Consortium;
Admission to the Consortium open to all nations;
All space segments operated on a cost sharing basis to
all participating members of the Consortium in accordance with
their usage of the space segment;
All earth station facilities oWned and operated by the
individual user nations (both domestic and international
facilities); and
Design and positioning of each space segment satellite optimized
for specific intended application, as determined by the Consortium,
to create the Single Global Commercial Communications Satellite
System.
The United States proposal for the future INTELSAT Consortium
embodied'in Conference document 1110 represents a rational, realistic
and profoundly practical implementation of the conceptual framework
outlined above.

Furthermore, the benefits to people throhout the

world are substantial and include:
A single global system eliminates the need for duplication
in the space segment of communications facilities, reduces the
cost to individual nations, and provides the most efficient use
of the electromagnetic frequency spectrum through which these
• i mritn rr".7:71 41!
communications must travel. 1.;:1,1)
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- 5 A single system is particularly imprtant for lessdeveloped nations which do nqt receive the
benefits of speedy,
direct international communications.

Instead, the present

system of connunications:encourages indirect routing tIrough majo
r nations
to the developing countries,
forces the developing nations to rema
in dependent
on larger countries for their links
with the rest
of the world, and
makes international communications service
to those
developing nations more expensive and of
lower quality.
Such an archaic system of internationa
l communications is no
longer necessary. The communic
ations-satellite knows no
geographic boundary, is dependen
t on no cable, owes allegiance
to no single language or poli
tical philosophy.

Man now has it

within his power to speak dire
ctly to his fellow man in all
nations.

The United States believes in and
supports the concept of a sinle
global system of commercial satellit
e communications which is available
to all nations -- larz:e and small,
developed snd developing -- on a
non-discriminatory basis.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
'WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

March 12, 1969

Memorandum for Ambassador Marks:

Subject: INTELSAT Conference
In reviewing the trends and situation existing in the Conference,
with regard to the apparent willingness of the United States to
make substantial concessions on policy issues which I consider
vital to United States interests and which may be contrary to the
national policy contained in the Communications Satellite Act of
1962, 1 feel compelled to apprise you of my concern.
My experience as Director of Telecommunications Management,
in the carrying out of Presidential functions (E. 0. 11191), leads
me to evaluate critically some of the controversial policy issues
which have arisen during the Conference. In particular, based
upon substantial study and analysis made by my office and the
Communications Satellite Corporation during the last two years,
I consider our proposed position in a few key policy issues as
"vital" and crucial to the continued success of the INTELSAT
Consortium. Attainment of the objectives established in the Preamble of the Proposed Intergovernmental Agreement, Conference
Document #10, will, in large measure, depend on maintaining the
positive momentum of the Consortium by focusing the international
cooperative efforts on the business enterprise of providing global
satellite telecommunications services. I feel the following key
policy issues are vital to the United States and, accordingly, should
not be negotiated to weaker positions which are inimical to cause
unacceptable risks and potentially damaging arrangements:
— The nature of the organization and the associated
question of leg.al personality;
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-2-- Internationalization of the or anization, particularly
the Manager;
-- Role of the Assembly;
— Designation of COMSAT as Manager;
-- Impact of Regional Systems on the Single Global System.
In my view, before agreeing to unsatisfactory compromises on
these vital issues, the United States Delegation should make another
and stronger effort to advise the entire Conference in an overall
policy statement which would provide the fundamental rationale,
logic and reasonableness of our entire position. The statement
would also highlight the benefits which will accrue to, all members,
particularly the developing nations, As an aid in preparing such
a comprehensive, unambiguous and forthright statement, I have had
my staff prepare suggested input for such a Conference document.
These draft papers are attached herein.
In closing, I. feel the United States Delegation should be guided by
the national policy reflected in the Communications Satellite Act
of 1962 and it should avoid any compromise which is contrary to
the Act or which will cause adverse Congressional reaction subsequent to the Conference.

J. D. O'Connell
Ends.. (2)
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OVERALL CONCEPT
OF THE
INTERNATIONAL TELECMIUNICATIONS SATELLITE CONSORTIUM
(INTELSAT)

INTRODUCTION
The International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium
(INTELSAT) should evolve in the years ahead vithin the basic
conceptual framework (both institutionally and operationally)
which have proven successful under the Interim. Arrangements
during the formative period of the organization.
Concept of Institutional Arrangements
The nature of the existing INTELSAT organization has two
fundamental characteristics e.g. first, that it is an international cooperative consortium, operating as a dynamic and
viable business enterprise, which provides facilities for telecommunications services, marketed on a commexcial basis to serve
the communications needs of the world community with maximum
efficiency, reliability and quality of service and at the lowest
possible cost for the benefit of people throughcut the world and
second, that it is an organization having broad international
membership which seeks wide participation in the affairs of the
Consortium.

The United States believes strongly in the idea

- that the future INTELSAT Consortium should bt structured to preserve these fundamental characteristics and that the primary
criteria for application in the conduct of affairs should be
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- 2 focused on achieving effective results in the first area, while
at the same time promoting the goals of the second characteristic.
The United States does not agree that the INTELSAT Organization should be structured as an International Intergovernmental
(political) organization.

Compelling arguments, supported by

reasoned economic analysis, have not been presented which would
show overriding justification for "starting over again" in a
institutional sense.

The United States believes that an approach

which establishes an International Intergovernmental Organization,
as suggested in the ICSC report, would lead to an ineffectual
organization.

The creation of another political organization with

a dual governmental business role would cause INTELSAT to become
increasingly incapable of providing the high quality, efficient,
and technological advanced services which the Consortium has provided under the Interim arrangements, and which the users of the
system have come to expect. *(See insert on Page 2 A).
Concept of the Single Global System
The basic conceptual framework applicable to the Single Global
Commercial Communications Satellite System is important to the
continued improvement in quality of service and expansion of the
range of services.
The conceptual framework of a Global Commercial Communications
Satellite System should be understood in order to appreciate
more fully the reasons behin4 the strong United States effort
towards promotion of this basic approach for the provision of modern
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- 2A *Furthermore,the establishment of such an International Intergovernmental Organization clearly would be inconsistent with the
policy of the United States as expressed in the Communication
Satellite Act of 3.92 and the legislative intent of the
Congress.
The inherent potential of satellite conmunications technology
provide telecommunications capabilities of adequate scope to meet
service requirements.

Such a revolutionary technical approach

places a premium on establishing flexible institutional arrangements which permit such capability to be readily exploited.

The

traditional concepts in dealing with limiteE capacity international telecommunications facilities which are placed in service
on a point to point, priority basis are no longer valid and
therefore the institutional arrangements for such traditional
service do not provide suitable guides in the case of satellite
communications.
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- 3 international telecommunications services. The logic of a single
global system and its value to society are irrefutable.
The revolution of satellite communicatims, particularly the
geostationary synchronous orbit satellite ha3 provided a new
transmission media of unprecedented capability and versatility.
Such satellites have by their very nature am extensive geographic
coverage pattern which can be truly characterized as international
in scope and global in context.

Ideally, tte objectives of a

global system would achieve (a) unduplicateE communications
facilities in the space segment (b) economical service to individual
nations and (c) optimum utilization of frequency spectrum and
satellite orbital space.

Fortunately, these objectives can be met

in a design concept of a single global system composed of a few
high capacity geostationary satellites, posEtioned to be consistent
with the demands for *international telecomiainications services.

An

important consideration in this concept is the idea that since a given
earth station antenna can work with only one satellite at a time,
costs to individual nations can be minimizai by a system of few
satellites having characteristics which mPlemize efficiency of
transmission working through a single satellite.

Costs of inter-

national telecommunications services to indEvidual nations can be
also minimized by orbiting satellites havinz high capacity coupled
with broad coverage area from individual satellites.
,Implementing The Concept
The key feat,:.re of the United States operall conceptual
philosophy is to obtain the obiectives of mximum efficiency and
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economy of service embodying the idea of a unitized institutional
and operational approach having the followinz essential elements:
A centralized systems engineering rnd single management
and ownership of all space segments for all comiercial
communications satellites (furnishing both domestic and
international services) by a international business enterprise
such as the INTELSAT Consortium;
Admission to the Consortium open to all nations;
All space segments operated on a cost sharing basis to
all participating members of the Consortium in accordance with
their usage of the space segment;
All earth station facilities owneg and operated by the
individual user nations (both domestic and international
facilities); and
Design and positioning of each spice segment satellite optimized
for specific intended application, as aetermined by the Consortium,
to create the Single Global Commercial Communications Satellite
System.

The United States proposal for the futxre INTELSAT Consortium
embodied in Conference document #10 represents a rational, realistic
and profoundly practical implementation of the conceptual framework
outlined above.

Furthermore, the benefits to people throughout the

world are substantial and include:
A single global system eliminates the need for duplication
in the space segment of communications facilities, reduces the
cost to individual nations, and provides the most efficient use
of the electromagnetic frequency spectcum throuc,th which these
communications must travel.
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- 5A single system is particularly important for lessdeveloped nations which do not receive the benefits of speed
y,
direct international communications.

Instead, the present

system of communications
encourages indirect routing through major nations
to the developing countries,
forces the developing nations to remain dependent
on larger countries for their links with the rest
of the world, and
makes international communications service to those
developing nations more expensive and of lower quality.
Such an archaic system of international communications
is no
longer necessary. The communications satel
lite knows no
geographic boundary, is dependent on no cable
, owes allegiance
to no single language or political philo
sophy.

Man now has it

within his power to speak directly to his
fellow man in all
nations.
The United States believes in and su

oats the concept of a single

global system of commercial satellite commu
nications which is available
to all nations -- large and small, developed
and developing -- on a
non-discriminatory basis.
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DRAFT

UNITED STATES POLICY

ON

FUTURE PARTICIPATION

IN TIT,

INTERNATIONAL TELECONIMICATIONS SATELLITE CCNSORTIUIvi
INTEI,SAT)
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WHEREAS, United States investments, efforts and achievements have
in the past and will continue in the future to provide a massive
source of space technology (including satellite communications)
from its scientific laboratory organizations and its industrial
establishment, the output of this effort will continue to be
available to exploit and advance the progress for the development
of satellite communications facilities in providing commercial
telecommunications services throughout the world;
WHEREAS, the United States has pursued the undeviating and consistent policy of all Presidents since 1958, which policy has been
announced in unmistakable terms repeatedly, to make available the
benefits of our technological progress in space which will contribute
to world peace and understanding.
WHEREAS, specifically in respect to satellite communications, the
Congress of the United States enacted legislation in the Communication
Satellite Act of 1962, which declared the policy to be "to establish,
in conjunction and in cooperation with other countries, as
expeditiously as practical a commercial communications satellite
system, as part of an improved global communications network, which
will be, responsive to public needs and national objectivesfeTndj which
will serve the communication needs of the United States and other
countries...", and to provide the opportunity for greatly improved
and less costly international telecommunication services, and to
achieve these objectives stated that "United States participation
in the form of a private corporation, subject to appropriate
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governmental regulation", which has been inplemented by creating
the "Chosen Instrument" the Communications Satellite Corporation
(COMSAT) a private business organization, and to commit the United
States Government, through the National Aeronautics and Space
Ailministration, to provide launch service for placing communications satellites in earth orbit.

TREAS, the United States in the pronouncements of its Presidents,
by Act of Congress and by its agressive efforts to achieve the
national objectives, has been an active promoter of satellite
communications and has thus renounced the concept of Government
ownership and the use of the new international communications system
to further international political objectires.
WHEREAS, the United States initative in 194 resulted in a multilateral executive agreement establishing Interim Arrangements for
a Global Commercial Communications Satellite System which created
an international cooperative, non-profit, unincorporated (joint
venture)

currently known as the International

Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (IDTELSAT), for the purpose
of jointly planning and financing, and through the services of
COUSAT as Manager for the design, development, construction,
establishment, and maintenance and operation of the space segment
needed to establish and operate the Global System;
WHEREAS, as indicated in the 19O8 Annual Report of the President
of the United States, the report of the Cczmunication Satellite
Committee and statements by many delegatiaa representative on the
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-3floor of the INTELSAT Conference, the progress of this cooperativ
e
international Consortium has been significant and
highly successful
In meeting the objectives of the organization
within the institutional
framework established by the Interim Arran
genents,
WHEREAS, the cooperative international Conso
rtium (INTELSAT) requires
the successful achievement of programs
to establish advanced,
cory, longlife and high capacity communicat
ions satellites, for
example INTELSAT IV series, which will make
available to all members
of the Consortium the flexible, versatile,
direct access, high quality
and low cost telecommunications services,
and accordingly, the
Consortium needs to maintain its forward momen
tum by building on the
successes achieved under the Interim Arrangemen
ts and insuring meaningful and undisruptive continuity of planning
and operations through
institutional arrangements which provide stable, effic
ient and
increasingly competent management performance.
WHEREAS, it. is considered by the United States to be
in the interest
of all nations (developed and developing) that the
maximum opportunities
be afforded during the years ahead for the
successful achievement of a
truly Global System and that regional and
donestic space segments can
be most economically efficiently and
consistently provided in the
immediate future through the establishe
d intwnational cooperative
enterprise INTELSAT,
THEREFORE, for the purpose of providing guid.e
lines to United States
participants in the International Telecommunicati
ons Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT) under the IN.aalIM arrangements
and, when and if
applicable, under the Definihrunimt-Dithos
irouing United
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States policy will apply:
1.

The primary objective of the United States is to maintain

the established international cooperative Consortium as a dynamic,
efficient, effective and viable operating cooperative enterprise
which provides facilities for telecommunications services, marketed
on a cost shared basis to serve the communications needs of the
world international community with maximum efficiency, reliability
and quality and at the lowest possible cost for the benefit of all
people throughout the world.
2. In implementing the primary objective above, the United
States will strongly sponsor the adoption of institutional arrangements in the Consortium which will sustain the apolitical
characteristics of the organization established under the Interim
Arrangements and promote an institutional structure which emphasizes
the attributes of efficient, competitive business enterprise.

3. In accomplishing the objectives stated in 1. and 2. above,
the United States will continue to sponsor the Nature of the
Organization embodying the concept of a international unincorporated
joint venture with no legal personality and thus deemphasize the
undes:rable trend toward an international political organization.

4. The United States participants in tle Consortium should be
sensitive to avoiding unnecessary changes in. institutional arrangements (organization and procedures) which could be disruptive and
detrimental to the efficiency of the Global System particularly
during the period between now and the completion of the early
operational phase of the advanced I:TELSAT IV series satellite now
scheduled for late 1971 and early 1972.
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5. The United States accepts the need for increased representation and voice in the affairs of the Consortium and has
proposed the establishment of a new organizational body (Assembly)
which should be given authority to be inforred on all INTELSAT
activities and to exercise an oversight function to the end that
the needs of all tembers of the Consortium are being satisfactorily met to the extent practicable and feasible, and are
consistent with the maintenance of a viable business enterprise.

6. The Communications Satellite Corporation will serve as
the United States designated entity in the consortium and will
continue to serve as Manager for IDTLLSAT in order to insure
essential continuity, effectiveness and efficiency in the achievement of Consortium objectives.

7. The United States through the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration will continue to provide launch services to
the Consortium with COMSAT serving as agent under a strict interpretation of the Communication Satellite Act of 1962 and will not
provide launch services for commercial comnunications satellites to
any other organizations.

8. 'The United States in its projecteL pilot domestic system
will utilize the services of INTELSAT provided space segments in
accordance with terms and corditions to be negotiated with the
Consortium.
9.

The United States strongly supports the principle that

weighted voting in the Board of Governors 4hould be continued, but
the United States will accept that no one nation/entity shall have
more than 50 percent of the weighted vote.
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10.

The United States strongly supports the principle that

in applying the concept of investment/use, the determination of
investment and computation of voting weights in the Board of
Governors will include domestic traffic in the space segment but
not in excess of the 50 percent boting strength.
11.

The United States will firmly avoid the establishment of

a "Regional" satellites outside of the INTEMAT framework.
ACCORDINGLY, the Departments and Agencies of the Executive Branch
of the Government and the Communications Satellite Corporation are
specifically charged to implement the provisions of the Comunications
Satellite Act of 1962 within the terms of reference established
above in future activities related to the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT).
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C.. 2.0504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

February 27, 1969

Memorandum for Mr. Thomas Whitehead:

Reference is made to•our telephone conversation of
this morning.
A member of my staff had an interesting conversation
with Mr. Clas Nordstrom, the Alternate Representative and Acting Head of the Swedish Delegation to the
INTELSAT Conference. Mr. Nordstrom discussed
some of the rationale and philosophy behind the draft
agreement paper which was submitted by Swede
n.
The Memorandum of Conversation is attached for your
information.

D. O'Connell
Attachment
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DELEGATION OF THE UNITED

1ATES OF AMERICA

INTELSAT CONFERENCE

February 27, 1969
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PAR TlCIPA NTS: Mr. Clas Nordstrom
Alternate Representative of Sweden
W. T. OJ.sson
Advisor, Delegation of U. S.
On February 26, 1969, 1 had a very interesting discussion
with
Mr. Nordstrom from Sweden which helped me
to better understand
their draft agreement paper.
Mr. Nordstrom indicated the objective of the agreement paper
was
to present a formulation of a politically feasible institutional
framework which would attract the Soviets and others to join
in the Consortium.
The essence of Mr. Nordstrom's remarks about
the draft paper are
summarized below:
-- His view that the intergovernmental Agreement is the
political "facade" which serves to establish membership in the Consortium (club), and that it is designed
to mask the true contribution of the real work which
would be treated in the Annex A element of their paper.
-- His idea is that the implementation of the goals set by
the Intergovernmental Agreement, as a practical matter,
should be done by competent industrial activities like the
proposed "International Telecommunications Satellite
Corporation."
-- He believes in the idea of the Single Global System and
that Sweden purposely avoided the issue of "Domestic
and Regional Systems" in their paper.
-- He recognizes the competence of COMSAT and that for
practical reasons the Consortium will need COMSAT to
carry out the implementation effort.
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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-2-- He feels the Swedish proposal for an "International
Telecommunications Satellite Corporation" is a logical
institutional mechanism for the work of COMSAT.

I thanked Mr. Nordstrom for his explanation of the concept
of the

Swedish proposal and wished him well during his
stay in Washington
and work in the Conference.

cc:

Amb. Marks
SEC DEL (For Distribution)

US DEL: WTOLSSON: bks

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

February 20, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR DR. WHITEHEAD
Subject:

Questions Concerning the Interim Agreement

This is in response to questions raised in our discussion yesterday
concerning certain provisions of the existing Interim Agreement.
The Agreement provides (Article VIII) that the Communications
Satellite Corporation shall "act as the Manager in the design,
development, construction, establishment, operation and maintenance
of the
space segment." The Agreement makes no provision for the replace
ment of Comsat in this role.
The Interim Agreement docs restrict the membership to those
who
are also members of the International Telecommunications
Union,
(Article IX (b)(ii)) states: "they shall, like this Agreement, be
open
to all States members of the International Telecommunications Union
or their designated entities;,.." However, the present Agreement
does not provide for participation in the use of the space segment
by
non-member states.
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COMMUNICATION:
3 SATELLITE- CORPORATION

JAMES McCORMACK
Chairman

14 February 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
FOR THE INTELSAT CONFERENCE
Subject:

EURATOM

Supplementing my previous memo on ELDO & EUROSPACE,
attached for your information is an article entitled
"Euratom:

Atomic Agency Foundering Amidst Squabbles of

Its Partners", which appeared in the February 7, 1969
issue of Science.

950 L'ENFANT PLAZA SOUTH, SW • WASHINGTON, D C. 20024 • TELEPHONE 202-554-60
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Euraioni: Atomic Agency Foundering
Amidst Squabbles of Its Partnei's

had begun to appear as early as 1961,
when De Gaulle brought about the
ouster of Euratom's first president, a
Frenchman, Etienne Hirsch, apparently
on the grounds that Hirsch was taking
the European concept too seriously and
was not sufficiently concerned with
what Euratom could do to further
France's own nuclear ambitions. But,
when it came time to provide a new
5-year budget for Euratom, the six
partners apparently were pleased
enough to raise the sum to $430
million.

ment of all types. By comparison,
atomic energy takes only about 6 percent of total R & D expenditures in the
United States. This being the case, it
might be assumed that the Common
Market nations would compare well
Fighting over Funding
with the United States in realizable
However, the period in which this
prospects for getting electricity out of
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mothe atom, especially since a strong
of fervor for European union
cline
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sum sufficiently plump to
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meanin
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spending for peaceful nuclear energy. what they fully
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Early
.
defined
never
"
was
mance by their atomic of "major
Euratom puts the U.S. figure for 1967 liant perfor
1967 a large crisis developed when
.
at $937 million; the total spent by the agency
the United States decided to sell, rather
The difficulty, however, is that polit
Euratom nations is estimated at 80
lease, 180 kilograms of plutonium
than
ical cohesion has shown itself to be
percent of this, but since the Euratom
Euratom-financed work on the
for
ogica
e
technol
prerequisite for a massiv
figure does not include support for nuFrench fast reactor at Cadarache. The
- effort, rather than a product of it
clear 'space applications and high-en
Euratom Supply Agency asked France
the Operating on a 5-year budget of ap
ergy physics, it may well be that
nal cost, $2.8 million.
proximately $215 million, Euratom, at to pay the additio
as the
Six are spending as much
the grounds that
on
refused
France
the outset, appeared to be fulfilling
United States on activities directed tom to supply the
Eurato
to
up
was
it
Eventhe expectations of its founders.
ward the development of nuclear
capitulated, with the
tually, a Joint Research Center was fuel. Euratom
show
power. Furthermore, the figures
s complaining that France wai
na- built up at a capital cost of some $150 Italian
that the European Community
most commercially
million, with facilities at Ispra, in monopolizing the
her partneri
tions have assigned a relatively high
while
work,
ing
promis
northern Italy; Petten, on the Dutch
priority to this field, for it absorbs
costs.
the
share
helped
coast; Geer, in Belgium; and Karlsruhe,
some 20 percent of their total public
La the meantime, West Germany wai
Germany. Some signs of difficulty
expenditures for research and develop- in
16)

Brussels. Euratom was established
energy
in 1958 to help develop atomic
despite
in the Common Market. Today,
enormous research and development
expenditures through Euratom and individually among the six European
Community nations, Europe trails the
United States by far in this booming
and increasingly lucrative field of technology. And as for Euratom, it is a
declining, dispirited organization, operating on sharply cut, makeshift
budgets, while its sponsors wrangle
over programs and costs and deal
sharply on the question of common
interest versus opportunities to turn a
national profit. It is, of course, widely
held that most things in the Common
Market are bound to be moribund as
long as President de Gaulle endures.
But Euratom's troubles run deeper than
French intransigence; and, amidst
Europe's lamentations over the "technology gap," it is instructive to examine these troubles, for technology,
as it turns out, is the one element that
certainly is not lacking.
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. •going off on its own fast-reactor
program, duplicating much of what
the French wee doing. In 1967, when
the time came to agree upon a new
5-year budgc4 for Euratom, France
balked; and, with the Euratom staff,
totaling some 2700, simmering in despair, it was finally agreed that Euratom would be given approximately
$90 million—the amount it had been
given annually during the newly expired 5-year budget—to carry on
through the year. An assortment of irritations then proceeded to intrude into
this already acrid atmosphere. Squabbles
broke out over the languages that
should -be emploYa- in Euratom proceedings, with the French, and now
and _ then the Germans, insisting that
their rights were not being observed.
And some scientists and engineers in
the national establishments of the Euratom nations pointed out that Euratom
salaries, fringe benefits, and perquisites tended to exceed theirs. At that
point, Euratom was not doing very
much on its own to further European
nuclear development. Its own budget
represented only about 12 percent of
the total nuclear spending of the Six.
And, as the orchestrator of the Common Market nuclear effort, it was not
doing too well either, for, among the
Six, there were no fewer than four
fast-reactor projects, four heavy-water
projects, and an assortment of odds
and ends, many of them duplicates
in one way or another. During 196S,
various efforts were made to agree
upon a new budget, but France continued to insist that some radical revisions would be necessary before it
would continue to support Euratom.
Amopg these revisions was the reduction of Euratom's research staff
from 2700 to below 1000—a proposal
that brought talk of strike at the Ispra
center, which employs the bulk of
Euratom's staff. France's motives are
never viewed with charity by her
five partners, and in this case it was
speculated that the move to slash the
Euratom staff was related to difficulties that the government was having in
cutting back some of the overswollen
and underutilized staffs in France's own
nuclear establishments. If France led
the way in axing Euratom, so the reasoning went, she would be in a better
position to apply the same process to
her own nationals. Support for this interpretation was said to exist in the
respectful interest that French officials
were showing in Britain's successful
start at cutting back its own nuclear
FEBRUARY 1969

research centers and redeploying them
find new areas for cooperation in scito various nonnuclear, industry-related
ence and technology. The idea for this
objectives;
goes back to 1967, when a committee
Finally late last year, with France of the Six singled out possible areas
holding out against West Germany,
67-* such cooperation: data processing,
Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands, and telecommunications, new means of
LLNembourg, a compromise
transport, oceanography, metallurgy,
was
reached—almost wholly on French
pollution, and meteorology. For a
terms. A new concept would be in- time, further examination of the protroduced into the affairs of Euratom: posal was blocked when the Dutch
two cooperative and complementary said they would not participate unless
programs, each of which would re- the British, though not holding memceive about $24 million—for a total
bership in the Market, were invited to
just a bit more than half of the cur- take part in the new program. Finally,
rent annual budget. Under this ar- the French agreed, and studies are now
proceeding on what to do next. Whether
rangement, the Six would share the
cost of certain Community-wide ac- the British want to participate, howtivities, to the amount of $24 million; ever, remains to be seen, for Britain
is more and more rigidly linking its
at the same time, the Six together
would provide another $24 million, but scientific and technical policies to activities that produce a commercial paythe activities supported by this sum
off. In this connection, Britain has
would be on an a la carte basis, with
agreed to take part with West Germany
each nation deciding just which activities it wanted to take part in. But, and the Netherlands in the development
of a centrifugation process for proat the same time, it was decided that
the Six would have to agree on a ducing enriched uranium. Amid its
new long-term program by mid-1969, various difficulties, this agreement is
or everything would come .to a halt. no/source of happiness for Euratom.
So far, there has been no agreement; \\A"t present, the United States is the principal source ,of .enriched uranium for
and, at this point, the most pressing
problem is to round up a few million
the nuclear activities of the Six, but
dollars to provide salaries for 415 staff
the demands for nuclear fuel are
members, mainly at Ispra, who are not
growing so rapidly that Euratom esticovered by the two $24-million budgmates that U.S. production facilities
ets. Complicating the problem is that, will be taxed by the mid-1970's. As a.
after a 2-year probationary period, consequence, Euratom has been proemployment with Euratom is accom- posing that the Six get together and
panied by a fairly airtight tenure ar- construct a plant, but if the threerangement, but no one seems to know
nation centrifuge project turns out to
how this is affected by a situation in
c a success, it will once again he the
which there is no money,
case that fragmentation, rather than
European-wide cooperation, is the
While Euratom is foundering, there
governing force in European nuclear
is growing support for the idea that
it might be desirable for the Six to affairs.—D. S. GREENBERG

Oral Contraceptives: GovernmentSupported Programs Are Questioned
Last year a VISTA volunteer in
Alaska watched in dismay as an Eskimo
woman being treated in a federally
financed birth-control center was handed a sack of oral contraceptives, given
no counseling on how to take them, and
told to come back in a year.
At a time when questions are being
raised about the safety of the pill, the
federal government has become one of

the major distributors of the oral contraceptive in family-planning programs
for the poor. Some doubts have been
expressed about how safely these programs are administered. Officials within
the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) have suggested in the past, for
example, that its parent, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) has been lenient in monitoring
553

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington, D.C, 20520

February 10, 1969'

MEMORANDUM
TO:

INTELSAT - Ambassador Marks

FROM:

IO/UNP

SUBJ:

Precedents of Voting Procedures for the Amendment
and Entry into Force of International Agreements

- Joseph P. Lorenz

In accordance with your request, set forth below are
provisions from a number of international agreements which
describe the procedures for amending multilateral instruments and bringing them into force. The agreements covered
are the IMCO Convention, the IAEA Statute, the Convention
for Safety of Life at Sea, the WMO Convention, and the
Outer Space Treaty. In two cases (IMCO and SOLAS), the
amendment process is weighted in favor of states having
the principal interest in the convention, requiring the
approval of the governing body of the organization as
wegas the assembly. In the WMO and Outer Space Treaty
voting for amendments is not weighted, but only those
states which accept the amendments are bound by them.
Finally, in the case of the IAEA, the sole power to
amend lies with the assembly and members, with the governing body having only an advisory role. Entry into force,
in every case except the WMO Convention, requires acceptance by a certain number of principally interested states
as well as by a specified number of other governments.
The pertinent provisions of the agreements follow:
IMCO
1. Amendments: (Article 52)..Amendments shall be
adopted by a two-thirds majority vote of the Assembly,
including the concurring votes of a majority of the Members
represented on the Council....
2. Entry into Force: (Article 60) The present
Convention shall enter into force on the date when 21
States of which 7 shall each have a total tonnage of not
less than 1,000,000 gross tons of shipping, have become
parties to the Convention in accordance with Article 57.
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International Convention for Safety
of Life at Sea
1. Amendments: (Article IX) ...An amendment to the
present Convention may be proposed to the Organization at
any time by any Contracting Government and such proposal
if adopted by a two-thirds majority of the Assembly of the
Organization (hereinafter called the Assembly), upon recommendation adopted by a two-thirds majority of the Maritime
Safety Committee of the Organization (hereinafter called
the Maritime Safety Committee), shall be communicated by
the Organization to all Contracting Governments for their
acceptance.
2. Coming into Force: (Article XI) The present
Convention shall come into force twelve months after the
date on which not less than fifteen acceptances, including
seven by countries each with not less than one million
gross tons of shipping, have been deposited in accordance
with Article X
IAEA
1. Amendments: (Article XVIII C) Amendments shall
come into force for all members when: (i) Approved by
the General Conference by a two-thirds majority of those
present and voting after consideration of observations
submitted by the Board of Governors on each proposed
amendment, and (ii) Accepted by two-thirds of all the
members in accordance with their respective constitutional
processes. ...
2. Entry into Force: (Article XXI E) This Statute,
apart from the Annex, shall come into force when eighteen
States have deposited instruments of ratification in
accordance with para B of this article; provided that such
eighteen States shall include at least three of the following
States: Canada, France, the USSR, the UK and Northern Ireland,
and the USA. ...
WMO
1. Amendments: (Article 28) Amendments to the present
Convention involving new obligations for Members shall require
approval by the Congress, in accordance with the provisions
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of Article 10 of the present Convention, by a two-thirds
majority vote, and shall come into force on acceptance by
two-thirds of the Members which are States for each such
Member accepting the amendment
2. Entry into Force (Article 35) The present Convendate
tion shall come into force on the 30th day after the
or
of the deposit of the 30th instrument of ratification
accession....
Outer Space Treatv

enter
1. Amendments:(Articic XV) ...Amendments shall
the
accepting
into force for each State Party to the Treaty
of the States
amendments upon their acceptance by a majority
remaining
each
Parties to the Treaty and thereafter for
by it.
State Party to the Treaty on the dace of acceptance
2. Entry into Force: (Article XIV (3)) This Treaty
shall enter into force upon the deposit of instruments of
ratification by five Governments including the Governments
designated as Depositary Governments under this Treaty
(US, UK, USSR).

cc:

Executive Committee members
IO/UNP - Elizabeth Ann Brown

IO/UNP:JPLorenz:avw 2/10
Clrnces:

Intelsat - Mr. Dizard
Mr. McIntyre
IO/UNP -

L/UNA - Mr. Reis

List of OTM Representatives to the
Committee Structure of the INTELSA T Conference

Committee I (Structure and Functions)
Subcommittee A (Membership
Scope
Organization)

Mr. Phil Siling *

Subcommittee B (Legal)

Mr. John O'Malley *

Committee II (Operational)

Pro
*

Mr. Ralph Clark *

Col. W. T. Olsson*

Subcommittee A (Financial)

Mr. Jack Cole **

Subcommittee B (Procurement,
Operations &
Maintenance)

Mr. Art Cooke **

Status at Conference

Accredited Advisor to OTM Delegate

** Technical Support to OTM Delegate
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LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

TO

:INTELSAT - Ambassador Marks

FROM

:E/TD

SUBJECT: Trip

DATE:

February 5, 1969

William K. Miller
Report.

Attached is a copy of a report prepared by Luke Battle
and Richard Mizrack on our recent trip to Asia.
I have read the report (I also saw it in draft) and I concur
in it completely. Taken together with the reporting
telegrams on the talks in each country, it can be considered
as my report on the trip as well as that of the authors.
I think of only one thought to add at the moment - that
I think an LDC move to ask for INTELSAT technical assistance
in training earth station personnel is likely whether or
not there are increased procurement costs as a result
of contracting in Europe. We should consider seriously
whether something should be done about this, or at least
be well prepared to answer the point.
Attachment.

cc:

E/TT - Mr. Loy (with report)
Mr. Battle

E/TD:WKMiller:sp

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE •

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Date:.

February 4, 1969

Messrs. McCormack, Charyk, Johnson
From:

Lucius D. Battle and Richard Mizrack

Subject:

Definitive Arrangements for INTELSAT:State Department Comsat Team Visit to Asia: Final Renort Containing
Observations and Conclusions

Places Visited:
Tokyo, Japan
Manila, The Philippines
Singapore
Bangkok, Thailand
New Delhi, India
Karachi, Rawalpindi, Islamabad, Pakistan
Beirut, Lebanon
I.

Background

At the request of Arlhassador Leonard Z1ae,
:s, Crtairrlan of
the Unita:: Stai:es Delccation to the II,TET,SAT Conference,
!ssrs.
iller, 7De7)artr:ent of State (D 4 r^ctor
of
th, Offica of .2elecorw.lunications), Lucius L).
VicePresident - Corporate i'lelations, COSAT, and Richard
lizrack,
International Arrangements Division, CO:ISAT, visited
seven
Asian countries in order to consult with officials in those
countries with respect to their views on the definitiv arrangee
ments for =LSAT and to explain United States ziositions on
the
definitive arrangmenets.
The Team departed from Washington on January 10, 1969,
and concluded its mission in Beirut, Lebanon, on January 31.
The specific itinerary is attached to the Report. (Attachment A).
In all countries visited the Team met with senior
officials from various concerned ministries, usually including
the res2ective Llinistries of Foreign Affairs and the :'inistries
of Teleconnunications.

CORPOMTION

2

visit

It is the opinion of all members of the Team that the
in Asia had several important and valuable results:

First, the Team learned the views of foreign gover
nments
regarding INTELSAT and the definitive arrangemen
ts. Until the
visit, the attitude of most of these countries had
only been the
subject of conjecture.
Second, it stimulated the respective gover
nments to
prepare for the ILiTELSAT Conference sooner than
may have been
the case had no trip been made. In some countries, the
visit
of the Team may have raised the importance of the
forth
comin
g
negotiations in the view of officials and may
lead to the
selection of higher level delegations.
Third, it provided an opportunity to expla
in the position
United States which was often either unkno
the
of
wn or misunderstood. The Team also distinguished the contents
of the ICSC
Report from the United States position and place
d the recommendations contained in that Report in a prope
r perspective.
Fourth, an excellent opportunity was provi
ded for members
of the Team to become acquainted with local offic
ials, many of
whom will serve on the delegations of their
respective countries
to the INTELSAT Conference. This should facilitate
closer
cooperation with such delegations durin
g the negotiations.
II.

of Conclusior.3

The following general conclusions on certa
in major
substantive issues should be noted:
(i) There was concern in most countries
over te
financial impact which the United States
investmeni-ase
proposals will have both from the standpoint
of foreign
currency reserves and budgeting. This conce
rn frequently
focused on the short term rather than long
term implications.
(ii) There is widespread concern as to
potential
domination by the United States of the
Organization.
(iii) Thiie there is a general appre
ciation of the
difficult an iportant role that the :lanag
er performs on
behalf of the Organization, most officials
taned of
"interuationalization" of the management
function. Some
appear convinced that some change from the statu
s auo is
needed though no scific ?lans wore offered
and in most
inszancs their aetitude was ;)a3ed on emotion
and not reason.

(iv) There is misunderstanding of the issue of INTELSAT's
legal status and the endowment of the Organization with privileges
and immunities.
(v) There is general agreement that INTELSAT's scope of
activities should not be limited; though INTELSAT should not be
given a monopoly in the provision of facilities for either
specialized or domestic services.
(vi) There is no concern about, or support for, regional
satellite systems, except: in Japan.
(vii) There was deep interest in certain countries over
the potential part to be played, if any, by the Soviet Union .and
Eastern Europe.
Major Substantive Issues
(A)

INVESTMENT/USE PROPOSAL

The United States proposal that investment in INTELSAT
be related directly to a member's use of the organizationfinanced facilities was considered a fair and objective method for
determining investment. The Japanese indicated general agreement
with the proposals and had no comments to make. However, serious
questions were raised in all the less developed countries.
In the case of the less develope,f1 countries, several
concerns were identifiec::
(i) The
balance of payments
(particularly short
frequent adjustment
user charge.

possible effect on the individual countries'
position (i.e., foreign currency reerves),
term considerations), as a result of a
of investment shares and elimination of the

(ii) The effects of the investment-use proposal on
internal budgeting; and
(iii)

The desire to know what the Proposed system would

cost.
The TeaT concluded that the concerns manifested in
the Ph 4 14 2ines, Singer:ore, Iria and Pa':!:istan and Le'panon
resulted from an initial misunderstanding of the proposal itself.

The Team attempted to develop a proper understanding of the proposal
and believes that in most cases the effort was successful. However,
some of the concerns, especially (i) and (ii) above remain -particularly in Singapore. The third point is of concern in all
the less developed countries. The Team is uncertain whether the
officials in Thailand fully understand and accept the proposal
as they indicated to the Team. In India, there was agreement with
the principle of investment/use, though concern was expressed
regarding the potential impact upon other less developed countries.
The Indians suggested, as already proposed in the Asia/Pacific
contribution, that no country be recluired to increase its
investment. The Indians did suggest that after a period of four
or five years the investment-use system might be introduced; but
not at this time. The Philippines expressed agreement with the
principle of investment-use; Philcomsat stated that it is now
studying the possibility of increasing the Philippines'
investment in the Organization -- though the Team was not clear
whether this meant acceptance of the investment-use formula, or
an attempt to increase investment under the present arrangement.
Pakistan officials at first did not understand the investment-use
proposal and apparently had not read the U. S. proposal
(ICSC document 29-33). However, after explanations of the
principle, and a close study of ICSC-29-33, most Pakistani
officials appeared to understand it. In fact, the Team found
that once they understood investment-use, the officials of the
ninistry of Communications argued the case for investment-use
with officials from other 2Iinistries. In Lebanon, there was
ccncern 07er whether a s7)eci'ic monirv. coamit:7ent
scmc
:Dv eElc'ci coui-ktry a the t;:lr, of tit.,-2
uldtO
I:721.2LS;.T
)nc'a it was
laine, thF,t there wouici
invast.7cilt
be no co:,mitrAent to a sific
ou,: 07.1 y tc)
principle, and other misunderstandings were cleared up, the
Lebanese indicated support for the proposal.
The Team emphasized the principle of investment-use
proposal rather the actual accounting proce&ures. 'Lased on
the discussions in the Asian Countries, the Team believes that
a thorough and simple explanation of investment-use proposal
to delegations during the Conference would be most useful. In
addition, it is important that a mechanism be worked out that
meets the balance of payments problem suggested by many
officials. Unless these countries' concerns are satisfied, they
can be expected to object to the proposl as it now stands.

(B)

UNITED STATES - CaASAT INFLUENCE IN IWELSAT

Throughout all the discussions, concern was
expressed, usually in general terms, as to the role of the
United States in INTELSAT from the standpoints of both the
determination of policies and management of the system.
Frequently, officials expressed their concern by referring
to the attitude of third countries and most countries dodged
any outright charges of United States dominance as seen through
their owneyes. All appeared to believe that the issue of U. S.
dominance would be a major one at the forthcoic,ing Conference.
In India and Pakistan the issue is inter-mingled with the
question of possible Soviet participation in INTELSAT.
(1)

Size of to United States Vote in the Governin9 Body

Except for India the notion of weighted voting in
the Governing J3ody was not seriously challenged; and even
the Indians suggested a combination of a numerical majority
plus a majority of investment shares to take a decision.
There was concern that the United States in the Governing Body
would continue to be the dominant policy-maker by virtue
of
its large vote. The United States proposal that no member
have more than a SO% vote in the Governing Body received
scant attention and obviously was not considered
as an
adequate solution to the problem by the countri
es visited.
The Japanes stat,
outrir,;ht that thcy supported
te
-cosifLion tat
votin.j was noo:Le.:2. in thoOovernin:j ,of,y
:Jut
no cc .
, nt as to th2 3ize of
United States vote. Related to the issues
of voting is a
clear desire, particularly on the ?art of Inclia,
and tc a
lesser extent Pakistan, to keep the global
structure available
for Russian participation. Developing countries particu
larly
will be vulnerable to charges of United States
dominance. and
this will be the obvious target of the
Russians during the
Conference.
(ii)

Comsat as nanager

There was general concern in most countries visited
that the staEus quo with regarci to the management of the
syste71
should not continue under the definitive arrangements.
. None
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of the countries, however, offered specific proposals varying
greatly from those already considered. Most of the countries
appeared to recognize the need for technical competence and
accepted the requirement that Comsat play the key role. The
Indians suggested that perhaps the top five investors in
INTELSAT might operate the system. The Japanese stated that a
better public relations effort aimed at identifying INTELSAT
and not Comsat as the dominant organization in space
communications could lessen the concerns of other countries.
In the case of Japan, it was noted in private conversations
that some Japanese feared that the United States might back
up its intercs -C: in maintaining Cor:Isat as :tanager in exchange-,
for giqng Europe what it wished with respect to regional
satellite arrangements.
The Team concludes from_its discussions that there will
probably be an effort aimed at changing the form, if not substance,
for example giving some of the less important functions to a
Secretariat. As with the issue of United States dominance in
the Governing Body, these nations are particularly vulnerable
to charges that INTELSAT is dominated by the United States and/or
a private American corporation.
(C)

Legal Personality and Privileges and Immunities

. There was general interest in the question of INTELSAT's
legal status under the definitive arrangements. Many considered
that INTELSAT, at the present time, must lack a significant
T:osturE.
, 3incc:1 it is now an uncorporat
joint vcntur.
o.727)areca to 1)3 liztlf, i'nc7.ers'san:_iing of tIle
r.,roposal that it -p.:1007-1,e an incor:)orated joint ventriro• Th
question of legal Tx2rsdnality was ralseL.. particularly in Japan
and India; in both places the local officials professed not
to understand what advantages the U. S. saw in the sc.-called
uncorporated joint venture. However, in both countries
discussions of legal status were academic in nature. There is
obviously a misunderstanding of the entire question of legal
status and confusion within the various countries themselves
as to the significance of the question. In this regard there
was some discussion of privileges and immunities and, as with
the question of legal status, there was a misunderstanding both
as to what privileges and immunities entailed and as to how
they might be given to the organization. There appeared to
be soe concern that privileges and immunities could only be
given to soe type of corporate body and that, therefore, legal
7;,,-3cna1ity for .1TELSAT would 1:J
- e necessary if the new
organization is to enjoy the privileges and immunities.
•

The issue of legal status arose particularly in regard to
the placing of contracts for INTELSAT. There appears to be a
widely held opinion that legal personality or corporate form
would have to be given if the organization is to have the ability
to place contracts in its own name. In this regard, some
concern with the question of legal status may have been
directed to the problem of the Manager in that it was mentioned
several times that Comsat had legal personality while INTELSAT
did not and that therefore only Colisat could place contracts.
Therefore, the conclusion of these officials was that the
giving of legal personality to INTELSAT would either diminish
the Comsat role or eliminate it entirely in certain areas such as
procurement.
(0)

Scope of Services

In general, there is agreement with the U. S.
position that INTELSAT be authorized to provide facilities
for any service though. concern was expressed in both Pakistan
and Japan. In both countries concern resulted from a fear
that INTELSAT would be given a monopoly for all services.
Once this misunderstanding was cleared up, support was
indicated for a broad authorization for INTELSAT. In
several countries the question of the meaning of the
phrase "in copetition with IliTE1,S2\T" which alears in the
ICS I-).eort (sae are. CAO) .was rais-d. In Pakictan ther
was co:rn as to w'acthr a !7,ember of I.:2:L5AT could join a
s7st
lyy a nonL:_embr ofT 7:74,]:, i.e.
Pa%ista's participation in a Soviet system. In several
areas the U. S. rproposal regarding the coordinating power
of the Governing Body on domestic satellites was questioned.
After explanation as to the meaning of the U. S. proposal,
general agreement among all countries was indicated.
(E)

Regional Satellite Systems

The question of independent regional satellite
systems generated little or no interest in any of the
countries vis.ited with • the exception of Japan. In Japan,
the issue of independent regional satellite systems was first
raisd during consultations with the staff of the U. S. Embassy.
'iasy1:iersonnel stated that there were those in Japan, namely
and certain m.embers of the DI:T, who were interested in
separate Japanese regional satellite systems for Southeast Asia.
The 1= was against such oroposals and the Japanese government
a?pared to be s-pltt on the issue and no decision had
reac:led. The Team was informed privately by 1:DD,
"on
vet
officials of the dispute within the Japanese government on the

- 8 KDD sought a guarantee of the continued opposition of
and Co:Rsat to regional satellite systems or at
S.
the U.
for no change in the stated position of limiting
hoped
least
should they be permitted under the definitive
systems
such
arrangements. As was noted above in the section under the
Manager, I:DD personnel were particularly concerned by a rumor
that the U. S. and/or Comsat would make a deal with the
Europeans under which Comsat would be retained as Manager
while the Europeans were given what they wanted in regard
to regional systems. The }(DD officials stated that they
had taken a position within Japan in opposition to any
regional systems and were fearful lest the U. S. chanqe its
position and leave them "out on a limb."
(F)

Domestic Satellites

There was interest in the possibility of independent
satellites
in both Pakistan and Japan. In the former,
domestic
explanation
of
the
United States' proposed Category B
an
satellites and, in particular, the role of the Governing Body
in regard to domestic satellites, appeared to satisfy questions
that officials had. In India, an interest was expressed in the
possibility of using INTELSAT facilities to satisfy possible
domestic needs; this possibility was encouraged on all
occasions by members of the Team. There is interest,
according to the U. S. Embassy in Japan, in a doT,lostie
satellite for Japan, especially amoncT N1i1( officials. In
g.,,neral, the Tea7., concludes that
e no nroblem in
the countrie
th,2 U. S. pro:-)csals re j
- arin(j
do7v,5tic satellits.
Procurement
In general, the officials with whom the Team met
would prefer a orocurtent policy based.uon "best price, 1..)st
Quality." In Japan, there was concern over the extra cost to
the less developed countries occasioned by the placing of
contracts in Europe. In the Philippines, the proposal was
advanced that if I:ITELSAT pays more for contracts placed in
Europa, then INTELSAT might aid the developing countries in
the training of personnel for the earth stations. Officials in
Singapore stated outright that they preferred a Policy of
securing th-, best products at the lowest possible nrices.
Thx, Arg,rntino pro:‘,Dsal on nrocunt
C:iscussaf.:1
in both th., Philin -Anes and Jan. In the latter country,
it appeared that there would not be support for such a
oroposal, although the thought was raised that possibly some
INTL:LSAT funds could be channeled toward technical assistance.
ow -,ver, in general, thi Ja-Daneso favor r.2 the "].)est nrica-'ocst

product" approac.
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Hotel:

Monday,
January 27

MESSRS. L. D. BATTLE AND RICHARD MIZRACK

Lv. Washington (Dulles)
Ar. Tokyo

NW003F

8:30 a.m. Confirmed
5:30 p.m.

Okura Inn Hotel, 3 Aoi-cho, Akasaka, Minato-ku, Japan;
Cable: HOTELOKURA TOKYO.

Lv. Tokyo
Ar. Manila

JL741F

8:00 a.m. Confirmed
1:45 p.m.

Manila Hilton, United Nations Avenue Corner Florida Street,
Manila. Tel: 4-23-14. Cable: HILTELS-MANILA.

Lv. Manila
Ar. Singapore

ML665F

7:30 p.m. Confirmed
10:10 p.m.

ML510F

4:00 p.m. Confirmed
5:50 p.m.

PA001F

2:00 a.m. Confirmed
4:30 a.m.

PA001F

5:15 a.m. Confirmed
6:30 a.m.

Hotel Malaysia - Singapore

Lv. Singapore
Ar. Bangkok

Siam Intercontinental

Lv. Bangkok
Ar. New Delhi
Roosevelt House

Lv. New Delhi
Ar. Karachi

Hotel:. Inter-Continental Hotel, Kutchery Road at Club Road.
CABLE: INHOTELCOR KARACHI

Tuesday,
January 28
Hotel:

Lv. Karachi
Ar. Rawalpindi

PK300F
•
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8:45 a.m.

Will stay at American Ambassador's residence.
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January 30
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Ar. Istanbul
Istanbul Hilton
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PA001F
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Pakistan International
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4 February 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR GEN. O'CONNELL

Here is another copy of a memorandum on
ELDO and ESRO, which I handed around at our
most recent Steering Committee meeting.

It is

of course somewhat subjective, but I think the
facts are dependable enough to use as background
for questions one might wish to ask our European
friends when they may wish to talk about the
desirability of "internationalized" management.

WASHINGTON CI C 20024 • TELEPHONE 202 554 6020
950 L'ENFANT PLAZA SOUTH, SW •

a

CONSEQUENCES OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT - THE ELDO
AND ESRO EXPERIENCE

INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

Since some INTELSAT members have proposed some
kind of international management body, it would seem wise
to look at experience already had with it in other organizations
and give consideration to its merits and demerits.

In

the past, members of such organizations have been more
concerned with its merits and have not been cognizant
of its shortcomings that threaten the sound functioning
and efficiency of the organization.
Two such examples of this are ELDO and ESRO, which
were formed because the European countries realized that
larger space programs would have a greater chance of
success if European resources and skills were pooled.
Both were initially endowed with international management
bodies to ensure that no one individual or nation
dominated the organization.

The principle was established

that all contracts should be equitably distributed in
accordance with each nation's percentage contribution so
that each member's industries would benefit.

^

But, a European space capability was not being
•

developed successfully.
without immediate goals.

Efforts were uncoordinated and
Recruitment of qualified

personnel, often a difficult task, given their scarcity
in Europe, was considered even more difficult since
many of the potential employees, uncertain about the
duration of their employment, indicated reluctance to
take positions with these organizations.
Finally, aware, then, of some of the undesirable
consequences of international management, both ELDO and
ESRO have been in the process of re-evaluating their
structures and programs.

ELDO

ELDO was created on the initiative of Great Britain
when it decided to call a halt to the development of
its Blue Streak missile for military purposes, and to consider
the possibility of recasting the project to meet peaceful
requirements of space exploration.

It invited other

European countries to indicate their views on joining a
European organization for joint construction of heavy
satellite launchers using Blue Streak as a first stage.
Upon French backing of the idea, invitations were issued
to other European countries to attend a conference to
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discuss the setting up of the organization.
After several conferences, a convention was signed
in April, 1962 by Australia, Belgium, France, Germany,
Italy, the Netherlands, and the UK.

To coordinate and

prepare plans until the convention was ratified, a
protocol establishing a Preparatory Group was drawn up
to accompany and be signed simultaneously with the
convention.

The Preparatory Group went out of existence

when the convention came into force on February 29, 1964.
The purpose of the organization was to develop
and construct space vehicle launchers and their equipment
suitable for practical applications and supply to eventual
users.

An initial program called for the construction

of the Europa I launch vehicle.
ELDO's problems have been primarily managerial;
poor management of programs has resulted in a chronic
inability to stay within budgets.
ELDO encountered a major financial crisis in 1966
when original funding proved to be inadequate for
completion of the initial program.

The initial program

was experiencing rising costs and was unable to adhere to
its time schedule, given the inability of the Secretariat
to oversee its operation and offer effective guidance.
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A Ministerial Conference was convened to evaluate
.

programs and structure.

The UK issued a memorandum

prior to the Conference to indicate its concern with rising
costs and lack of coordination between European space
programs.
After several meetings, it was decided that
the
initial program would be completed and that
a supplementary
program would be undertaken to enable the
launching of
heavier satellites into geostationary orbit.

It was also

realized that management and control procedures
would have
to be improved; the Secretariat's powers would
have to
be broadened; and the Secretariat needed a
greater capacity
to evaluate the technical aspect of programs
so that it
could take more direct action in the
organization's affairs.
To this end, the following measures were
taken:
1. The Secretariat would be able to place new
contracts directly with industrial firms and
establishments, rather than having each member
place contracts with its home industries;
2. Two new Management Directorates were created
within the Secretariat, one each for the execution
of the two programs, Europa I and Europa II, and
made fully responsible for their proper execu
tion;
3. A Corps of Inspectors was established to condu
ct
investigations in member states or at the
Secretariat; the members of this group would be
nominated by the member states on the basis
of
their experience in the management of industrial
projects;

4. A coordination of European space policy was
attempted with the creation of three committees
to study and report to the Conference, and to
ensure integration and coordination of ELDO
and ESRO programs: a Committee of Alternates,
a Study Committee, and a Coordinating Committee.
In 1967, improvements were continued in the

management area, a major source of difficulty.

The member

states now were more fully aware that their experience
proved "that a highly centralized management was needed if
an effective technological and financial control was to

be exercised over such a large and complicated venture."
(ELDO, Report to the United Nations, 1968, p. 6).

Therefore,

the ELDO Council joined with industry in 1967 to establish
an Industrial Integrating Group called the Societe pour
l'Etude et 1 1 Intgration de Systmes Spatiaux (SETIS)
to reinforce the Secretariat's technical control over

ELDO programs.
SETIS has the legal form of a commercial company
under French law and has a capital of 2.5 million francs
apportioned among the 11 private companies who are main
European contractors in the ELDO program.

The constituent

firms of SETIS contribute money and manpower to the
corporation which presently has a staff of about 85, 50
of which are highly qualified engineers.

The primary

function of SETIS is to reinforce and complement the
Secretariat in its technical planning, coordination of,
and supervision of development work.

SETIS performs its
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work in accordance with an agreement, a sort of management
contract between it and ELDO.

(See Attachment)

The provisions of this agreement give SETIS
greatest responsibilities in the technical area, its
functions for the Europa II program including the following:
1. Drafting in consultation with potential contractors
of technical specifications for main tasks
within the framework of the overall project;
2. Submission of proposals on technical specifications
for subcontracts to be prepared in detail by
the prime contractors;
3. Evaluation of technical proposals, including
methods and facilities for testing;
4. Submission of proposals on adoption of development plans;
5. Evaluation on the basis of trial results of the
technical progress achieved in the program.
Under the provisions of the agreement, SETIS may
take certain detailed technical decisions, especially with
respect to interface problems.

Therefore, SETIS can be

looked upon as a technical manager of ELDO programs.
The creation of SETIS indicates awareness by the
members of their weakness in the management of a project
of this nature requiring experience and skills not possessed
by international civil servants.
However, effective control and management of the
program remained the responsibility of member states and
the Secretariat.

An ELDO Commissioner was appointed to

watch over the company's activity and ensure that ELDO's

interests were safeguarded.

The Secretary-General was

authorized to sign the agreement only on the condition
that the Secretariat's powers would not be restricted in
any way, that SETIS would have an international structure,
and that it would be independent of any particular industrial
or national interest.

Article 7 of the agreement specified

that members of the group of engineers to be placed at
the disposal of ELDO from SETIS had to be representative
of the member states of the company.

In the technical

area where SETIS was deemed to have superior knowledge
and capacity the approval of the Secretariat was required
in any technical decision involving adjustment in cost,
time scale, or technical performance.

Therefore, it would

seem the members of ELDO were negating their purpose in
establishing a technically superior group by placing it
under the control of the technically weak Secretariat.
Thus, the Europeans were still reluctant to endow
a management body with the powers it needed to operate
effectively.

They seemed to be aware that a centralized

management body that was allowed to make its own decisions
(within certain policy guidelines) was necessary for the
organization to prosper, but they could not completely
abandon political and economic considerations.
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In April of 1968, ELDO encountered another financial
crisis when the UK government announced its decision to
make no further committments to ELDO beyond its share
of the approved budget, indicating British withdrawal
from the organization after 1971.

Thus, other members of

ELDO were left to finance the expected excess amount of
$100 million.
Efforts to grapple with this crisis were begun in
July of 1968 when a Ministerial Conference developed an
interim austerity program that reduced the over-run to
approximately $50 million.

The Chairman of the Conference

undertook a mission of good offices during the summer to
work out a reconciliation of divergent views but did not
meet with any success.
The most recent ELDO ministerial meeting (November, 1968),
however, has proved more fruitful.

The decision was

made in principle that it would be desirable to establish
a single European space organization.

A Committee of

Senior Officials was delegated responsibility for working
out the necessary procedure and preparing the text of an
intergovernmental convention by October, 1969.

A

Ministerial Conference is conteMplated in 1970 to consider
this text and to decide whether to proceed with amalgamation.

••
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The Council also resolved that until implementation of
transitional measures, for the creation of a unified
space agency, it would work out proposals for a new
management organization for future launcher rockets and
for new types of industrial contracts that would permit true
competition through formation of European industrial
consortia.
Since its birth, it would appear that ELDO's members
have found that international management has certain
disadvantages.

Initially, its advantages took precedence

over its demerits and concomitant risks.

However,

encountering increasing numbers of setbacks from its use,
member states are gradually becoming aware of the inherent
problems of international management.

ESRO

ESRO was conceived by a group of European scientists
meeting for a COSPAR (Committee on Space Research of the
International Council of Scientific Unions) Conference in
1960.

A few months later an agreement was signed setting

up a European Preparatory Commission for Space Research with
the task of establishing the structure of a European Space
Research Organization.

This agreement, concluded for

one year, was extended four times and ended with the
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coming into force of the ESRO Convention in March, 1964.
The purpose of ESRO is to provide for and to
promote collaboration among European states in space
research and technology, exclusively for peaceful purposes.
Until recently, ESRO has had no responsibility for
space applications but has limited its activities solely to
sounding rockets and satellite programs for pure research.
Problems similar to those of ELDO have plagued
ESRO.

Again, the primary difficulty has been in the

management area.

In 1966, the member states of ESRO

realized that a re-evaluation of procedures was necessary,
and they therefore established a Committee under Bannier
to examine the administrative and policy-making machinery.
The Bannier Report concluded that ESRO suffered
from lack of delegation of authority from member states and
criticized existing administration rules as being too
rigid and complex for a scientific organization.

The

Report recommended that a greater delegation of authority
should be made to the Director-General.

This proposal was

accepted in principle by the Council which set up a small
ad hoc Committee to make specific recommendations for its
implementation.
The Bannier Report also recommended that science and
technology be integrated at all levels of the organization
and that the policy and planning function be separated from
the executive function.

ESRO's Council followed the recommendations of the
Bannier Report and set up four new directorates.

A

Directorate of Programs and Planning was established
having the task of elaboratimshort, medium, and long
term programs, of evaluating corresponding general
financial implications, and of elaborating the organization's
industrial policy.

Two operational directorates, the

Directorate of Space Operations and the Directorate of
Space Research and Technology, were granted broad delegations
of power to concentrate on their task of executing a
properly balanced program.

The Administrative Directorate,

through these delegations of powers, freed of many functions,
was able to concentrate on administrative policy, and on
the elaboration of the organization's policy in the fields
of finance, personnel, and contracts.
However, though these measures wrought improvements
in the ESRO structure, it remains to be seen whether
these will go far enough in the direction of centralizing
management to bring the organization greater success.
ESRO also has staffing problems.

Highly qualified

staff are difficult to find on the European market, and
the terms of employment which the organization can offer
are not always sufficiently good to attract the engineers
and research workers necessary for the execution of the
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scientific and technical programs.
Contracting procedures are another source of
difficulty.

Contracts had not been distributed on an

equitable basis.

To remedy this situation, the Director-

General requested the Council to approve the principle
that action be taken to ensure that in a few years each
member country's percentage share of the value of all
contracts awarded to the member states would be at least
70% of its percentage contribution to the organization's
budget.
However, it would seem that implementation of this
principle would result in more harm than good, given the
state of the European space industry and the divergence
of national technical capabilities.

Thus, far, it would

seem that it has been difficult for one European industrial
group to produce an ESRO satellite.
On June 25, 1965, calls for tenders for construction
of the HEOS A satellite were sent to 44 European firms.
Eight bids were received, and the Director-General proposed
that the contract be negotiated with the German firm of
Junkers Flugzerg und Motorenwerke A.G.

This company had

acted on behalf of a consortium of European firms from
Germany, Belgium, France, and the UK and had the support
of the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company as technical
advisor.

A similar situation came about with calls for
tenders for the TD-1 and TD-2 satellites.

The contract

for the design and production of the satellites was
awarded to the French company, ENGINS MATRA, representing
a consortium of European firms known as MESH and comprising
companies from Germany, Sweden, and the UK.

Each of the

firms placed a number of subcontracts in various countries.
The American company, TRW, acted as technical advisor
for the group.

This contract was cancelled, April 25, 1968.

However, recently, the TD-1 satellite program has been
reinstated and an interim contract has been signed with
the MESH consortium to continue work until the formal
go ahead is received on the project.

Thus the trend has

been for cooperation among European industry in the
construction and development of ESRO satellites.
ESRO's problems have also been financial, given
the requirement of unanimity for all decisions of a
financial nature and the consequent inability of the
Council to agree on a level of resources to be committed.
Recently, however, the ESRO Council approved a longrange budget plan for the period 1969-1971.
Thus, even though ESRO has been dealing primarily
with pure research, international management has proved
troublesome.
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Recently, ESRO has been given the authority also
to proceed with a limited space applications program,
which would require additional management skills to give'
practical effect to space research and technology.

Until

the next European Space Conference, the program will
consist only of studies aimed at the economic and technological
assessment of applications satellite programs.

Whether

ESRO can successfully pursue a space applications program,
given its international management, is questionable
since it has encountered difficulties in the management
of less complex space research programs.

SUMMARY

The risks of international management would appear
to outweigh its merits.

European states are slowly coming

to realize the consequences of international management,
that though it might be desirable politically, it can
be extremely troublesome from the standpoint of efficiency
and successful functioning of the organization.
Thus the European states find themselves caught
in a

dilemma.

They desire to nourish national self-

sufficiency and independence and to succeed in establishing
a space capability.

They have become aware that they

should seek to enhance cooperation in space activities by
coordinating various European efforts, uniting their
resources, and giving their organizations created to
implement their space policy the necessary financial,
industrial, and management capabilities.

However,

international management has proved to be an inadequate
means for ELDO and ESRO to deal with advanced technologies.
Therefore, international management for INTELSAT should
be seriously questioned.

.ANNLX IV

Agreement between ,ELDO rep:-esented by its Seetete.ry Gnerl, Ambasador T. di
CARRO;11.0 or the one part, and the Company for the Stiidy and integration of
Space S)stems (SETIS), represented by its Chairman and Managing Director, Mr.
CRISTOFI NI of the other part.
This agreement is made :
•
Article 1
The object of this Agreement is to define the relations betv,cen ELDO and the Company
for the Study and Integration of Space Systems (SF,TIS), hercinafter,called the Company. Article 2
The ‘vork carried out by the Company for ELDO will be the subject of contracts to be
governed by the terms of this Agreement.
This Agreement and the contracts concluded between ELDO and the Company shall be
governed by the ELDO Contract Regulations and Common Contractual Conditions
insofar as this Agreement does not contain any provisions to the contrary.
Such contracts will be placed directly by the EIDO Secretariat with the Company without
the Member State in whose territory the latter is established being able to avail itself of
rules applicable inside ELDO to intervene in the Secretariat's relations with the Company.
The Company undertakes to take all appropriate steps to respond favourably to ELDO
contract proposals and to carry out such contracts with the maximum efilciency..
Article 3
The total amOunts covered by the contracts referred to in the previous article shall not
exceed a ceiling to be set yearly by agreement between the parties.
Article 4
The nomination of the Chairman and Managing Director or the Company shall be subject
to approval by the ELDO Council.
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.Artic* 5

shauchokk.:!•:: to th company either by an inerezts.;..• in capital or a
The adraission.or
transfer of shares shall be r:.;;-,u1:Ited by agreements h:tween the parties hereto.
In particular, the Company shall undertake to admit among its shareholders at ELDO's
request other industrial companies capable of mal.ing a contribution of personnel to
the functioning of the Group referred to at Artielp 7.
Article 6
On account of the object of its activity on behalf or ELDO, the latter shall appoint a
Commissioner to the Company, charged with supetvising its activity and having the
following powers and prerogatives :
.a) The ELDO Commissioner shall attend meetings of the Managing Board and the
General Assembly, at which he shall have an advisory voice. He shall receive
under the same conditions as the members of the Managing Board and the
shareholders notices of meetings, agendas and any other papers concerning
meetings or these bodies.
b) The ELDO Commissioner shall be kept informed or all decisions taken by the
'Managing Board and the Chairman and Managing Director.
0 He may call upon the Managing Board and the Chairman and Managing Director
to disclose any information he considers needful for the fulfilment of his mission.
d) He may intervene with the Manal.T.ing Board and the Chairman and Managing
Director on any question concerning the implementation of this Agreement.

4

The ELDO Commissioner may apply for a stay or execution on any decision by
the Managing Board, or the Chairman and Managing Director acting within
the powers conferred upon him, which may in his ‘,•iew be liable to injure ELDO
interests or responsibilities, according to the following procedure:
(i) The Commissioner's application for a stay of execution shall be lodged with
the Managing Board within two working days or his being informed of the
decision by the Managing Board or the Chairman and Managing Director
and shall set out the grounds for his objection;
(ii) The Managing Board shall convene for a deliberation at the earliest ten days
and at the latest thirty days after the contested decision;
(iii) If in the course of this deliberation the Managing Board confirms the contested
decision, this shall be immediately enforceable;
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(iv) Th:: Commi:,(„ioner may, 11 he
convened.

sees Iii, demand that the General Assembly be

71he'ELDO Commissi9ner may fui ther apply for a stay or.exe,.:Li lion on decisions
by the. Managing Board or the Chairman and Managing Director acting within
the powers conferred upon him, taken in implementation of the contracts con.
chided with ELDO and liable in his view to injure 11.D0 interests or responsibilities, according to the following.proce.dure :
(i) The Commission6r's application: for a stay of execution shall be lodged with
the Managing Board within two Nvorki ng days of his being informed of the
decision by the Managing Board or the Chairman and Managing Director and
shall set out the grounds for his objection;
(ii) The Managing Board shall convene for a deliberation at the earliest ten days
and at the latest thirty days after the contested decision;
(iii) If in the COLIrSC or this deliberation the Managing Board confirms the contested
decision, the Secretary General of ELDO shall render a final ruling not later
than fifteen days after the Board's deliberation; failing a decision by him,
the Contested decision shall become enfor6eable.

. Article 7
/.
The Company shall undertake to place at the disposal or ELDO a group or highly qualified
engineers, hereinafter referred to as the Group.
A specified number or engineers for each or the Member States rLTresented in the Company
must be included in the Group. The rate of the build-up of the Group shall correspond
to the needs of the Secretariat.
.. The engineers of the Group shall have extensive experience of space vehicle system development and programme coordination, and entertain the closest possible relations with
the Member States' industrial engineering development teams.

Article 8
The parties to this Agreement are agreed .that in execution or contracts concluded with
the Company the Group shall, outside its own command structure, take instruction solely
from ELDO.
•
•••
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Artick. 9
l'he Group's essential role is to aid and e%tend the functions of the FIDO Secretariat's
Technical Directorate in relation to technical p!anning, coordination and supervision
of development wbuk in the Member States.
However, the Company is not cmpowereJ to place contracts committing El.DO in any
way whatsoever; the terms or the contracts referred to in Article 2 shall not delegate
to it any financial authority.
Arliele 10

•

Initially, the Group's activity shall only extend to . the EUROPA II Programme proper.
It may, at ELDO's request, be extended to other work on the Supplementary Programme.
, and Category 11 work on the Initial Programme.
Aril& 11
For the EUROPA 11 Programme the funtions which could be assiined to the Group by
the contracts referred to in Article 2 shall be as follows :
a) Drafting in consultation with potential contractors or technical specifications
for the main tasks within the framework of the overall project approved by
ELDO, taking into account the technological level of the potential contractors.
These drafts will be discussed between the Secretariat, the Group and the contractors concerned. Amended as required, they will be used alter approval by
the Secretariat as a basis for the project studies.
b) The industrial experience available to the Group will be fully exploited in the
overall technical control of the programme by the Secretariat. In particular,
the Group will discuss and submit proposals on :
(i). sub-division of the principal tasks, consistent with the overall system aim and
the programme plan;
OD technical specifications for the sub-contracts to be prepared in detail by the
prime contractors;
(iii) evaluation or technical proposals, including methods and facilities for testing

(iv) adoption of development plans;
0) evaluation on the basis
. the programme;

or trial results or the technical progress achieved

•
••

in
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•ei.y to the n“,j'eed time-scale and to the technieal specifications.
(vi) changes as nece ,
Leep up-to-±qc the basic technical information on the overall
c) The Cioup
system, particularly pel forma!ice data, genei al structure loads, weight breaksystem,
down, interface, conditions, overall planning, reliability or the overall
informed
etc. Contractors viii Lecp both the Secretariat and tile Group fully
t
of the progress or the work. The Group will participate in the establishmen
The
k.
of the overall PERT network of the programme and will use this networ
by
reports
ss
• Secretariat will still" be directly provided with regular PERT progre
Group and any
the contractors and will dist'ibute processed information to the
other interested parties.
es and of the progress•
cf) The Group will keep the Secretariat informed of its activiti
of individual tasks allotted to it.
Article 12
ctors may only take place
Interventions by the Group with the contractors and sub-contra
riat or the prime contractors.
within the framework or the contracts placed by the, Secreta
shall have authority under its
Therefore, within the limits or such contracts, the Group
ns especially concerning
mandate from the Secretariat to t.,11i:e detailed technical decisio
adjustments in cost, timescale
interface engineering. However, if such decisions involve
shall be necessary.
or technical performances, the prior approval of the Secretariat
Secretariat (with the
In case of disagreement between the Group and a contractor, the
shall decide in the last
agreement of the prime contractor in the case of a sub-contract)
resort.
Article 13
concluded for the
. This Agreement, which shall enter into force on 1st Janary 196S, is
may b;:: extended
duration of the FUI:01.11 II Programme or for 5 years at the most. It
by common agreement.
Article 14
EI,D0 reserves the righteto terminate this Am-cement at any time.
lves be
Any contracts still running at the time the agreement is terminated shall themse
terminated under the terms laid down in them.
•
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Artick.
Any di.:;putes arising old. or Elle interplk:Lition or cy.ecution of
this k;reentent shall be.
t
submitted to the arbitulltiun prozedure dey.:ribecl in the. Comm
on Conditions for application to 1:11)0 cont.racts. ,
1

wrfNEss wilu:LoF the undersi3acd have appended their
signature hereto.
Done at Paris on 26th September 1967
' in.the French language.

. s

Sccretaty General or EL,DP,;
R. di CARR013I0

•

Chairman and Managing Director or SETIS
,
.C. CIUSTORINI

•
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AMBASSADE VAN HET KONINKRIJK DER NEDERLANDEN
j
•

ROYAL NETHERLANDS
EMBASSY

No.

LA- 1149

Washington D.C., January 29, 1969

Dear Sir,

At the meeting of the Committee of Deputies of the
"Confarence Europeenne des T6lecommunications par
Satellites" on January 22, the Netherlands Government
was requested to transmit a communication of CETS to
the Government of the United States.
To comply with that request and upon instruction
of my Government I have the honor to send you the enclosed "Aide lemoire".
I remain,
Sincerely yours,

S.C. van Nispen

Ur. Thomas Nelson
Acting Director
Office' of Telecommunications
Rm. 5024
Department of State
Washington D.C.

AIDE MEMOIRE

Duration of the Conference

•••.•••

The United States Government have proposed that the
Conference be concluded on 21 March 1969. In the view of
CETS Governments, the setting of such a deadline, if it be
intended thereby to indicate the conclusion of the negotiations, would not be desirable. The CETS Governments
naturally agree that it is essential that Definitive
Arrangements be drawn up as soon as possible and that the
negotiations should take as short a period of time as is
reasonable. But, if agreement is to be reached on Definitive
Arrangements of a satisfactory and lasting nature, it
seems essential that opportunity be given for adequate
discussion of all aspects of the Arrangements. It is envisaged by CETS Governments that the negotiations should
begin with a general debate in a 2lenary Meeting of the
Conference to discuss the main points. This would presumably lead to the establishment of appropriate working
groups to consider particular questions in more detail.
The reports of these working groups or committees would
then be submitted to the Plenary Conference; and this
would lead to further negotiations there, of which there
might be several rounds.
Procedure of the Conference.
The United States Government have proposed, in the
provisional rules of procedure for the Conference, that
although the Conference should endeavour to act unanimously, a formal vote could be taken on procedural and substantiveuestions and upon the text of the Definitive
Arrangements themselves. The CETS Governments would
favour a rather different approach. Their feeling is that
it would be greatly preferable, at least in the initial
rounds of negotiations, to make every endeavour to reach
agreement on substantive questions, and indeed on the
text of the Definitive Arrangements, by means of a consensus. It is their view that Parties to the Interim
Arrangements, who have invested substantial sums of money
in the system, should not be obliged, by the immediate
adoption of formal voting procedures, to acce7t the redeployment of their investments in a way contrary to
their wishes. The Interim .'Lrrangements are of indefinite
duration, and it is laid down that they should continue
in force until agreement is reached on the Definitive
Arrangements. It seems important that the Definitive

Arrangements be drawn up and adopted in such a way that
all Parties to the Interim Arrangements are in fact able
to sign them. There is also the point that the consensus
procedure, which is more flexible than any voting arrangement', might make it easier for Governments which are not
Parties to the Interim Arrangements to indicate their
views as to the contents of the Definitive Arrangements.
If sustained endeavours during the early rounds of the
negotiations do not lead to a consensus on all points,
the GUTS Governments do not rule out the possibility that
formal voting procedures on substantive questions might
be introduced at a later stage.

Washington D.C.
January 29, 1969.

Nor

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

•
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

January 16, 1969

Memorandum for .Ambassador Marks:

Subject: Manager for INTELSAT

This .memoranduM is in response .to your request ekpressed.
during the executive session on January 13, 1:969 for my views
on the crucial policy issue Concerning the institutional arrangements which:would apply to the Manager for INTELSAT under
the Definitive Arrangements.
Understandably, the Department of State issue paper states the
issue in terms of a political problem. I view the matter as
more basic in the sense of management competence and business
viability for the continued growth and success of the Consortium.
Accordingly, I feel the policy issue is:
What institutional arrangements for Eiccon2plishment of
the Manaaer function should be established under the
pefinitive Arrangements which will maintain the successful
momentum of the Consortium, _protect the large investments
to date and insure effective accom lishment of the "Ma1ag.21
for INTELSAT" role?
Areas of Competence Required by the "Manager"
The principal functions which require accomplishment by a
Manager organization in the design, development, construction,
establishment, operation and maintenance of the space segment
include the following:

- 2A system planning capability for integrating
engineering, operational, economic and social
factors bearing on the global communications
satellite system and coordinating the development,
design and deployment of the satellites constituting
the space segment of the single global system as a
major component of an improved network. "

•

An engine.ei'ing capability covering the usual ranges
of transmis.sion; engineering economics;. traffic
.:engineeri.ng in the .sense of future . estiMating,
.• .
capacity .studies, etc.. ;'specialized satellite engineering;
contract analysis in connection with procurement; a
substantial systems engineering capability; and, at
the minimum, R&D capability and current experience
adequate to•make competent judgments of the work of
others.
A financial and accounting capability to handle the
allocation of shares among the participants, estimate
future capital and operating fund requirements, bill
and collect funds from the members, and handle the
disbursement of funds in the form of payrolls, payments
to contractors, and any repayments to members.
A personnel capability for exercising the imagination
and promotion necessary to recruit and retain a high
caliber staff of a number of different disciplines with
an adequate international nature to, as closely as
possible, meet the desires of the members.
A legal capability adequate to operate in the international
environment in terms of defining the services to be
provided using entities that constitute the customers and
handle the complex problems of contracting, patent and
associated proprietary rights connected therewith, as
well as all. the usual legal requirements on any common
carrier.

A customer relations and commercial capability
of a .very unusual nature. This group needs the
technical capability of advising and counseling
the
carrier customers throughout the world in order
to promote the use of satellite services and assis
t
the carriers in making the most 'effe.ctive use of
satellites. It can draw upon the engineering capability to a large extent, but the regular mernbers
of
the customer relations department should have
the
technical and economic competence to condu
ct most
of.the relations .with .current and. potential using
entities.,
•
The above functions to be Carried out
by the Manager, as the
term "Manager" implies, include all the
staff and system planning
functions normally required of a major commu
nications common .
carrier, the interdisciplinary systems
engineering functions
associated with the development of
facilities utilizing the sophisticated
space technology; and the developmen
t and dissemination of technological innovations througFi. an abilit
y to draw directly on the areas
of maximum progress in technology
. The responsibility for policy
decisions and the approval. of system
plans rests with the Governing
Body but, the Manager is required to
integrate, interpret and
recommend these decisions in terms of the foreg
oing functions.
He is responsible for and expected to carry
out adequately the study
and analysis of the alternatives, make recommendations
regarding
choices to the Governing Body, and be prepared to put these
decisions
into action when they are made.
Basic Principles of ManaElnent Applicable to Sophi
sticated
Enterprises such as the INTELSAT Consortium:
-

Strong executive leadership (single head)

--

Undivided responsibility

--

Clearly defined functions

--

Answerable and responsible to a Board of Directors for
policy and adequate performance (Governing Body)

--

An organization not subject to any national regulatory
body.

- 4Peculiar management competence required to accomplish
"Manager" functions:
An organization which can generate close
working relationship and operate effectively
with the major sources of telecommunications
research and development and space technology.
An organization which has the capacity and legal
authority to obtain launch services for the placing.
• of commercial (INTELSAT) satellites in orbit under
••the mo.st.faVorable:conditions.
•

In evaluating the criteria outlined above, I can -find.no fundarnental
Weakness in the current approach for the Manager under the
Interim Arrangements. Although there have been verbal complaints,.
of conflict of interest (apparent or real) between the U.. S. designated
entity (COMSAT Corporation) and the Manager for INTELSAT
(COMSAT Corporation) case histories or evidence of this has not
been stated. What is crucial in this issue remains: What is in
the interest of the United States and the community of nations in
light of stated objectives and in recormition of any realistic and
feasible alternative?
Development of alternatives to generate a Manager competence
outside COMSAT Corporation must address some important
commercial business considerations to include (a) a long lead time
(5 to 10 years or more) would be required to recruit and develop a
functioning organization with cOmparable competence, (b) concluding arrangements to obtain launch services, (c) insuring the
forward momentum of the Consortium is maintained during the
transition period. Building a new Manager organization outside
COMSAT would be an immense and difficult task because of the
world's shortage of technically qualified people with the necessary
experience. Furthermore, the need to establish effective working
relationships between the Manager organization and other existing
space and telecommunications organizations would require an
extended period of time.

-5In examining the criteria outlined above, I have also concluded
that the institutional arrangements proposed by our European
partners for the establishment of an International Secretariat
to serve as "the Executive Body" is not a realistic or feasible
international joint business venture for the INTELSAT Consortium.
Examples of attempts to create multinational staff organizations
.e.g. , ELDO/ESRO have proven ineffective in achieving success
in technologically sophisticated endeavors. I cannot visualize the
establishment of an International Secretariat consuliative form of
management as being effective in accomplishing the executive
functions associated with the "Manager" role.
In addition to the practical difficulties involved in the development
.and. operation of a .truly International. SeCretariat performing the
.Management Body: functions; there. is a substantial legal question
as to whether the United States (NASA) can provide launch services
directly to an International. (Consultative) Management Body,, within
the terms of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, for comMercial
operational communications satellites.
It follows from this evaluation that the United States should not
accept or promote the adoption of an ill-defined agreement calling
for the creation of an International Secretariat. which.could through
subsequent lack of competence cause the Consortium's business
activities to fail or to deteriorate in efficiency.
Some candidate forms of United States accommodation were
treated in the United States contribution to the ICSC 28-40,
October 3, 1967. These included first, a proposal that the Manager
(COMSAT) obtain services of additional qualified personnel from
other member countries, second, a proposal for the introduction of
a contract between the Governing Body and the Manager (COMSAT)
to define the role of the Manager and the relationship of the Manager
to the Governing Body, third and finally, a proposal whereby the
Assembly would have authority to change the Manager, based upon
approval of a Governing Body recommendation.
The second proposal represents a concession which, in my view,
should not be offered by the United States since it represents a
"first step" toward dilution of the workable institutional arrangements which have been so successful under the Interim Arrangements.
I also feel the third proposal or anything similar thereto is unacceptable and should not be supported by the United States Government.

-6The United States Government should structure its position for
the INTELSAT Conference based on the demonstrated capability
and performance achievement of the United States Government
and COMSAT Corporation. The United States Government should
insist on the preservation of COMSAT as "Manager" in the
Government to Government agreement.
Based on the comments above, I have formulated a_proposed
statement of the United States position for the INTELSAT
Conference as follows:
•Proposed United_States Position.:

•
•
•

The .Management Body will, pursuant to general policies
of the Governing Body and in accordance with specific
determinations which rnay be Made by the Governing Body
accomplish executive functions as the Management Body in
the dcsly,n, development, constructiOn, establishment,
aeration and maintenance of the space segm.ent.__
The Manager (COMSAT Corporation) designated in the
Interim'Arran&eme_nts is designated as the. Management
Body in the Definitive Arrangement.

In negotiating this issue during the Conference, I. fee] the United
States should adopt a position which highlights the success of the
Consortium, the contribution of the United States Government,
through NASA launch services and the achievements of COMSAT
as Manager for INTELSAT. Our position should be an "offense
oriented" viewpoint in which we are ready to listen to ideas for
improvement after we're satisfied the complaints are truly substantive and not political. The United States Government should
use its inherent strength in this issue and establish a firm and
unnegotiable position that there should be no change in the designation
of the Manager under the Definitive Arrangements. The United
States should place the burden on those countries which oppose
continuation of COMSAT as "Manager" to show substantive cause
that a change in Manager would be in the best interests of the
INTELSAT Consortium. These showings should be definitive,

;
* ••••

I

based on past performance and not speculative, theoretical
or political. Essentially the basic requirement is for producing
businesslike, effective and progressive results.
-

Finally, I think the mid-term and long-term success of the INTELSAT
Consortium is dependent uniquely on a strong and effective
Manager who is coupled closely with the primary sources of technological innovation and launch capability. Therefore, the
United States position should be clear and unequivocal on this
point and that we should not depart from it. However, we may,
of necessity, be faced with offering compensatory concessions of
a fess ,critical nature in other areas e.g. , •Vdting power and functions
of the Governing, Body..
(.....„...

-:-.7,.... ?..
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D. 'O'Connell

FROM THE DESK OF

WARD T. (TOM) oLSSON
January 10, 1969
To:

Mr. J. D. O'Connell

The attached memo for record was used as the
agenda for a meeting held today with Messrs.
Istvan, 3owman and Dr. _idelson.
e obtained
an understanding with the COMSAT representatives
as to the general objectives for the three staff
papers and their willingness to support this
Office in the preparation of Staff Paper #2
as outlined in the attached paper. After
lengthy discussion regarding the working outeconomic analysis Staff Paper #3, it
iiie
was agreed that a less ambitious economic
analysis is required to answer the questions.
Mr. Cole will be working with Mr. Bowman on
Monday to refine the outline (Attachment #2).
In the mean time, I will be working with
Mr. Istvan to prepare the conceptual framework paper.
In order to insure adequate support from
COMSAT in the preparation of these papers
I recommend that you contact Mr. McCormack
to inform him of the need for such support,
)articularly from Aessrs. Istvan and Bowman.

W. T. Olsson
Attachment

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFF ICE OF TELECOMMUNICAT IONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 10, 1969

Memorandum for Record
Subject: Staff Papers for United States Delegation
at the
INTELSAT Conference (24 February - 21 March 1969)
The Director of Telecommunications Manag
ement has undertaken the task of preparing a series of staff papers
relating
to United States policy and objectives for
Satellite Communications. These papers among others will be
made available
to the U. S. Delegation for their use in formul
ating the United
States position for the INTELSAT conference.
Reference is
made to a background memorandum from the DTM
to
Ambassador Marks of January 3, 1969.

The staff papers will include the following:
0 Staff Paper #1 -- (4 - 6 pages long)
United States Policy and Objectives on Satellite Commu
nications
This paper will outline the existing policy and object
ives contained
in:
(a) Communications Satellite Act of 1962
(b) President Johnson's message to the Congress
August 14, 1967.
(c) President Johnson's remarks at Glassboro, New Jersey
June 4, 1968.
(d) Other documentation e.g. NSAM 338 July 12, 1967.
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This staff paper will identify voids in the policy statement
and generate proposed text for use by the Delegation in
formulating a 1969 statement of United States Policy and
Objectives. The following list of subject areas provide a
partial checklist of important matters which require specific
treatment in the staff paper:
(a) The Single Global Commercial Telecommunications Satellite System as part of an improved global
telecommunications network.
(b) Opportunities for expanded telecommunications
services.
(c) Opportunities for Domestic and International
services.
(d) Commercial enterprise aspects.
(e) International cooperation and institutional arrangements for continued support of INTELSAT.
(f) Non-discriminatory' access to the Global System.
(g) United States promotion of communications
satellite technology and the Single Global System.
The objective of Staff Paper #1 is to establish a current basis
for the formulation of a proposed statement which could serve
as the preamble of the Intergovernmental Agreement for the
Definitive Arrangements.
0

Staff Paper #2 -- (10 - 15 pages Long)
Conceptual Framework (Philosophy, Principles and Doctrine)
for the Establishment and Operation of the Global Commercial
Telecommunications Satellite System Under the Auspices of
the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium -.21_122Eg_IDLtags_12112-1f.s_

-3-

This staff paper will project the Conceptual Framework for
the INTELSAT system through the 1980 time period. The
staff paper is to consider the broad trends in technology; the
potential applications of satellite technology to providing
enhanced telecommunications services for the nations of the
world; and the implications of these factors (for example,
demand assignment of circuits, multiple beam satellites, etc.
on international cooperation and institutional arrangements
for the provision of these enhanced services. A working
outline of Staff Paper #2 is enclosed as Attachment 1.
The objective of this paper is to highlight the great potential
of satellite technology for providing enhanced telecommunications services throughout the world and to present an
up-to-date concept of a single Global System in a long-term
time frame. The paper is intended to point out the need for
flexible institutional arrangements which will enable future
exploitation and early utilization of technological innovations
for the benefit of the Consortium.
0 Staff Paper #3

- (15 - 20 pages long)

Economic Analysis of the Global Commercial Telecommunications Satellite System.
This study will present the estimated costs for establishing
and operating the Global Commercial Telecommunications
Satellite System under the concept of the INTELSAT Consortium
through the (Long -Range) 1980 time frame. The study will
begin with a base line global system configuration keyed to
1975 and 1980 view points.
This study will be based on the Conceptual Framework developed
in Staff Paper #2 and treat several alternative global system
configurations for the purpose of developing cost comparisons,
and to highlight the sensitivity of costs when various factors
are varied. A working outline of Staff Paper #3 is enclosed as
Attachment #2.
The objective of this economic analysis is to determine the
relative economic advantages and disadvantages which will
occur when different institutional arrangements are followed
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for the establishment and operation of commercial telecommunication satellite facilities to meet the needs of the
nations of the world. Specifically, this analysis should
depict the economic penalties, if any, which would be
imposed on INTELSAT member nations when separate
satellites, furnishing Domestic or geographically restricted
International/"Regional" telecommunications services, are
established outside the Consortium. Lastly, this study should
aid the United States in determining the long-term viability
of the INTELSAT Consortium if separate "Domestic" and
"Regional" systems are allowed to proliferate.
Schedule for Preparation of Staff Papers
Rough
Draft

Final
Draft

Deliver to
Mr. Marks

Paper #1

January 13

January 15

January 17

Paper #2

January 13

January 15

January 17

Part I Methodology January 13
Part II Analysis
January 24

January 15
January 31

January 17
February 7

Paper #3

A meeting of OTM and COMSAT staff members will be held at
10:00, January 10, 1969 to discuss the preparation of the three
staff papers described above.

W. T. Olsson
Attachments (1) and (2)
cc: Mr. O'Connell
Mr. O'Malley
Mr. Istvan (COMSAT)
Dr. Radius (NASA)
Mr. Kelleher (NASA)
Mr. Gould
Mr. Cole

Staff Paper 112

Conceptual Framework
(Philosophy, Principles and Doctrine)
For the Establishment and Operation of
The Global Commercial Telecommunications Satell
ite System
Under the Auspices of
The International Telecommunications Satellite Cons
ortium
(INTELSAT)

A Long-Range Projection

January 1969

Attachment 1

WORKING OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION
(Purpose & Scope)
BACKGROUND
(References)
TERMINOLOGY
UNITED STATES POLICY ON SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
(Brief summary of Staff Paper #1)
PURPOSE OF THE INTELSAT ORGANIZATION
(Proposed preamble of the Intergovernmental Agreement
for the Definitive Arrangements)
CHARACTER OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
(Nature of Communications Satellites, forecast of trends
in technology and impacts on international cooperation
and institutional arrangements)
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OBJECTIVES
Primary objective of the Global System
-- Scope of Telecommunications Services
(Type, geographic coverage & class of user)
- Performance of the Global System
(Capacity, quality and continuity of service)
Network Interconnections

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE GLOBAL SYSTEM
-- Fundamental Premise of the Single Global System
-- The Global System Elements
(Space segment including control subsystem)
(Earth station segment)
(Specialized terminals e. g. airborne, marine etc.
-- Establishment of the Global System
(Evolutionary approach)
(Alternative configurations - time phased)
-- Concept of Operation and Control of the Global System
-- Participation in the Global System
- Institutional Arrangements
- Space Segment Ownership
- Access to the Global System

Staff Paper #3

Economic Analysis
of the
Global Commercial Telecommunications System

January 1969

Attachment 2

-2-

WORKING OUTLINE

I Introduction
Purpose and Scope of Study
II Objective of Satellite Telecommunications Services
(High quality and reliable telecommunication servi
ces
available to all participating countries at the lowes
t
possible cost)
III Scope of Telecommunications Services
A.

Type of Services
1.

Public Telecommunications Services
includes various public services, fixed and
mobile, which may be provided by satellite,
such as telephony, telegraphy, telex, facsimile
and data transmission, relay of radio and television programs, and leased circuits for any
of these purposes.

2. Specialized Telecommunications Services
includes services other than public telecommunication services which can be provided
by satellite, such as aeronautical and maritime
telecommunications (communications, navigation
,
surveilance), broadcasting services (e. g. direc
t
broadcasting of radio and television programs
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to community and home antennas), etc.
(Note specialized services will not be
treated in this economic analysis)
B.

Geographic Area of Services
1. International Telecommunications Services
Services provided by a network of earth stations
and satellite facilities intended to serve the International
Telecommunications needs of participating states,
comprising:
a. Hemispheric coverage networks
b.
2.

Limited coverage "Regional" networks'

Domestic Telecommunications Services
Services provided by a network of earth stations
and satellite facilities intended to serve the
domestic telecommunications needs among and between
places within the territory of a single State.
(Note it is reasonable to posulate a smaller "Regional"
'network as compared to a "Domestic" network)

' should
be noted that this paper does use the terms "Regional"
It
satellite, "Global" satellite or "Hemisphere" satellite, A
Single satellite can be designed havingi\configurationA14.1t.t."
nTtiltipurpose
features which provide simultaneous "hemispheric" - "regional"
and Domestic telecommunications services, for example the
INTELSAT IV series.
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IV Methods of Provision of Satellites
A. Satellites designed, developed, constructed, procurrecl,
operated and financed by the INTELSAT Consortium
as part of single global system. Each member's
investment is directly related to its use of these
satellites.
B. Satellites established by INTELSAT but owned by
one
or more members.

The space segment would be

operated either by INTELSAT or member(s).
C. Satellites designed, developed, constructed, procurred,
operated and financed by states apart from INTELSAT
Consortium.
V. Building Blocks of the Global Satellite System
The following potential coverage networks may be combi
ned
to establish the global satellite system:
A. Hemispheric coverage networks
1.

Atlantic Ocean

2. Pacific Ocean
3. Indian Ocean
4. European - African
5. American (North/Central/South)
6.

Asian
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B. Limited coverage "Regional" networks
1.

European (GETS)

2. Latin American (Central/South)
C. Domestic
1. Canadian
2.

United States

VI System Configuration Models
The following table shows the system configuration
for 8 different models of the Global Commercial
Telecommunication satellite system of the future.

OPERATIONAL SATELLITES
, Coverage Area

•te .,
....

1

2

3

4

1

Hemispheric
Atlantic Ocean
Pacific Ocean
Indian Ocean
European - Africa
America (N&S)
Asian

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
XX
X
X
X

Limited "Regional"
Europe (GETS)
Latin America

6

7

8

A -BA -B A- BA- B

I
ix
ix
X
i
I
1

XX
XX
XX XX
X XX,X
X
X
X
X
X
'_X

XX
XX
XX
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X X

X X
X X
.

Number of Satellites

5

X X

Domestic
Canada
United States
^

1

1

r.....

31 4
,

&Ma •.V.••••••••

Baseline
Reference

5
.0..••••••MMPJS•

6r47 47
Oe.nt•T••

7

4

7

-6VII Economic Analysis
Assumptions (a) Time Frame is 1971 through 1980
with
cumulative costs for end 1975 and end
1980.
(b) Other assumptions
Methodology of Analysis
(a) Total space segment costs
and half-circuit costs
for United States and representati
ve countries
for each configuration model and spec
ified
procurement methods.
(b) Others (develop)
Tasks
(a) Establish the base line estimated cost
of the baseline
configuration for the posulated Global Sys
tems per
Model 1, under procurement method A.
(b) Measure the estimated cost impa
ct on INTELSAT
members (United States and other repr
esentative
small medium and large participants
) when baseline
configuration is obtained as follows:
Model 1 by Method B
Model 4 by Method B or C
(c)

Measure estimated cost impact on INT
ELSAT members
when a limited coverage "Regional" netw
ork in
Europe (GETS) is added to Model 1 and Model
4
under procurement method A, B or C.
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(d) Measure estimated cost impact on INTELSAT members
when a "Domestic" coverage network in Canada is
added to model 1 and model 4 under procurement method
A, B or C.
(e) Others, if time allows.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

January 9, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR
Mr. Wilson P. Dizard
INTELSAT Conference
Department of State
SUBJECT: Personnel for INTELSAT Conference
In response to your request to provide two rapp
orteurs and
two stenographer/typists for the INTELSAT Conf
erence,
the following members of our staff have been
selected:
Mr. George Stelzenmuller
Mr. Frank Urbany
Miss Arlene Roposh
Miss Helen Your shaw
Each one has been requested to report
to Mr. Raymond J.
Barrett, the Secretary General of
the Conference on
February 18 for familiarization.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington, D.C. 20520

'December 17, 1968
MEMORANDUM FOR:

Subject:

General O'Connell
Director of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

Personnel for INTELSAT Conference

In accordance with our telephone conversation on Friday,
we would appreciate OTM's providing two rapporteurs and two
stenographer/typists for the INTELSAT Conference's Secretariat:
Rapporteurs: These officers will maintain the records,
drafts and documents for the Conference's substantive
committees. Each will be assigned primarily to one
committee or subcommittee. Since the Conference will
be drafting a complicated international agreement, the
work of these rapporteurs will be extremely important.
They should be responsible, middle or junior level
officers who draft succinctly and well and are able
to get things done.
Stenographer/typists: Since the Conference will be
so largely engaged in drafting, the work of the stenographer/typists will also be very important. Unless
they are able to do drafts quickly and accurately, the
work of the translators and.the reproduction of conference documents will be badly delayed. . The girls
assigned to the Conference should take dictation
quickly and well, type accurately and speedily and
be able to get things done.
The Secretariat will work under the supervision of
Mr. Raymond J. Barrett, the Secretary General of the Conference (code 182, ext. 5680 or 3701). Please inform him
by January 15 of the individuals you are assigning to the
Secretariat. They should report to Mr. Barrett on
February 18 for familiarization; they will be needed through
the close of the Conference, March 21, and possibly a few
days thereafter. Those assigned should know that there is
likely to be considerable night work required. Mr. Barrett
will arrange the details once he has the names from you.
1!

Wilson P. Dizard

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFF ICE OF

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE NRECTOR

January 6, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR
Mr. Frank E. Loy
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs
SUBJECT: U. S. Commitment to Canada for Laun
ch Assistance
Following our meeting of Friday afternoon,
January 3, it appears clear
to me that we still do not have a clear national polic
y regarding the
furnishing of U. S. launch assistance for a
domestic Canadian satellite.
system.
There seems to be no general disagreement that
it is our national policy,

as expressed in the Act and by the President,
to support and promote the

growth and success of INTELSAT and Coms
at.

Section 201 of the Act states that the Presi
dent shall:
aid in the planning and development and foste
r the execution
of a national program for the establishment
and operation,
as expeditiously as possible, of a commercial
communications
satellite system;
n(7)

so exercise his authority as to help attain coord
inated and
efficient use of the electromagnetic spectrum
and the
technical compatibility of the system with exist
ing communications facilities both in the United States and
abroad."

The national policy at issue seems to be the line
of conflict between the
President's responsibilities in this
Act and the interpretation and views
of the FCC as to their freedom of action with regar
d to a possible domestic
satellite system. This issue was joined
at the time that the October 1967
paper on Definitive Arrangements was under discu
ssion. In that paper
II (B), 2 (b) on page 7, we recognize as a matter of cours
e that any nation
wishing to establish a satellite system could do so throu
gh its own finance,

2
design, development, construction, procurement and operation control,
but we were deliberately careful to exclude any obligation, or implications
of obligation that the U. S. would provide for the launching of such a
satellite.
This office has taken the position that the space segment of satellite
systems are fundamentally international in character, and this is recognized
in Section 1 (b) of the 3 October 1967, U. S. Contribution of Definitive
Arrangements for INTELSAT.
We also believe that the INTELSAT structure has provided, and still
provides, an excellent institutional framework to achieve the objective
of cooperative administration of commercial communications satellite
facilities so as to insure compatibility and avoid interference between
systems.
In addition, we conclude that in this early time frame of satellite development there are significant advantages in the use of INTELSAT space
segment capacity for the early initiation of domestic communications by
satellite. Additionally, we conclude that this will tend to develop more
rapidly the full utilization of satellite communication in the most highly
useful and economical way.
Based on these premises, we conclude that (1) we have a responsibility
under the Act for optimizing progress in satellite communication and
with respect to INTELSAT and Comsat specifically. (2) We have no
expressed or implied obligations to furnish launch services to other
nations other than through Comsat and INTELSAT insofar as commercial
satellite systems are concerned.
The question of regional and domestic satellites and U.S. launch thereof,
will almost certainly be a significant topic for negotiation at the coming
International Conference. We believe that the freedom of action of the
U. S. will be much greater if no precedent has been established prior to
the conference.
It seems apparent also that U. S. resolution of a policy needs to be made
before the conference. I feel confident that the Canadians are well aware
of the divisions of opinion which exist within the U. S. Administration
on this subject.
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Therefore, I recommend that:
(1) The Canadians be informed that we do have .unresolved differences
of view within the U.S. Government at the present time which
We are in the process of resolving.
(2) The Canadians be informed also that it would be very helpful
to us in reaching agreement within our Administration if they
had approached INTELSAT for the purpose of coordinating all
the details of their system.
(3) We seek to avoid giving a firm commitment to the Canadi
ans
until the conference has been completed in March
.

(5vu.

I realize that this does not meet the expressed desires of the
Canadians
for early commitment by the United States, but on balance I
conclude that
it is in our national interest and in the interest of a successful
conference
that the U. S. follow these courses of action.

D. O'Connell

1/3/69 - 12:10 p.m.
Helen:
Mr. O'Malley hand carried the attached package
to Mr. Marks' at the EOB before he met with
Mr. Reed (? ) at the White House.
Helen

JDO'C/DTM
January 3, 1969
Re: Canadian Domestic Communications Satellite Program
Reference: DOS draft dated 12/31/68, "Possible unde
rstanding on launch
for Canadian domestic satellite."
DTM Comments:
The principal concern with the Canadian requ
est for launch assistance
is whether, and to what degree, any U. S.
launch commitment may adversely
affect the U. S. , particularly on the INTELS
AT Conference.
It is our conclusion that unless adequate
safeguards are taken there
will be an adverse effect.
It is our conclusion that unless great care
is taken in the any agreement to launch for the Canadians, grea
t damage can be done in the
INTELSAT Conference.
In describing this adverse effect our
line of reasoning is as follows:
1. It is U. S. national policy to supp
ort and strengthen INTELSAT:
Basis: a.

Comsat Act, Sec. 102

b.

President's Message of August 1967

c.

U. S. position paper on Definitive Arrangem
ents,
October 1967
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2. In carrying out this policy we have recognized that:
A. EVERY communications satellite system has elements of
international concern (pre-emption of orbital slot,
electromagnetic radiation affecting other countries,
etc. ).
B. IT FOLLOWS, therefore, that there must be an international
forum where these matters can be discussed and considered,
with all affected nations afforded an opportunity to participate.
C. In view of our national policy the appropriate international forum
is the Interim Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC).
D. Our basic concern is that there has been no meaningful
consultation of the Canadian proposal in the ICSC.
a.

The only question considered by the ICSC was whether a
domestic communications satellite outside of INTELSAT
would be in derogation of the Interim Agreement.

E.

To give Canada a commitment for launch assistance without
prior meanineul consultation in the ICSC would be contrary
to our INTELSAT commitments. This is especially critical
with the INTELSAT Conference about to start.

F.

The modified proposed understanding seems completely
reasonable and consistent with our national policy. It
should
be acceptable to the Canadians unless they feel that they would

be incurring a cost penalty by utilizing Cornat/INTELSAT
services.
Canadian costs and difficulties would
be substantially
increased if a new group is created
to negotiate and administer
launch contracts with NASA. Administra
tion of INTELSAT
contracts have been somewhat difficult,
especially with
respect to specific items of cost for launc
h support, etc.
Recommended action:
1.

Canada should be advised that this modified
"'understanding" is as
far as the United States can go in offering
launch assistance for a
Canadian domestic communication satellite
system, and, at the
same time, maintain its commitments to
INTELSAT.

2.

The Senate and House Commerce Committe
e Chairman should be
kept advised of significant developmen
ts in this matter.

3.

The Attorney General should be asked to provi
de a legal opinion
on the authority of NASA to launch a commerci
al communications
satellite for any entity other than Coms
at or INTELSAT.

4.

The "Possible understanding" with Canada shoul
d be modified, as
noted, to make it consistent with the spiri
t of the public statement
to be made by the Canadians.

Attachments A and B

JDOIC/DTM
January 3, 1969

Proposed Canadian Public Statement
Discussions have recently taken place between
Canadian and
United States authorities concerning launching servi
ces required by
Canada to place two Canadian communications
satellites into synchronous
orbit in 1971.

The satellites would be used to provide a dome stic

satellite communications system for Canada, plans for
the establishment of which were announced by the Canadian Gover
nment in White
Paper on April 1, 1968.

The United States Government has indicated

that it would be willing to provide the necessary launc
hing services on
a cost reimbursable basis pursuant to appropriate
arrangements with
INTELSAT. The Canadian Government intends
to seek a cooperative
arrangement with the Interim Communications Satell
ite Committee, the
governing body of INTELSAT, which would
include the provision of
launching services and consultation to
ensure technical compatability
between the Canadian and INTELSAT syste
ms and programs. The
Canadian Government has been assured by
the U.S. Government that it
will respond favorably to a request from INTELSAT for launc
hing services
for the Canadian program.

' JIO'C/DTM
Januly 3, 1969
/
a

-LIMITED OFFICIAL, USE
Possible understanding on launch arrangements
for Canadian domestic satellites

1.

The United States agrees to the presentation to the Canad
ian
Parliament of the public statement attached
hereto, which provides
for U. S. launches pursuant to appropriate arran
gements with
INT ELSAT. To this end Canada, or Canada and
the U. S. jointly,
would propose that Canada's domestic syste
m be placed on the
agenda of the ICSC's Thirty-seventh Meeti
ng in January.

2.

The consultation in the ICSC should cover adequ
ately the points
raised by the U. S. in May, as well as launc
h assistance.

3.

The United States is prepared to support the
Canadian propossls
to the interim committee for launch assistance
subject to the
achievement of a mutually agreeable consultati
on covering
essential elements of technical performanc
e compata.bility.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

ier
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Possible understaneing on launch arrangements
for Canadian domnstic satellites
1.

Canada can make a public statement an soon As
necessary to the Parliarnnt that the U.S. will
7rovide launches "nursuant to amrorriate
arrangements (see attached).

It would be unler?tood that Canada will seek to

have the launches arranged through InTELSAT and
Canada arle thn 1:.S. would seek an affirmative
decision in principle from the ICF as 30011 as
possibl. To this end ranada, or Canada and
the U.S. jointly, would propose that Cannlea
domestic sritem te placed on the Agenda of the
7:CSC's Thirtv-nevent vmetinc7 in Jlnuary.
3.

The eismIRsinn in the ICS(' shoulL cover Vie ntr
points raised 1,y tht ;LI. in '4a7 as well as laundl
•assista-,co- The first to points, relating tc:
teelnicel coordination, should he the !iubject of
a clear understanding.

4.

It would be understood that if INTEMSAT (the
ICSC or its successor), through no fault of
Canaaes, should not vish to narticipate in
the arrangements, the launch services would be
provided unec,r
arranr,ements.

12/21/63
LIED OFTTCTAL USE
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oiscussions have recently taken place between
Canadian and United States authoritit,.s concerning
launching services required by Canada tn place two
emladian Communications matellites into synchronous
orbit in 1971.

The satellites would he, used to provide

a domestic oatellite communications stem•for Canada,
plans for the estezaishment of Tiich wero announced by
the Canadian Government in white Paper on April 1, 196R.
7nited States Czovernment has indicated that it would
be willing to provide the nocessary le.un&ling serviced
on a cost reimbursege basin pursuant to appropriate
arrangements with INTELSAT.

The CanaMan Iovernment

intendr.s to seek a cooperative arranciement with the
Interim Communications tlatellite Committee, tlLe governinr7
body of IT:ELSAT, which would include tho provision of
launching servicesA

ma

Canadian tlovernment has been

assured by the U.S. Covernment Clat it will res?ond favort6ly
to a request from INTIMSAT for leunctling nervices for the
Canadian program.

•••

'LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
Possible understanding on launch arra
ngements
for Canadian domestic satellites
1.

Canada can make a public statement as
soon as
necessary to the Parliament that
the U.S. will
provide launches "pursuant to appr
opriate
arrangements" without indicati
ng that arrangements
through INTELSAT are contempl
ated (see attached).

2.

It would be understood, but not made
public,
that Canada will seek to have the
launches
arranged through INTELSAT.

3.

Canada would make this known
promptly to INTELSAT
(the ICSC) and Canada and the U.S.
would seek
an affirmative decision in principl
e. To this
end Canada, or Canada and the U.S.
jointly, would
propose that Canada's domestic syst
em be placed
on the agenda of the ICSC's Thirty-s
eventh Meeting
in January.

4,

The discussion in the ICSC shou
ld cover the other
points raised by the U.S. in
May as well as launch
assistance, The first two
points, relating to
technical coordination, shou
ld be the subject of
a clear understanding.

5.

It would be understood that if
INTELSAT (the
ICSC or its successor), through
no fault of
Canada's, should not wish to
participate in the
arrangements, the launch services
would be provided
under bilateral arrangements.

12/26/68
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

Discussions have recently taken
place
between Canadian and United States
authorities
concerning launching services
required by
Canada, to place two Canadian com
munications
satellites into synchronous
orbit in 1971.
The satellites would be used to
provide a
domestic satellite commun
ications system for
Canada, plans for the est
ablishment of which
were announced by the Can
adian Government
In White Paper on April 1,
1968.

The United

States Government has
indicated that it would
be willing to provide the
necessary launching
services on a cost reimbu
rsable basis pursuant
to appropriate arrangeme
nts.

Further discussions

will take place to develo
p these arrangements.
In—the-neantimd
ti-- Canada plans to discuss its
satellite program further
with the INTELSAT
Interim Committee in ord
er to arrange for
technical coordination and
possibly other
cooperative arrangements
.

.Last two sentences:

The—U-S—Government was informed that -itis the
Satention of ihe Canadian Government -t-O:seek a cooperative
arrangement with the Interim Communications Satellite Committee,
the governing body of INTELSAT, which would include the
provision of launching services, a-ad-also to consult the
Committee with respect to certain areas where technical
_coordination would be desirable between the Canadian and
I-NTELSAT programs.

The Canadian Government has been assured

by the U.S. Government that it will respond favorably to a
request from INTELSAT for launchin g services for the Canadian
program.

COIVIIVIUNICATIONS

SATELLITE

CORPORATION

JOHN A JOHNSON
Vice President - Intornxk, -1 1

December 31, 1968
Mr. John J. O'Malley
Legal Assistant
Office of Director of Telecommunications
Management
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504
Dear John:
In accordance with our conversation this morning,
enclo
sing some materials for your personal and
I am
confidential use. They consist of the
following:
a.

Copy of the Aide Memoire left by the Canad
ian
Ambassador with the State Department on
December 23, 1968.

b.

Two pages of dictation from Mr. Miller of
the
State Department, dated December 26, 1968, outlining five points which might form the
basis
of a reply to Canada, and the text of a propo
sed
public statement by Canadian authorities pursu
ant
to the first point.

c.

A statement of Comsat policy prepared by Mr.
McCormack following our conversation with
Mr. Loy
on December 24, 1968.

d.

A proposed revision, prepared by me, of the last
two sentences of the proposed public statement,
and two paragraphs which could be 'substituted
for the first three paragraphs of the five-point
paper.
Sincerely yours,

Enclosures

AM BASSADE DU CANADA

CANADIAN EMBASSY

A IDE -MEMO IRE

The Canadian Government has now received and had an
opportunity to consider the paper of December 7, 1968, prepared
by Comsat

acting as manager for Intelsat, on the subject of

assistance by Intelsat to the proposed Canadian Domestic
Satellite Communications System.

The Canadian Government much

appreciated the time and effort which have gone into the preparation of this paper.
The United States authorities will recall that the
Canadian Government policy, as laid down in the White Paper of
April 1, 1968, is to develop a Domestic Satellite Communications
System, with control to be retained in Canada over the design and
production of satellites and earth stations, and with Canadian
industry being involved to the maximum possible degree

The

Canadian Government expects that, as its Domestic Satellite
Communications System is developed, there will be close contact
between Canada and Intelsat with respect to technical matters
within the competence of that body.

We appreciate the cooperation

which Canada has had in the past with the United States Government
agencies, as well as with,Mintelsat and Comsat, and we look forward
to maintaining this cooperation.
The specific question which is most uigent from the
Canadian Government's point of view, and which it will be recalled
was discussed at a meeting of senior officials held in the State
Department on October 24, 1968, relates to the terms on which
launch services for Canadian Domestic Satellites can be secured.

At that meeting it was suggested that an understanding on this question
might be recorded in an Aide-Memoire, the draft text of which was
circulated at that time.

The Canadian Embassy would appreciate

being informed whether State Department is now prepared to proceed
along those lines.
For convenience of reference, the following is the draft text
of the Aide-Nemoire in question, slightly modified:
Reference is made to informal discussions between senior
United States and Canadian officials, relating to launching
facilities required by Canada to place Canadian Communications
Satellites into synchronous orbit.

The Canadian Government

has in mind a date in the period 1971-1972.

The satellites

would provide the Domestic Satellite Communications System
announced in the Canadian Government's White Paper of April 1,
1968.

The representatives of the United States Government

indicated that the United States would be willing to provide
on a cost-reimbursable basis the launching services required,
using available launch vehicles, upon request made by the
Canadian Government within 18 months of the date required for
launching services.

Contractual arrangements for these launch

services will be entered into between the appropriate agencies
of the two Governments, when the required specifications and
' details for launching of the Canadian satellites are determined.
IT

There was also agreement that the Canadian Government might

at an appropriate time refer to this matter publicly in the
following terms:
' Discussions have recently taken place between Canadian
and United States authorities concerning launching services

iites into synchronous orbit in 1971-1972.

The satellites

would ;Je used to provide a Domestic Satellite Communications
System for Canada, plans for the establishment of which were
announced by the Canadian Government in a White Paper of
April 1, 1968.

The United States Government has indicated

that it would be willing to provide necessary launching
services on a cost-reiMbursable basis.

Further discussions

will take place at an agency-to-agency level, in the light
of established United States practices for providing such
service, with a view to working out contractual details.'

Washington, D.C.
December 23, 1968.

December 26, 1968
Telephone dictation from Mr. William Miller, State Department

Possible Understanding on Launch Arrangements
1.

Canada can make a public statement as soon as necessary to

the Parliament that the U. S. will provide launches "pursuant
to appropriate arrangements" without indicating that arrangements
through Intelsat are contemplated.
2.

It would be understood, but not made public, that Canada

will seek to have the launches arranged through Intelsat.
3.

Canada would make this known promptly to Intelsat

(the ICSC) and Canada and the U.S. would seek an affirmative
decision in principle.
To this end Canada, or Canada and the U. S. jointly, would
propose that Canada's domestic system be placed on the agenda
of the ICSC's 37th meeting in January.
4.

The discussions in the ICSC should cover the other

.points raised by the U.S. in May as well as launch assistance.
The first two points, relating to technical coordination, should
be the subject of a clear understanding.
5.

It would be understood that if Intelsat (the ICSC or its

successor), through no fault of Canada's, should not wish to
participate in the arrangements, the launch services would be
provided under hi-lateral arrangement.

December 26, 1968
Telephone dictation from Mr. William Miller, State Department

Proposed Public Statement Pursuant to First Point

Discussions have recently taken place between Canadian and
U.S. authorities concerning launching services required by Canada
to place" two Canadian communications satellites into synchronous
orbit in 1971.

The satellites would be used to provide a domestic

satellite communications system for Canada, plans for the establishment of which were announced by the Canadian Government in a white
paper on April 1, 1968.

The U. S. Government has indicated that

it would be willing to provide the necessary launching services on
a cost-reimbursable basis pursuant to appropriate arrangements.
Further discussions will take place to develop these arrangements;
In the meantime, Canada plans to discuss its satellite program
further with the Intelsat Interim Committee in order to arrange
for technical coordination and possibly other cooperative arrangements.

McCormack Statement

I believe that the U. S. policy announced
to the ICSC in May is a correct one and is key to
the
U. S. position in the 1969 negotiations as regards the
role and powers of the governing body and the relati
onship
of domestic systems to the global system under the definitive arrangements. For this reason, among
others, I
believe it essential not only that our assurance
now of
assistance to the Canadians in their domestic
system
be conditioned by the requirement that they accept the
basic elements of our May policy statement, but that any
public statement in this matter by them must reflect
this
acceptance. Our conditions need not be onerous
but we
must be clear and firm in erasing their apparent belief
that we really did not mean what we said in May.

12/26/68

Memorandum of Conversation
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
December 24, 1968

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Canadian Communications Satellites.

PARTICIPANTS:

A. Edgar Ritchie, Canadian Ambassador
Peter M. Towe, Minister, Canadian Embassy
Frank E. Loy, E/TT
William K. Miller, E/TD

COPIES TO: M - Mr. Rostow

E - Mr. Solomon
E/TT - Mr. Loy
E/TD - Mr. Miller
SCI - Mr. Nesbitt
EUR
EUR/RPE

EUR/CAN (2)
Ambassador Leonard
Marks
FCC - Mr. Hyde
- Mr. Ende
DTM - Mr. O'Connell
NASA - Mr. Frutkin

Amembassy,
Ottawa

Ambassador Ritchie left the attached aide-memoire proposing an
understanding regarding the launching of Canadian satellites and a
proposed statement which the Canadian Government might make. He
also left a copy of a letter from the Canadian ICSC Representative,
D. F. Bowie, to the U.S. Representative, John A. Johnson, responding
to the latter's proposal that the Canadian satellite program be
placed on the ICSC agenda for January 27-31 (copy attached).
In comment on the aide-memoire, Ambassador Ritchie said Canada wants
the Canadian satellites to be Canadian; therefore, the common
procurement concept is not possible. However, it was not intended
to rule out cooperation short of common procurement: Ambassador
Ritchie said he expected to call on Dr. Charyk of ComSat and
give him a copy of the aide-memoire.
In response to Mr. Loy's questions, Ambassador Ritchie said the
Canadian Government was not saying the requested launching
arrangements must be bilateral, i.e. NASA-Canada, without INTELSAT.
However, Canada would be perfectly happy with a bilateral
arrangement, and it would be up to the U.S. to say so if the launch
had to be done through ComSat/INTELSAT. If it is proposed to go
through INTELSAT with the approval of the ICSC or its successor,
Canada would be worried about possible (a) rejection, (b) delay, and
(c) unacceptable conditions. There would be further concern that,
even if there is little substance to these worries, a launch
commitment dependent on INTELSAT approval would appear too
qualified - the requirement would look like an obstacle or at least
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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an uncertainty. Canada wants to be able to make a definite
statement as soon as possible that the U.S. has agreed to
provide launch services. Ambassador Ritchie said Canada
has no conceptual objection to going through INTELSAT;
the difficulty is entirely practical and relates to the
uncertainty that this approach would involve. He said
and reiterated that Canada is just as much in favor of a
successful INTELSAT as the U.S.
On timing, Ambassador Ritchie said that there is no specific
key date. A statement can be released without Parliament
in session. However, the Canadian Government wants to move
as quickly as possible in order to be able to go forward
with contracts, in anticipation of questions, and because
of possible Quebec developments.
Mr. Loy said he would like to find a way that launch
arrangements could be taken up with INTELSAT without the
risks with which Ambassador Ritchie is concerned. The
U.S. Government would like to respond affirmatively to
Canada, but in a way that would not damage our INTELSAT
objectives. Mr. Loy said we would review the matter and
respond as soon as possible.
(Note: On December 24 Mr, Loy discussed the Canadian
response with Under Secretary Rostow and with Ambassador Marks
and suggested that we propose to the Canadians, as a
solution to their problem and ours, a four-point understanding
along the following lines:
1.

Canada can make a public statement as soon as
necessary to the Parliament that the U.S. will
provide launches "pursuant to appropriate
arrangements" without indicating that arrangements
through INTELSAT are contemplated (see below).

2.

It would be understood, but not make public,
that Canada will seek to have the launches
arranged through INTELSAT.

3.

Canada would make this known promptly to
INTELSAT (the ICSC), and Canada and the U.S.
would seek an affirmative decision in
principle.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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4.

It would be understood that if INTELSAT (the
ICSC or its successor) should not wish to
participate,in the arrangements, the launch
services would be provided under bilateral
arrangements.

The proposed statement (1 above) might read:
"Discussions have recently taken place
between Canadian and United States authorities
concerning launching services required by
Canada to place two Canadian communications
satellites into synchronous orbit in 1971.
The satellites would be used to provide a
domestic satellite communications system
for Canada, plans for the establishment of which
were announced by the Canadian Government in
White Paper on April 1, 1968. The United
States Government has indicated that it would
be willing to provide the neOessary launching
services on a cost reimbursable basis pursuant
to appropriate arrangements in the light of
established United States policies for providing
such service. Further discussions will take
place to develop these arrangements."
Mr. Rostow and Mr. Marks agreed that such an understanding
would be acceptable and should be proposed to Ambassador
Ritchie. Mr. Marks requested that it be checked first
with General McCormack, Mr. O'Connell and Mr. Hyde.)

Attachments:
1.

Canadian Aide-Memoire.

2.

Copy of letter from Canadian ICSC Representative
to U.S. ICSC Representative.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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BASSADE DU CANADA

AIDE-MENOIRE.

The Canadian Government has now received and had an
opportunity to consider the paper of December 7, 1968, prepared
by Comsat, acting as manager for Intelsat, on the 'subject of
assistance by Intelsat to the proposed Canadia:n Domestic
Satellite Communications System.

The Canadian Government much

appreciated the time and effort which have gone into the preparation of this paper.
The United States authorities will recall that the
Canadian Government policy, as laid down in the White Paper of
April 1, 1968, is to develop a Domestic Satellite Communications
System, with control to be retained in Canada over the design and
production of satellites and earth stations, and with Canadian
industry being involved to the maximum possible degree.

The

Canadian Government expects that, as its Domestic Satellite
Communications System is developed, there will be close contact
between Canada and Intelsat with respect to technical matters
within the competence of that body.

We appreciate the cooperation

which Canada has had in the past with the United States Government
agencies, as well as with Mintelsat and Comsat, and we look forward
to maintaining this cooperation.
The specific question which is most urgent from the
Canadian Government's point of view, and which it will be recalled
was discussed at a meeting of senior officials held in the State
Derartwint on Octob..er 24, 1968, relates to the ter7s on which
launch eervics for Canadian DoT,estic Satellites can be secured.

At that meeting it was euggested that an understanding on this question
might be recorded in an Aide-Memoiro, the draft text of which was
circulated at that time.

The Canadian Etbassy would appreciate

being .informed whether State Department is now prepared to proceed
along those lines.
For convenience of reference, the following is the draft text
of the Aide-Memoire in question, slightly modified:
Reference is made to informal discussions between senior
United States and Canadian officials, relating to launching
facilities required by Canada to place Canadian Connunications
Satellites into synchronous orbit.

The Canadian Government

has in mind a date in the period 1971-1972.

The satellites

would provide the Domestic Satellite Communications System
announced in the Canadian Government's White Paper of April 1,
1968.

The representatives of the United States Government

indicated that the United States would be willing to provide
on a cost-reimbursable basis the launching services required,
using available launch vehicles,. upon request made by the
Canadian Government within 18 months of the date required for
launching services.

Contractual arrangements for these launch

services will be entered into between the appropriate agencies
of the two Governments, when the required specifications and
details for launching of the Canadian satellites are determined.
If

There was also agreement that the Canadian Government might

at an appropriate time refer to this matter publicly in the
following terms:
' Discussions have recently taken place between Canadian
and United States authorities concerning launching scrv!ces
required by Canada to place Canadian cc=unications sate2-

3

lites into synchronous orbit in 1971-1972.
would

The satellites

used to provide a Domestic Satellite Communications

System for Canada, plans for the establishment of which were
announced by the Canadian Govern,-ent in a White Paper of
April 1, 1968.

The United States Government has indicated

that it would be willing to provide necessary launching
services on a cost-reimbursable basis. Further discussions
will take place at an agency-to-agency level, in the light
of established United States practices for providing such
service, with a view to working out contractual details.'

Washington, D.C.
December 23, 1968.

••

It

Letter from Mr. D. F. Bowie, Chairmen, Canadian
Overseas Telecommunications Corporation to
Mr. John A. Johnson, Vice President in charge of
International Affairs, Communications Satellite
Corporation

• omm..0.m••••••

I have for reply your letter of December

5 suggesting

that an item relating to Canada's proposed domestic satellite
communications system be placed on the agenda of the 37th meeting
of the International Communications Satellite Corporation in
January. As you knor, talks between Canadian officials and
Intelsat's Manager tool( place at the suggestion of the United
States State Department pursuant to a Canadian,enViry to that
Department about the availability of launch .services for
Canadian satellites. I understand that Canadian authorities will
he informing State Department about their reaction to those talks
and to a docaraent subsequently provided by Corii5at• to the Canadian
authorities concerned. ¶nile anxious to take all appropriate steps
to ensure ma.,--..imun cooperation among countries planning satellite
communications systems, Canadian authorities have come to the
conalr,lon that further discussion by ICSC of all aspects of the
Canadian satellite programme would not be appropriate at this time,
while discussions to which I have referred are taking place bet..7een
Canadian and United States authorities.

;" *.%
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 6, 1969

Memorandum for the Record:

Subject: INTELSAT Conference

The Director of Telecommunications Management met with
Messrs. Solomon and Ellis, Department of Defense, and
Dr. Radius, NASA, on December 30, 1968 for the purpose of
acquainting them with the status of preparations for the
INTELSAT Conference.
Mr. J. D. O'Connell presented a detailed report on the
preparations for the conference including the work of the
Executive Committee, the proposed committee structure for
the Conference, the Interim Committee report, planning for
pre-conference visitations and the Department of State issue
papers.
Regarding Mr. Solomon's comments on the United States
policy
for providing launch services, first,he expressed the view
that
the United States should use its launch technology leaders
hip
as a primary bargaining tool during the negotiations; second,
he raised the point that DOD provides a significant part of
the
launch services under tight agreements with NASA and
that a
change in launch arrangements outside INTELSAT, particularly
for placing operational satellites in orbit, would necessi
tate a
review of the policy for launch services.
Mr. O'Connell mentioned the tentative plan to arrange for the
chiefs of delegations to visit Cape Kennedy at some time during
the conference. Dr. Radius advised that since APOLLO IX
is
scheduled for launch on February 28, 1969 that travel plans
should be coordinated well in advance to insure adequate
accommodations.

:

."

- 2Subsequently, Dr. Radius provided a forecast of NASA launch
activities as follows:
INTELSAT III (F-3)

February 5, 1969

MARINER F
(ATLAS CENTAUR)

February 24, 1969 (approx.)

TOSS-G
(THOR DELTA)•

February 26, 1969 (night)

APOLLO IX
(SATURN V)

February 28, 1969

MARINER G
(ATLAS CENTAUR)

March 17, 1969 (approx.)

Mr. O'Connell indicated he planned to keep DOD and NASA
representatives informed on the preparations for the conference
as events unfold.

W. T.

7.

Olsson

— -Mr. J. D. O'Connell
Mr. J. O'Malley

I
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Memorandum for Ambassador Marks
Subject: INTELSAT Conference
During the last several weeks, the United States Government,
assisted by the Communications Satellite Corporation (designated
communications entity to INTELSAT), has prepared background
material on various policy issues which may arise during the
INTELSAT conference. These papers are quite properly based
rs
on observations of actions taken by various INTELSAT partne
in
in the Interim Committee, in international meetings, and
international conferences. The papers draw conclusions and
make predictions of future intentions of these partners.
Generally, the U. S. Governnient evaluations have an optimistic
outlook based on present concepts of the intentions and desires
p
of our partners. I suggest that we should also seek to develo
to
open
United States Government evaluations of the OtRions
s
our partners based on potential capabilities for taking action
ions
intent
which may be difficult for use to entirely foresee as
at the present time.
United States Policy and Objectives
and
As an initial step, it would seem to me to be helpful to review
policy
arrive at a current evaluation of basic U. S. Government
e
and objectives in the field of communications satellites to includ
a long term view of U. S. national interests.
had difficulty
In viewing our problems from this perspective, I have
S.
in determining in a clear and precise way just what our U.
Government objectives are. I believe that it would be helpful in
planning our future courses of negotiation actions
Memorandum for Record:
,

This memoranClu.ni

.
was given to

•,
Mr. - Marks by Mr. O'Connell

on January 3, 1969.

W. T. 01 6. a on

•
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if these objectives cold be agreed upon and clearly stated in
unambiguous terms. For example, it is not evident to me
that during the preparation of the ICSC report on Definitive
Arrangements, COMSAT had a.vallable a consolidated U. S.
Government position which presented, in unambiguous terms,
the broad and fundamental National Policy objectives for the
preservation of and advancement of the national interest in
satellite communications. It appears that the efforts of the
Interim Committee have necessarily concentrated on the
details of current interest to designated entities (principally,
who and how). It would 'appear that the INTELSAT conference
in moving rapidly toward a multilateral. agreement among
Governments needs as a foundation to focus on the question -What are the purposes and objectives of the organization as
ience?
we conceive theM now after several. years of actual exper
lay a rather solid
It is for this reason that I think we should
foundation of U. S. national policy on which to construct the
positions and tactics of the U, S. delegation.
Accordingly, I raise these questions with the thought that the
exercise of laying out U. S. objectives both short and longorientation
range could be most helpful as a source of constant
for the delegation.
other
Several questions on important National policy issues and
INTELSAT issues need to be reviewed and resolved in the
course of establishing the United States position. One way
United States .
of expressing the questions of vital interest to the
might include the following:
National Policy Issues
.... Are aily of the policy guidelines in the Communications
ite Act of 1962 or the President's Message to the
Satell
—
Conaress on Communications Policy (Augu
, st 14, 1967)
_
up-toin need of amendment in order to establish more
objectives for thLpermanent.Definitive
States
date United
_
Arrangements for INTELSAT?
1.

c2
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_paramount interests of the United States in
Are
satellite communications still the implementation of
the nationaLpolicy which seeks to promote the early
attainment.of an improved El_stal network that provides
services of maximum quality (capability) at minimum
cost or are these modified by an national policy
ELlidelines for avoidance and discouralement of
."monopoly"?
Should the United States_policy guidelines for international. cooperation_permit or encourage the establishment of "s_pheres of influence" in ..2i- y__part of the world,
pticularly if suct_22licir were to be fostered by the
establishment of competitive "domestic or regional"
satellite systems outside the INTELSAT institutional
arrancrements?

-- Does the opportuni_l=ist for the United States to exert
further world leadership by implementing national policy
toward expanding the practical use of space technoloc,iy
in caEaries of service broader than telecommunications,
e.g. weather, earth resources, etc.? If yes, what
international institutional arrangement should be structured?
and should the international cost sharing, joint venture
p_oach used by IN.TELSAT be employed?
INTELSAT Issues
---,Should INTELSAT be a single Global System composed of
several satellites in a jointly -owned space seament?
and Where if at all, does a "regional" or a "domestic"
satellite fit into the Global System, conceptually,
institutionally and economically? Specifically,
- Would arrangements under which domestic or
regional satellites would be designed, developed
and procured by a single organization (INTELSAT)
and managed by a System Manager (COMSAT) but
financed by only one or perhaps a limited number
of administrations, do violence to the concept of
a single global system?

-4- Might not such separate ownership, financing
and revenue distribution satisfy both the political
desires of administrations for "their own" systems,
while providing economies of scale and coordination
of technical parameters?
— Should the INTELSAT organization provide the full range
• of International Telecommunicational Services, for
example, classical public point-to-point services, TV
distribution service, and sa9cialized aeronautical/marine
telecommunications (communications, navigation, .
surveillance) services? If yes, how should the Acireements
be structured to insure that the various functional authorities
Layiation-marine-broadcast) within each Administration
can participate in matters of interest to them.?
In addressing these questions, the United States Government should
weigh the relative advantages and disadvantages of alternative policy
approaches which will be applicable for the long-term time
frame of the permanent Definitive Arrangement for INTELSAT.
Factors needing detailed consideration include the following:
(a) The National Policy guidelines for satellite communications;
(b) The dynamic trends in communications satellite technology;
(c) The conceptual framework (philosophy, principles and
doctrine) and general configuration for establishment and .
operation of "The Global System";
(d) The economic aspects for establishing and operating the
Global System;
• (c) The impact on (c) and (d) above, if "domestic and regional"
satellite systems were to be established outside the INTELSA'
or

-.5 United States Position
for the INTELSAT Conference

The United States Government position on the Definitive
Arrangements for INTELSAT was formulated in 1966 and
1967 and released in a United States Contribution (ICSC 28-40)
to the Interim Communication Satellite Committee on
October 3, 1967. This United States Contribution paper
contained "an outline of the Definitive Arrangements" and
on some subjects treated a range of alternative approaches
without stating a specific United States position.
The various papers on important issues which have been
prepared recently contain statements of United States
position based upon the contents of the United States
Contribution of October, 1967. I question the adequacy of
that Contribution to serve, in 1969, as the master criteria
(road map) for developing the United States position for
the Conference. Accordingly, I feel the United States
Government should formulate a position paper based on
a fresh look at the vital National policy issues. Essentially,
we need to prepare a complete and unambiguous United
States position paper which treats the full spectrum of
subject matters required to conduct meaningful and
successful negotiations leading to permanent Definitive
Arrangements.
Basic to the formulation of a viable United States position
on the permanent Definitive Arrangements for INTELSAT
is the .definition of the broad United States national policy
objectives which relate to overall purpose of the organization to be established.by the Definitive Arrangements
and to the objectives of the parties to the Definitive Arrangcments. Here we might address, study and answer policy
• issue questions like those outlined above. Furthermore, we
may also wish to be guided by some basic truths like:

-6-- Active repeater communications satellites placed in
synchronous altitude equatorial (geosta.tionary) orbit
provide a unique transmission media for all types .of•
telecommUnications services. Es sentially; the
synchronous altitude equatorial. corridor -- when
active repeater multiple access communications
satellites are employed -- is virtually a 22,300 mile
high ionospheric belt which.can be exploited to
.extend the range of telecommunications capability
'throughout the .globe. The fundamental attributes of
this revolutionary means include an unprecedented
degree of versatilita and flexibility
:together with
high capacity that can be achieved at low cost.
— Geostationary communications satellites possess
international. characteristics (radio frequency
spectrum utilization, orbital "parking slot" occupancy
and mutual visibility beyond the borders of individual
sovereign states) which demand a high degree of
international cooperation.
-- The United States has an inherent national interest
in having direct access to a global commercial
coznmunications satellite system from any of its
domestic and overseas territory in the promotion
of world commerce, peace and understanding.
Its "region" of vital interest is the world, not a
hemisphere.
The United States has provided the management
capability and technical competence which in large
measures made meaningful contributions toward
establishing and operating the INTELSAT Global
System.
The United States has the only free world management capability and technical competence to
establish and operate a saphisticated global communications satellite system for the foreseeable
future.

-7-- No studies have been made that treat the question of
the economic consequences to INTELSAT and its
members of separate ownership of some or all
regional or domestic — or even international -satellites.
Another basic consideration in the formulation of a viable United
States, position on the permanent Definitive Arrangements for
INTELSAT is the quality of the conceptual. framework used in
establishing the policy objectives of the nation. Unfortunately,
in my view, the United States does not have a current and
valid long-range concept of the Global System. The Manager's
present conceptual documentation,' limited to the near-term
time period (1971-1974), appears to have inherent weakness.
First, it is limited to a time frame of only the period in which
the three INTELSAT IV satellites would be placed in the
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean areas. Second, it recognizes
several pertinent questions raised by the United Kingdom2 and
France3 but states that further study is needed. Third, its
conceptual framework is weak and essentially obsolescent,
particularly if. one wishes to place primary dependence on the
Global System for international telecommunications services,
as amplified below.
The three satellite systems configuration propose51 by the
Manager has, in my view, limited utility for developing a
forward-looking and imaginative United States position. A
global communications satellite system that employs only a gateway
entry philosophy, limits its coverage priority to the ocean
areas of the world and avoids planned in-orbit spare satellites
will not be a viable concept for performing the role of a

'United States Contribution (ICSC 34-18, 10 September 1968)
'2

United Kingdom Contribution (ICSC 33-43, 8 July 1968)

3 France Contribution (ICSC 33-20, 10 June 1968)

-8primary international telecommunications system in the late
1970's. 4 The rather fundamental questions raised by our
INTELSAT partners need to be studied, answered and incorporated
in appropriate United States documentation prior to the start of
the INTELSAT conference. Such documentation should, in part,
answer.the following questions:
Is the current published s=t of a three satellite system
using INTELSAT IV type satellites a viable near-term
p_ifor the Global System? and What should be the
conceptual framework and general configuration of the
Global System in the long-ran cre time frame?
The INTELSAT conference may begin in a climate of
disagreement among its members on the overall conceptual
framework and general configuration of the Global System.
Since the conference is for the purpose of establishing "permanent"
Definitive Arrangements, it is reasonable to expect that the
paramount issue will be the' broad question — "What are the
objectives of the INTELSAT oroa.nization?" The answer to this
question is tied fundamentally to the national policy of the United
States and other nations, the concpetx.tal framework and general
configuration of the Global System which will be operative in
the years ahead, as well as economic aspects of the joint venture.
Unless some action is taken to update our position, in my view,
the United States is possibly, indeed probably, in the position of
sponsoring an obsolescent system concept, particularly when
viewed in a long-term frame of reference. The Conference
could well "hang-up" on this crucial issue.

-4Discussions of the concept of a single global system are contai
in the following Office of Telecommunications Management pap
U. S. , Executive Office of the President, Office of Telecommu
cations Management, Staff Memorandum, A Sinzle Global Syst
for Commercial Satellite Communications, March 10, 1967.
U. S., Executive Office of the President, Office of Telecommu
cations Management, Staff Report, The United States of Americ
Contributions to the Growth of Communications Satellite Techno
and the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium,
December 1968.
4.

-9In summary, I feel that the 'United States needs to concentrate
at this time on the basic policy issues relating to objectives of
the INTELSAT organization. The following list pin-points the
key areas of concern to me:
..0 What is the Purposes of the Organization to be Established b the Definitive Arrangements?
ID What shoul.d be the Objectives of the Parties to the
Definitive Arrangements?
0 What should be the Scope of Telecommunications Services
to be Provided under the Definitive Arrangements?
(a) Tips_.(2
.1.Se
(b) Geographic Area of Services?
In developing the United States position for these key policy issues,
we should first, agree on the United States policy and objectives
for satellite communications5, second, develop the long term
conceptual framework (philosophy, principals and doctrine) and a
general configuration of the Global Commercial Telecommunications Satellite System, third, conduct an economic analysis of
the benefits of single Global System to the United States and other
members of the Consortium, fourth, agree on the specific policy
issues relating to objectives of the INTELSAT organization, and
finally, formulate the United States position for the Conference.
I think we should immediately have our staffs begin working
closely with COMSAT to study the points I have raised in this
memorandum. If you agree with me that the United States
needs to review its overall national policy and its conceptual
thinking regarding the long-term employment of telecommunications
satellites, I will be pleased to help in any way you desire.

5
In this light, I would suggest the statement shown in Attachn ent I
might serve as examples to be considered for use by the United Stat;
Government at the Conference.

-10As an aid to understanding the complexity
of the problem in
formulating a meaningful long-term conce
ptual framework for
a Global System, a tentative outline of
such a paper is enclosed
.as Attachment 2.

T. D. O'Connell
Encl.

1.
2.

U. S. Objectives
Tentative Outline

cc: Chairman Rosel H. Hyde, FCC
Mr. James McCormack, COMSAT

I

Attachment ill

United States Objectives
at the INTELSAT Conference

0

The maintenan6e of the forward progress attained
by the International TelecomMunications Satellite
Consortium (INTELSAT) under the Agreement
Establishing Interim Arrangements for a Global
Commercial. Communications Satellite System.

0

The development of meaningful Definitive Arrangements, in conjunction with other interested countries,
of the Singie
cend encure the time:y e..3ta'Lli ,orit
Global Commercial Telecommunications Satellite
System, which will serve the full range of telecommunications needs of the United States and other countries,
which will promote international cooperation, and which
will contribute to .world peace and understanding.

0

Continue support of the INTELSAT enterprise by making
available the significant United States launch capability
which can contribute to enhanced international telecommunications.

0

Promote the broadening of INTELSAT's role to provide
the full range of Domestic and International Telecommunications Services.

In meeting the objectives outlined above, the United States should
sponsor the adoption of institutional arrangements which will
enable the Consortium members to benefit from the substantial
United States management capability and technical competence in
satellite communications, consistent with the commercial international telecommunications service needs of the nation.
These objectives are consistent with United States policy
expressed in the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 and by
President Johnson in his message to the Congress on
Communications Policy of August 14, 1967.

Attachment 112

( Tentative Outline)

(Tentative Outline)

Staff Paper

Conceptual FraMcwork
(Philosophy, Principles and Doctrine)
For the Establishment and Operation of
The Global Commercial Telecommunications Satellite System
Under the Auspices of
The International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium
JINU;ELSAT)

A

Long-flange Projection

January 1969

Attachment 2

•

(Tentative)
OUTLINE -.

INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND
TERMINOLOGY
UNITED STATES POLICY ON SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
PURPOSE

or THE INTELSAT

ORGANIZATION

CHARACTER OF SATELLITE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS OBJECTIVES
-- Primary Objective of the Global System
Scope of Services (Type, Geographic Coverage,
Class of user)
-- Performance (Circuit Quality - Continuity of Service)
Interconnection with Terrestrial Network
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE GLOBAL SYSTEM
- - The .System Elements
Fundamental Premises (The Single Global System )
-- Participation in the INTELSA T Organization
- Management
- Space Segment Ownership
- Earth Station Ownership
•

•

-- Technical Objectives
(See Telecommunications Objectives)
- - Establishment of the System
—

Operation of the System

:

GENERAL CONFIGURATION OF THE GLOBAL SYSTEM
(Time Phased)
-- Space Segment Network
- Satellite Positioning
- Earth Coverage Pattern
-- Earth Station Locations
-- Network Connectivety
—

Tracking, Telemetry and Control Network

,

